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“Curiouser and curiouser” are the well-known words spoken by the
fictional character, Alice from Alice in Wonderland. I am very excited
to announce that this year's Collegian is Alice in Wonderland inspired.
At the commencement of the school year Term I, day one Ms Cody
announced that the focus of this year was around ‘Unearthing the
greatness of MLC'which coincided with the Prefecture's‘Wake
up’ theme. I now present you with this year’s Collegian of Alice in
Wonderland where the MLC students, the staff and the wider
community will discover and unearth the greatness of MLC through
each page.
The Collegian Committee, consisting of 27
girls and two staff members, met every
week with a clear focus - to recapture the
year of 2014 at MLC within one book! I
want to congratulate each of you because
we did it! Dedication and passion went
into the making of this Collegian, not only
by the committee but also by all who
where involved.
I would like to thank the dynamic and
amazing committee of 2014; it was
a pleasure working with you all and
sharing your unique ideas. I enjoyed our
Wednesday afternoon meetings, which
were filled with many laughs, delicious
food and hard work.
Special thanks must go to Beverley Wang,
Year 12, who designed and drew the very
creative and beautiful flip animation of a
girl ‘waking up' which gives off a moving
effect as you flip the pages.
Finally, to the Class of 2014, reflect back
on your final year at MLC and allow
this Collegian to remind you of your
unique talents and gifts, of the memories
you have created and the long lasting
impression that you will leave as you
embark on a new stage in your lives. In
2015 you won't be arriving at school each
morning you will be beginning a new
journey, but remember you will ALWAYS
be an MLC girl and you will ALWAYS
belong to the MLC family. As Reverend
Hollis Wilson says, “Go into a world
that needs you,” because it is eagerly
waiting for you.

The position of the Collegian Editor has
been both a very rewarding experience
and an incredible opportunity. Thank you
Mrs Stark for being my support crew, we
really do make a great team!
To the Editor of 2015; enjoy! You will
find yourself stretched to your limits and
constantly challenged but it is so exciting.
Very best of luck to you.
Carla Lawlor
Year I I
Collegian 2014 Editor
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Our 2014 Year 12 Leavers have been guided through the hearty efforts of a fine Prefecture,These young women have been led with
distinction by Sally Gilfillan's initiative and sedulous commitment, and Serena Eng’s dignity and wise equanimity.

Make me a channel of your peace,

0 Master grant that I may never seek,

Where there is hatred let me bring your love,...

So much to be consoled as to console,

...Where there’s despair in life, let me bring hope,
i

Where there is darkness, only light,
And where there’s sadness, ever joy.

To be understood as to understand,
To be loved as to love with all my soul.
...It is in pardoning that we are pardoned,
In giving of ourselves that we receive...
-

Students of 2014, your tangible ‘awakening’ across the year has
very much been connected to practising optimism and grasping
opportunities. Mostly though, by choosing to strive and discover
more within yourselves you have demonstrated the concept of
‘unearthing greatness’. I am genuinely proud that this striving
hasn’t only been about seeking to grow and develop as an
individual; indeed, this year the interconnected endeavours of our
College also enabled others to flourish.

St Francis of Assisi’s Prayer for Peace

visits to Malaysia and the Northern Territory, as well as our
bourgeoning relationship with the Fltzroy Valley, have all been
stellar examples of reaching out to learn from and help MLC's
global sisters and brothers.
Exemplifications closer to home include; our JuniorYears' ongoing
commitment to Love Angels; the sugar drive for Uniting Aid;
Middle Years’ girls and their work with UnitingCare West and
Case for Refugees; MLC’s Year 10 Nulsen Youth Patrons; the Year

is far from a romantic notion: it is the type that finds the courage

I I s’ engagement with Relay for Life; and MLC’s Kindergarten to
Year 12 Biggest Morning Tea. Equally relevant was the way in
which girls looked out for peers and staff on the European Music

to challenge, care and change our world; whether this be the

Tour; again, this is unconditional love and support in action.

It is this daring to put others first and to love one another that
is a defining feature of an MLC learnerThe ‘love’ I reference here

world of family, friends, school, neighbours, the local community,
our State, Nation or the globe. In this way, love is expressed
through acts of kindness and service. It is also manifests in the
selflessness to befriend and give.
As a child or adolescent it can feel as though the world centres

Whether we be in Western Australia or abroad, the more focus
given to understanding others’ perspectives and generously
positioning their talents to prosper, the fuller and richer our own
lives will become.

on you and your needs; cognitively, this is all our brains can initially

Finally for now, I commend warmly Carla Lawlor and the staff
and student team behind this publication. MLC's Collegian 2014

manage and it Is a very human desire to prioritise self; indeed,
there are moments when this is a more than appropriate choice.

captures brilliantly all that is novel and genuine about our girls and
their learning.

There is ample evidence that your learning at MLC in 2014 has
also encouraged you to think and care broadly. Our Service
Learning trips to Vietnam and the Kimberley and our inaugural

Yours in peace and love
Ms Cody
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“One thing I know; the only ones among you who will be really happy
are those who will have sought and found how to serve.”
-Albert Schweitzer
The Student Representative Council (SRC) has served the

led to some serious investigation into the condition of the trees,

student body with utmost distinction this year. SRC Prefect Gabby

their age and stage of development. We sought expert advice on

Rawlinson engineered a collaboration between the SRC and

just how best to manage them to ensure a safe environment for

College Prefects to see the introduction of House Days; when

our College Community. The decision was subsequently made

all students in a House were permitted to wear their House

to remove the centre tree to allow the remaining two some

Colours and fun events were organised by House Prefects and

extended time. Barry and his Grounds team also removed the

their Executives.

paving above the tree's roots, and a beautiful fence has been
installed to form a protection zone. Meanwhile, we will enjoy the

In May, students from Kindergarten to Year 12 were able to wear
their craziest hairstyles for a photo to evidence MLC’s support
for Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea Cancer Council fundraiser

remaining two trees for as long as we safely can, as we map out a
renewal programme for the Great Court trees!

The students appreciated the spectacularly decorated cupcakes,

Our long-anticipated new day uniforms for summer and winter

compliments of Parents of MLC.

were unveiled inTerm 4 and will be worn from the start of the
new school year What is the significance of purple in the new

The lure of delicious homemade lunches available in the Cafe
motivated the SRC to lobby for changes to streamline the
servery.They also negotiated Cafe snack offerings that ensure we
are trending towards more healthy eating options.This healthy
lifestyle theme also saw Middle Years' representatives arrange
for the purchase of long skipping ropes to re-introduce some
simple, fun activities that bring girls out into the sunshine at
recess and lunchtime. Other additions are the new furnishings

uniform you ask? Reviewing the uniform provided an opportunity
to consider a fresh approach to complementing and lifting our
dark Collegian green. The purple-green-white combination
is strongly associated with the advancement of women
internationally. The overall colour design is a symbol that at MLC,
our perspective is global as we stride confidently into our second
century.

and recycling bins on each level of the Middle Years’ building

My best wishes and sincere thanks go to Gabby for her

that were introduced in a collaboration between Middle Years'

outstanding leadership as SRC Prefect and Amy, Jodie, Clare, Isabel

representatives and the Dean of Middle Years' Education.

and Sruthi for their contributions to mentoring younger members

Towards the end of the long, dry summer; a large branch fell from
one of our ageing Port Jackson FigTrees on the Great Court.This

of our 2014 SRC.
Ms Palmer

Leadership
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This year has proved to be such a wonderful year filled with excitement and an array of thrilling opportunities.
We began the year brimming with anticipation, looking forward
to all the opportunities 2014 had in store. As Year 12s, we felt
especially privileged to be able to take on our roles as leaders of
the College and to make as much out of our final year as possible.
This year we’ve had an amazing group of girls who have
represented and led the School as the Prefect body for 2014. As
a group, we feel especially privileged to hold this role, as this year
marks the centenary of the first elected Prefecture at MLC back
in 19 14,The Prefects have fulfilled their roles with extraordinary
dedication, passion and commitment, and we could not have
asked for a greater group of girls to work with us in the journey
that has been 2014.
Following on from Ms Cody’s theme for the year‘Unearthing
MLC's Greatness’, we as Prefects, challenged the students to
‘Wake Up'to all opportunities with all their challenges in order to
uncover passions and unearth individual greatness.
We have introduced an array of new activities, and hopefully
traditions this year, while also continuing on with the past
work and efforts of previous Prefectures. House Day was a
new initiative that encouraged girls from Years 6 to 12 to come
together on this day of House celebration with a range of original
and fun activities.

One tragic international event that occurred this year which
had an astounding impact on us was the ’#BringBackOurGirls'
campaign. Students were encouraged to tie a green, purple
or white ribbon to the school gate to raise awareness for this
campaign. It was wonderful to see the College come together
to support such a worthy cause and we were reminded of how
incredibly fortunate we are.
During Social Services Week we introduced Zero To Hero Day to
fundraise for and support the organisation, which works to raise
awareness and address mental health problems among young
adults.The teachers were sponsored to dress up as a superhero,
much to the delight of us students, and the day was a great
success.
We also continued to honour traditions introduced by previous
Prefect bodies including the Onya awards, the Great Divide
with Christ Church Grammar School in which we successfully
maintained our winning streak for the fifth consecutive year, and
the Pantene Beautiful Lengths where girls donated their ponytails
to be made into wigs for cancer patients.
This year has been extraordinary and we feel extremely lucky and
grateful to have been able to contribute in some way at MLC.
Serena Eng and Sally Gilfillan
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Prefect Group

2nd Row: Lauren Paunich, Gabriella Rawlinson, Lucinda Rose, Bronnie Cox, Mia Challis, Bree Kennedy-Smith,

Sophie Dolan, Charlotte Ward, Samantha Schrauth
Front Row: Mrs Kate Padman, Caris Bogdanov, Jessica Young, Holly Richmond, Serena Eng, Ms Rebecca Cody, Sally Gilfillan, Katie Frew,
NinaTrimboli, Matilda Spadaccini

Middle Years’
House Leaders
4th Row: Emma
Ferguson, Jacqueline
Rough, Ciara Smith, Madi
Horlen Claire Goater
Isabel Boogaerdt
3rd Row: Georgia Seed,
Jade Howgate, Ellie
Thomas,Verity Dickins,
Madeline De Silva,Tess
Blythe
2nd Row: Mrs Jan
Guilfoyle, Elise Christou,
N atasha Vertan nes, Jacq u i
Clements, Roisin Connolly,
Tara Suann, Ms Jannine
Webb
Front Row: Allysha Saw,
Cailin Feldman, Jaslyn
Woo, Amelia ChannerHolmes, Sophie Hogan,
Bianca Lawlor
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The 2014 Student Representative Council (SRC) is made up of an
exemplary group of girls from Year 6 to i 2, who represent the MLC
student body.
This year; the SRC has introduced a
number of wonderful initiatives and has
shown strong leadership across the year
groups.The Council met fortnightly to
discuss matters that affect students to
accurately represent our peers.

It has been a great honour to work with
this group of inspiring girls and to lead
them this year I have truly appreciated
the opportunity to get to know all of the
2014 SRC members personally and our
group has become very close.

Some of our tasks included the

The Year 12 Executives have done a
brilliant job of mentoring the younger

introduction of House Day and a
movement towards a healthier Cafe. We
have also discussed ways to improve the
School environment.
The girls represented the College and
demonstrated wonderful leadership skills
to the wider community through their
attendance at the Claremont ANZAC
Day Service and the IGSSA Swimming
Carnival, as well as providing assistance at
College Sunday.

o

year groups to blossom and develop
their leadership skills.The confidence of
all of the girls has grown tremendously.
The group has been wonderful to work
with and have always stayed on top
of their tasks. It was amazing to see
representatives from a variety of ages
voicing their opinions and expressing
themselves in the meetings.
As the backbone of the Council, Ms
Palmer is owed a tremendous thank
you from the SRC. We are grateful for
her significant contributions and guiding
hand in our meetings. I am personally
grateful for her guidance in teaching me
the ways of the Council. My year as the
SRC Prefect has been a tremendous
experience and a wonderful leadership
opportunity.

o

Gabriella Rawlinson

ire

SRC Prefect and Executive Jodie Loi, Sruthi Sodum, Gabriella Rawlinson, Ms Yvonne Palmer; Clare McMath, Amy Hall, Isabel Philip
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SRC Prefect, Executive and Year 6-11 Representatives 4th Row: Sruthi Sodum, Claire Maloney, Angela Humphris, Clare
McMath, Charlotte Brasington, Madeleine Murray, Catherine Wilde 3rd Row: Emilie England, Ava Nielsen, Wen Tian Loi, Isabel Philip,
Amy Hall, Reshma Samuel, Chiara Ma 2nd Row: MsYvone Palmer; Ottilie Allen, Kylee Kotula, Anika Hannington, Geraldine Gazali,
Shannon Morgan,Veronica Gelavis, Emily Gallin-Haynes Front Row: Madeline Colvin, Romy Wheeler; Qingling Huang, Gabriella
Rawlinson, Nanaka Inoue, Caitlin Bong, April Ward Absent: Oriana Morris-Johnson
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Social Services
Prefects
What a year!Together we have had an absolute ball
in our roles. With the help of our fabulous Executive
and the solver of all our problems, Rev, we believe we
have really made a difference to not only our local
community, but our global one as well. Our aim for 2014
was to unite the College in raising awareness about
some incredible charities, causes and events while trying
to make a positive contribution towards each of these.
We kicked off the year with Social
Services Week, which was a whole five
days dedicated to fundraising, community
awareness and encouraging each girl to
become involved with our activities that
celebrated the week's theme of‘uniting
women around the globe'. In supporting
this theme, our chosen charity was the
Promoting Equality in African Schools
Organisation, which works to develop and
launch secondary schools that contribute
to long-term societal change, poverty
reduction and the empowerment of young
people in Uganda and Zambia.
The jam-packed week included making
hundreds of lolly bags for the workers at
Good Samaritan Industries, a milkshake
stall, hosting the College’s first ever Staff
versus Student Human Foosball Game and
another very successful Pantene Beautiful
Lengths Hair Chop that saw 35 very brave
girls bid farewell to their luscious locks.

The week was brought to an end with
Harmony Day, which had a dress code of
'global justice warriors’, and we also hosted
a very memorable Harmony Day Concert
where we saw some serious multicultural
talent on display.
In Term 2, to show the College's support
for the #BringBackOurGirls campaign
following the kidnapping of 273 Nigerian
schoolgirls, each girl in Middle and Senior
Years was invited to tie a ribbon to the
front fence around a sign bearing the
same slogan. Our next endeavour for
the year was NAIDOC Week which is a
time to celebrate Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures and contributions.
We invited three guest speakers from the
Telethon Kids Institute, who shared with
us the significance of the land and their
ongoing connection to the country.They
also explained the devastating effect of
Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD)

in remote communities, and the work
being done in Fitzroy Valley with the elder
women to reduce FASD.
Zero To Hero Day in June was also a huge
success, following the organisation's aim to
develop young people's understanding of
mental health issues and awareness of the
mental health services available.To do this,
the girls sponsored the staff to spend the
day dressed as their favourite superhero,
with all proceeds going to Zero To Hero. In
Term 3 we also ran a clothes collection to
help support the new 'op-shop' in Fitzroy
Valley.
To sign off, we would like to thank each
and every member of the College
Community for their contributions over
the last 12 months; we could not have
had such a successful year without you!
Sophie Dolan and Holly Richmond

■te

Social Services Prefects and Executive
Radhika Sethi,Tessa Ferreira, Holly Richmond, Reverend Hollis Wilson (Chaplain), Sophie Dolan, Celia Beyer Si Xuan Lim
Absent: Rachel Hocking

fun’s Message
Reverend Hollis Wilson
He has told you, O mortal, what is good; and what does the Lord require
of you but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with
your God? — Micah 6:8 (2014 College Sunday Scripture)

Social Services

I love being your Chaplain! It is a privilege
and an honour to serve our beloved

Our first year of two Service Learning
international trips to Vietnam and

College.

Bethany Home (Malaysia);

We can all be very pleased and proud

•

•

Our first Year 10 Mother/Daughter
Northern Territory Experience;

•

Our first collaboration with the

of the things that we have accomplished
this year Our Social Services Prefects
and Executive have performed brilliantly.

Telethon Kids Institute in support of

I would like to give my deep and abiding

the Fitzroy Valley community in the

thanks to Celia,Tessa, Si Xuan, Rachel,

Kimberley region ofWestern Australia;
and,

Radhi, Sophie and Holly.They are a great
team to work with, especially as we
planned and implemented Social Services

•

Our first Year 10 Week of Amazement

Week in Term I.

providing unique opportunities in

College Sunday and our theme taken

community service, skills training and
farming life.

from Micah 6 was a proper launching of
the many activities, projects and events
that symbolise our commitment to
Community Service, Service Learning and

This year the Junior; Middle and Senior
Years have continued to support a
wide variety of charities and community

Social Services.

concerns, including our perennial support
for our partner in mission - UnitingCare

In 2014, we celebrated a number of firsts:

West. On behalf of those agencies,

organisations and individuals, I would like
to thank you.
As I contemplate the year; many stories
and images come to mind. One such
image is that of the 'security guard' at
Bethany Home in Malasyia.This young
man, now 25 years old, was a teenager
when I first met him more than 10 years
ago. He is unable to walk and uses a
wheeled walker and a fantastic bicycle
contraption that allows him to get
around the school and monitor all that is
happening. His employment by Bethany
Home ensures that he has meaning and
purpose in his life. He knows that he is
part of the community, that he has a place.
Bethany Home knows, and we know,
what the Lord requires of us: to do
justice, to love kindness and to walk
humbly with God.
To God be the glory. Amen.

Bethany Home
Bethany Home is a not-for-profit school located in Perak, Malaysia that
supports children and adults with a range of physical and intellectual
disabilities.They educate the students to give them an opportunity to
embrace life while emphasising Christian values.
Ten very enthusiastic girls and two excited
teachers were honoured to be the first

that included set activities we organised
ourselves. We also acted as aides for

group from Methodist Ladies’ College
to travel to Bethany Home.The service

teachers by participating in lessons such
as swimming and writing classes. On

tour lasted 10 challenging days (Saturday
5 July to Monday 14 July) and all students

Tuesday and Thursday we even visited
'Group Homes'.These are groups of
students who live together with two
caretakers in each group. Our task was to
assist the caretakers with certain projects.

departed Perak following a memorable
experience.
We met several Bethany Home teachers
and students as well as a few other
volunteers from the local area and around
the world; the most inspiring being Paula
and Hannah, from Germany, who had been
at Bethany Home for 10 months!

<D

Bethany Home has a beautiful morning
routine where staff and volunteers join
for devotion before school. We were
given the task of organising each Morning
Devotion for the week, and we had to
find an important matter that is inspiring
in relation to God,The Morning Devotion
is followed by a walk and an exercise
appropriate for people with disabilities.
Despite the awkwardness we felt on
the first day, we soon adjusted to the
rhythm of a Bethany Home school day.
The rest of the week followed a timetable
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This included making bracelets, a painting
and decorating photos.
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A few challenges we faced at Bethany
Home were the hot weather the language
barrier and, of course, the disabilities. Even
though each day was tiring, we battled
through and we believe our presence left
a mark at Bethany Home.

BBsS
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Being at Bethany Home has made the
MLC girls realise that no matter what
physical or intellectual limitations one
may have, it is always possible to achieve
something amazing.

A; SS.
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The students' passion and desire to learn
was really inspiring and has truly impacted
the girls’ outlook on life.
Anika Hannington and Isabelle Ng
Year 11
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Vietnam Service Tour
Saigon is where the affection, hugs and endless smiles of children
came in bundles during the Vietnam Service Tour When we arrived in
Saigon, following visits to Hanoi and Hue, we were uncertain of what
the next six days would hold, but we were so excited.The orphanage
was a lot bigger than we had expected; consisting of classrooms, eating
and sleeping areas and a big playground. We were introduced to many
children of all ages ranging from a few weeks old to teenagers. We
decided that we would take on the role of being mothers, so we played
with and held the children, and yes, changed nappies!
The Saigon orphanage was definitely the most challenging but
was also the most rewarding because we could see the Impact
that we had on the children. Even when we just held them for
a few minutes we could see that receiving the full affection and
attention of one person was sadly something they cherished.
It is difficult to express how much we enjoyed, valued and loved
this trip. I’d like to thank the teachers who came with us. I hope
future Year I Os all think about being part of next year’s trip.
Brittany Suann
Year 11
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'GhoMtuuiiehA,
Crosstrainers has been a whole lot of fun this year Girls from Years 6 to 12 have made so many new friends
and have learnt some incredible things about the amazing God we serve.Throughout the year we have
played some hysterical games, met some amazing people and learned from each other as well as from the

Bible about our Lord and Saviour.
upon knowing God we should imitate His

__

______ _

others and persevering through the ups

I
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and downs in the road of life, with Him as

In Term 2 we dove into the book of Luke,
and looked at what it means to follow Jesus
as we help our fellow followers.The term
finished up with an awesome Crosstrainers
session combined with Christ Church
Grammar School, which we hope to have
many more of in the future!
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Sophie Dolan
Year 12

3rd Row: Emma Bennett, Sophie Dolan, Eliza Smith, Indiana Powell, Alex Rough, Jessica Young, Jodie Loi 2nd Row: Mrs Shelley Smith,
MSxSi Hannah Smith, Eliza Davis, Wen Zhen Kueh, Mrs Natalie Powell Front Row: Jemima Chan, Jessie He,
Mia Mather, Laura Greenwood,
Sarah Robinson, Mikaela Brown, Alex Ceglinski, Sophie Kotkis Absent: Si Xuan Lim, Raechel Martin

Social Services

As forTerm 3, we went through the book
of James and focussed on how we speak
to one another and how we speak to
God. It has been another successful year
for Crosstrainers and we can’t wait to see
where it goes in the future!

B oarding
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Director of Boarding
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Elaine Riley

What a busy year we have had in the Boarding House!
Our Boarding Prefect, Bree Kennedy-Smith,

and the ‘best dressed’ competition for our

also delighted to continue our partnership

has done an outstanding job of leading the

special dinner in the evening, Christmas
in August. Thank you to Rev Hollis for
bravely taking on the role of judge!

with Shell Australia to offer the second
Shell Australia Regional Science Scholarship.

Executive this yean ably supported by her
Deputy, Alice Neil-Smith and Kathy Hsin. I

Sadly we will farewell Boarding Tutors Jac

The refurbishment programme in the
Boarding House will commence during the

this year

Strudwick-Day and LayaleTayba, who leave
us to take up a year's study in Kalgoorlie

summer holidays and will run throughout
the year during the term breaks. We hope

For something a little different, we started

and Broome respectively for their medical

to have everything completed by the start

off the year by taking all of the Boarding

degrees. We welcomed Mrs SallyTopley
who joined us as our Academic Mentor

of 2016.

would like to extend my sincere thanks to
them all for their support and enthusiasm

House, staff and girls, to Adventure World
for a day of fun, It was certainly a great day
cooling off in the many pools around the

earlier in the year and Zydrune Stuogyte
who joined us as a tutor

As the year draws to a close, we say
farewell to another wonderful group of
young women who leave us for the next

fun park and enjoying all the rides, both

We are excited as we look towards

exciting stage of their life journey. We wish

tame and challenging! In Term 3 we had a

another year in Boarding. The MLC

them safe passage and every possible

mini-Carnival Weekend running our Great

Regional Boarding Scholarships have been

success. Wherever they end up in the

Race challenge, our Boarding Concert,

very successful and the girls have settled
well into the boarding community. We are

world, they will always be part of the
MLC boarding family.

which showcased such wonderful talent,

Boarders

5th Row: Kiara Gunewardene-Palleros, Erika Weaver; Olivia Dring, Imogen Guest, Sara Koster; Bree Kennedy-Smith, Rheanna

Fairhead, Cyra Park, Angie Humphris, Megan Wingeatt. 4th Row: Regine Wlecke, Shayley Walker; Rebecca Penn, Katie Ying, Emily
Wooldridge, Asha McFarlane, Zuri Horlock,Verity Dickins, Lucy Luo, Mariah White, Sarah Connors, Melanie Chua 3rd Row: Allana Buck,
Tessa Olden, Eva Zeng, Alice Neil-Smith, Kathy Hsin, Nina Grylls, Sruthi Sodum, jenny Liang, Rachel Hocking, Putu Johnson, Maddy Jepiuh
2nd Row: Kendelle Gorman, Jessie Cheng, Sabrina Bilston-John, Bonnie Hyatt, Roshni Saxena,Jodie Loi.Jia Qi Lim, Rose Neil-Smith, Paige
Dunkeld, Shirle Hong, Rachel Phang, Grace Maddams Front Row: Mrs Elaine Riley, Eve Angelica, Laura Lai, Hannah Quaife, Celina Duthie,
Laura Mead, Cris Pang, Germaine PngTashi Eliott-Lockhart, Chynna Lim, Mrs Nola Riddell Absent: Caitlin Anderson, Eloise Anderson,
Sarah Maitland, Aimee Rea, Georgia Sutjiadi,Jenny Yam

cBoa/uUng,
What an amazing year it has been.The MLC
boarders have achieved so much this year I cannot
thank Mrs Riley and the Executive enough for all of
their help and hard work to ensure that this was a
fantastic year for everyone in the Boarding House.
We started a great year off with a traditional Closed
Weekend, where the girls and staff enjoyed a trip
to Adventure World and finished the day with a fun
movie night and popcorn. On the Sunday, the girls
went to a workshop for beauty and make-up where
we learnt a lot about looking after ourselves when it

Boarding

comes to wearing make-up.

H

This year we were fortunate enough
to have Rev as our new Chaplain for
Boarders' Chapel. Rev thought of an

Hd-jr'I

idea to organise exchange chapels with
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Christ Church Grammar School (CCGS),
which was a huge success.The girls loved
it and would be downstairs and ready
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to go when they knew it was on! The
other event we had with CCGS was the
Exchange Dinner; which was also great
fun. We’d like to relay a special thanks to
Heather for cooking a delicious selection
of food.
Every weekend we have a selection of
events to attend including ice-skating,
socials, shopping, horse riding and so many
others. None of this would be possible
without our Recreation Officer; Burge, so
we’d like to extend our thanks to her
To finish off an exciting year we had
another Closed Weekend. It started off
with the Christmas Dinner, with the theme
‘Christmas in August', which is new, but
worked very well.The buffet was brilliant
(thanks again to Heather and the kitchen
staff!). I can safely say that I have never
eaten so many different kinds of foods
since living in the Boarding House. After

Front Row: Alice Neil-Smith, Kathy Hsin, Mrs Elaine Riley, Bree Kennedy-Smith

the dinner we had the New Girls' Concert
where each year group performed for the
other year groups, concluding with the Year
12 Satirical.
MLC has given me so many great
opportunities and I appreciate every
single one of them.Thank you to all of the
dedicated staff and Mrs Riley for being
there for us. I will carry the memorable
moments of living in the Boarding House
with me forever
Bree Kennedy-Smith

Boarders’ Closed Weekend
On 16 August the MLC boarders woke up bright and early for
our Boarders'Weekend.
We started the day with a delicious cooked breakfast before the
younger girls were put into teams to take part in our Amazing
Race, and the Year 12s went to their secret locations within the
school. Shortly after the race began, the girls were running around
the school searching for clues and completing set tasks at each
destination. After the race we all painted our hands to create the
boarders' 2014 painting, then gathered together for our Collegian
photo.
Next on the agenda was line dancing; before the session was
over everyone looked like professionals. We then took a break
for lunch and during the afternoon the girls split into their year
groups to practise for the Boarders' Concert.
Dinner featured a'Christmas in August'theme and all the girls
participated by dressing up as Christmas trees, presents, and
angels among many other things. After our lovely meal, we moved

to the Lee Auditorium for the concert.
The girls put on a fantastic show, but the Year 12 Satirical really
was the highlight! We soon moved back to the Boarding House
to watch Tangled and eat ice cream. Everyone had a great time
and overall it was a fabulous day that brought us all even closer
together!
Alice Neil-Smith
Year 12

New Boarder

J fill 11
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I moved from a small town in the South

it was as though I’d just become part

West called Boyup Brook to board at

of a family. Everybody in boarding is so

Methodist Ladies’ College. I was fortunate
enough to receive a Regional Boarding

lovely and I especially love how it is such a
community, which makes it a lot easier to

Scholarship in Year 9, which I greatly
appreciate.

come into, as you get to know everyone i
personally! What I really love about MLC,*

At first I was against the idea of leaving
home, but after a couple of weeks of
consideration, I decided that I would

is how everybody accepts you into their
friendship groups. Now. I have a range of
friends, boarders and non-boarders.

come, because it was an amazing offer
that I couldn't let go. Now that I am here
I have never looked back; it has been the

Since coming to board I have learnt many
new skills, like being independent and alsogaining some great social skills. Boarding

best decision that I have ever made!

teaches you about responsibility and it
also helps you prepare for life.

I really enjoy boarding. I thought that
when I came to the Boarding House I
would be homesick, but when I arrived,

Grace Maddams
Year 9

J

Weekends in the Boarding House
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Weekends in the Boarding House are
when the most fun occurs! There is

Weekends have always been my personal
favourite time of the week, not just

0 U T'S

always, and I mean always, something
going on; shopping expeditions or classy
Socials
with some other boarders - who
happen to be boys.

because there is no school, but because
I socialise a lot more than I would if I
were at home. At the Boarding House,
weekends give us the chance to bond
with all the other girls and generally have
an awesome time together

For the boarders who rarely want
to leave the comfort of the Boarding
House to go and mingle with other
humans, there is always the chance to go
swimming in the pool or to eat lunch on
the Great Court, picnic-style.

The opportunities the Boarding House
provides ensure we have more fun than
any of the day girls, as it feels like we are
constantly at a Social!
Rebecca Penn
Year I I
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Dean of
Junior
Years’
Education
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Michael Brown

75 Years in the Making
The highlight of 2014 was celebrating 75 years of Barclay House and the unearthing of a time capsule, which
was placed in the ground 25 years ago by the then Head of junior School, Mrs Lexi Saggers.There were Junior
Years’ students, including boys, at MLC prior to the opening of Barclay House in 1939. However; it was the
designating of Barclay House to Junior Years' Art and a Kindergarten of 28 students that formed the basis for
the present JuniorYears' location.
The birthday event was a celebration
of the past, present and future of MLC's
JuniorYears. Indeed, the party was an
act of gratitude, as well as an expression
of our purposeful intent to continue
to strive, so that our girls from PreKindergarten to Year 6 will forever thrive.
The birthday celebration coincided with
our My Learning Community Day on
Friday 15 August.The JuniorYears was
certainly awash with parents and girls.
The morning commenced with musical
performances in Hadley Hall, followed
by our annual Fun Run on the oval,
classroom visits and the Art exhibition.
At 10.00am, we hosted a morning tea for
past teachers and students of the Junior
School, where we served food created
from recipes featured in the 1980s MLC
cookbooks. Former MLC Principal Dr
Hadley and Mrs Hadley attended, along
with former Heads of the Junior School
Mrs Betty Cox and Mrs Lexi Saggers. It
was a delightful moment that connected
the past with the present.The MLC spirit
was certainly alive and thriving.

The 1980s theme continued as present
parents and students, alongside invited
guests, joined Ms Cody, Ms Palmer and
myself in our formal 75th birthday
ceremony in Hadley Hall. We were
fortunate that two former students,
Jenella Downing (nee Middleton) and
Sunita Gilby (nee Chelvanayagam), read
out their letters which were entombed
in the time capsule all those years ago.
It was certainly insightful listening to their
dreams and aspirations of 25 years ago
being shared all this time later Please
enjoy this insight of anotherYear 5 student
from 1989:

“In the year 2014, people will be driving
space cars and outside will be petrol
tanks and there will be robots and the
teachers will look the funniest.There will
be underground tunnels to your desk and
you have your own computer And, you
don’t have to go to school if it is hot."
I wonder what our girls today would write
for future generations to read about our
present school year Would they mention
the amazing teachers who work tirelessly,
the introduction of iPads in Years 5 and
6, or would their highlight be the Mum
and Me Movie Night or the Dad and
Daughter Dance? Would they write about
the MLC’s Got Talent event or Corinth
winning the House Singing at our annual
Heather Lamont Festival? Would the
Swimming and Athletics Carnivals feature
in their writing, or MrTaylor dressing up
as Wendy for our Book Week Dress-up
Day?
It's been another amazing year in the
Years. Our girls have excelled
themselves, as usual,
us
and the girls and
teachers; have been
be literally‘unearthing
ML(j's greatness1.

Kindergarten J
When I Grow Up
I want to be a nurse like my Mum. My Mum
works in a big hospital.
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Summer:

A Halloween person and dress up all
the time.That will be my job.

Camrynn:

I have a nurse costume at my house, so I want
to be a nurse.
Same as Daddy; go to work on the computer

Yolanda:

A sport teacher; to say something to the
children and they do it. Because it looks like fun.
A ballerina because they are so pretty.

I want to be a builder because I like building.
3rd Row:

A fire girl and my hair will be so long. Me and
Zoe will do boy jobs.

Mrs Ollie Johnstone (Teacher), Genevieve Bradford,
Lola-Violet Horton, Lizzy Cooper Zoe Carroll

Genevieve: I want to be a flower girl. A flower girl picks

2nd Row: Camrynn Campbell, Mirai Kinui.Qiqi Wang,Tara
Sceney

flowers!
Work in a flower shop and sell roses.

Front Row: Yolanda Wang, Lily Sun, Rebecca Murphy, Summer
Chandler, OliviaTan

I

Ju n io r K indergarten

A driver because a driver can drive where they
want to go.

Absent:

Emily Hewson, Ms Stacey Maroney
(Education Assistant)
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Rebecca:

Frozen.. .and me and my sister will be playing
together all the time.
A shop keeper in a lolly shop!
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When / Grow Up
I would like to be a mermaid because they can swim.

Abbie:

I would like to be a girl who looks after animals
because you get to sleep with them. You get to feed

rI i
L

animals and touch them.
Audrey:

I want to be a person who makes money because I

-n

need to have more food in my home. I need to go to
work.
Olivia:

I would like to play a violin because it sounds nice.

Aurelia:

I would like to be a mum and then I would like to be
a music teacher. A mum tells kids what to do and a
music teacher gets to use instruments.

Sienna:

I would like to be a doctor because I can fix patients.

Josie:

I would like to be a doctor because I like Victoria’s dad
and I want to be the same job as him. A doctor fixes

K indergarten

Isabel:

‘ C 4

people and I want to see if people have things inside
their bodies.
Anaya:

I would like to be a doctor because I like dressing up
like a doctor

Ava:

I would like to swim around the sea because I like
getting wet. It is about being a mermaid.

Jorja:

I would like to be a princess because I've got lots of
princess dresses. I could do a drawing when I am a
princess.

Maisie:

I would like to find gold so that I can make treasure
and it is very precious.

Lottie:

I would like to bake food because I get to eat it then. I

Y IY
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3rd Row:

would also like to clean up because I can’t play.
Victoria: I would like to be a doctor just like my daddy and go
to his work to make people better
Yaashinii: I would like to be a snail when I grow up and eat
special snail food and medicine.

j

Audrey Li, Abbie Stamper Olivia Berg, Maisie Smith,
Aurelia Brown

2nd Row:

Miss Katie Petchell (Teacher),Josie Sheldrake, Sienna
Norris,Victoria Clark,Yaashinii Vasudavan, Mrs Linda
Gore (Education Assistant)

Front Row: Lorelei Leckie, Lottie Prentice, Anaya Shroff, Jorja llias,
Ava Aultman
Absent:
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Mrs Cheryl Parker (Teacher)
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Pre-Primary 13
Pre-Primary B students are scientists
carrying out investigations.
In our classroom, even the little things can be full of
wonder.
Patterns have sparked our curiosity throughout the
year Patterns are at the foundation of mathematics
and reading.

3rd Row:

Miss Belinda Bath (Teacher), Angela Chen.Vinudhi Silva,
Olivia Bentley, Madeleine Murphy,
Mrs Nicole Brown (Education Assistant)

2nd Row:

Nyx Pentony, Lily Simpson, Saieshaa Reddy,
Dhivyaa Praveen Chandran, Milla Lisle

Front Row: Isabelle Zheng, Molly Clark, Amanda Rivera, EstelleTeo, Jin Lim,
Zia Fletcher
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We have created our own patterns using the wide
range of equipment and resources available to us.
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Absent:

Erin Elliott

Importantly, we have also observed patterns in the
natural world. If you look close enough at a dragonfly,
you will see that it has great big eyes. Each eye is
made up of patterns of hexagons, rather like a bee's
honeycomb. Dragonflies became a focus of an
exciting class research project. Have you ever seen
little round eggs on the underside of a leaf?They may
have been laid by a butterfly
or a moth. Each one has a different pattern.
Pre-Primary B have illustrated their own leaves
and studied different egg patterns to add to their leaf
design.
The world is full of patterns. We have eyes to discover
and enjoy them. Look carefully and you may find
some of these wonders for yourself.

Pre-Prim ary

Pre-Primary M
What I Love About Pre-Primary
Katelyn:

Playing with my friends.

Tiffany:

Doing drawings with my friend, Katelyn.

Alexis:

Drawing pictures and posting them in the Post Office.

Catalina:

Getting the Surprise Bag and putting tricky things
in there.

Elina:

Playing in the Home Corner when it is a house.

Hallie:

When we do the Big Write because all of the candles
are really sparkly with the glitter

Madeleine: I get to learn Maths and Reading.
Caroline:

My teachers! I love being with my teachers every day.

Me/ Mei:

Our classroom, I love the games and activities we do.

Poppy:

Playing outside at recess.

Audrey:

Playing with the children and the teachers, and I like the
activities.

Georgia:

Working in the Post Office. We send letters to people.

Hattie:

I like it because it’s fun! Playing in the block

corner is the best.
Eva:

iwn
3rd Row:

Mrs Melissa McNamara (Teacher), Poppy
Christou, Hallie Richards, Hattie Harding, Georgia
Potalivo

2nd Row:

Tiffany Pham, Hannah Davidson, Nellie Eaves,
Elina Singh, Caroline Hoffman, Alexis Bennett

Front: Row:

Mei Mei Puncher; Laila Edwards, Katelyn Zhuang,
Madeleine Davis, Catalina Carvajal Rueda

Absent:

Mrs Jocelyn Stopforth (Education Assistant)

All the kids in Pre-Primary are nice and I like the
teachers.

Hannah:

Doing drawings of mermaids.

Nellie:

Playing Maths Pack games.
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What 1 Like About Year 1
Ava:

Mrs Lipscombe is a lovely teacher She always helps me
to read.

Polly:

I like Spelling because I like Word Monster on Literacy
Planet. I loved Book Week too.

Charlotte: 1 like Art because we are learning about the Aborigines.
1 also like learning Chinese because 1 lived there.

Samarah:

MLC's Got Talent was amazing. I also love Reader's
Theatre because we get to show the class our play.

Ellie:

Assembly was great because 1 read my poem to the
whole school.

Sara:

I thought MLC day was fabulous. I loved the Fun Run
and writing the stick sentences.

Eloise:

1 love writing because it is exciting talking about the
stories. 1 love writing recounts.

Tianyu:

Art is amazing! I love going to MrsTeusner and painting
and drawing fantastic pictures.

Emma:

Book Week was great because we got to listen to
stories and show everyone our costumes.

Chloe:

Jaden:

1 like Music because 1 love singing. 1 like listening to
lovely music in class and playing games with dominoes.

Mrs Mac is an exciting teacher because she puts on
cool songs. I love reading books, and when my mum
came and read to us all.

Ruhi:

I like Science because the experimental garden helps us
to learn. I like Mrs Mac too because she teaches us lots
of things.

Sofia:

I like playing bingo because I have fun calling out the
numbers and being the leader

Iona:

I like retelling stories. I told the story of The Ugly
Duckling and everyone loved it.

Jemima:

I like sewing in Art with MrsTeusner I also like Spelling
because I write exciting sentences with my list words.

Maddy:

I love Drama. We get to act and make a mini show. I
really enjoyed going to the Freshwater Bay Museum.

Maya:

Art is fantastic because I get to paint and draw. I like
Spelling because I do rainbow writing.

Namita:

I like Maths because Mrs Mac gives us awesome, tricky
sums. Reading is very, very fun because we get to do
Reader’s Theatre.
3rd Row:

Mrs Gabrielle McNaughton (Teacher),
Tianyu Wang, Ruhi Bhandari,
Sofia Norris, Eloise Ch'ng,
Maya Miyagawa, Edie Smythe

2nd Row:

Maddy Fletcher; Elena Simpson,
Lavinia Carson, Ava Hazeldine,
Samarah Grewal, Sara Fisher,
Jemima Austin

Front Row: Polly Prentice, Sophia Neild,

Wmmm
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Emma Kirschner, Chloe Hyndman,
jaden Helton, Namita Kurup

The Best Thing About Year I Was
Going on our excursion to the Perth Zoo. I loved
seeing all the animals and my favourite was the zebra!

When my reading group performed The Little Red Hen
I was the cat
Priyanka:

Getting to sit next to Mrs Rack! in Reading, Spelling
and Maths rotations.

Sophia W: How good my writing got. I got to see Mr Brown and I
got a golden sticker!

Charlotte: Doing dictation because we spell our spelling words in
tricky sentences

When we retold the Dreamtime story about ‘how the
birds got their colours’.

Hosting the Assembly because we got to read out our
acrostic and cinquain poems on the microphone.

The best thing about Year I is reading groups. We do a

Sumedha: Making Oobleck in Science! It was hard work making it

lot of different and fun reading activities.
Abbie K:

Having the class pet,Tizzy. I absolutely loved him and

and I liked the colours.

he had the best time with me!

Abbie 0:

Using the iPads to go on Mathletics and Literacy Planet

Sophia J:

Making spaghetti and marshmallow towers with my
friends

I liked getting to go on the tennis courts at lunch and
playing with the balls.

Caitin:

Our classroom jobs like messengers, bellringer; lunches
and line leader

Oivia:

I got really good at dictation and writing. I love my
teachers, Mrs Rackl and Mrs Lipscombe.

Lucinda

Having Mrs Rackl as our teacher because she is
precious, kind, caring, respectful, beautiful, good and just

Zainab:

I liked it when Olivia got up at Chapel and spoke on
the microphone for the first time. Our whole class
clapped and we were so happy.
When I came to visit MLC on Orientation Day. I had
a new teacher called Mrs Rackl, and I played a lot of
games like Pass the Parcel.
When I got to go on stage at Chapel and read out a
part. I had a really big part, and I remembered all of my
lines!

the best!

Y e a r 1R

3rd Row:

Abbie Kirkham, Zainab Gardezi,
Abbie Ollerhead, Sophia Jones,
Lian Bewsher; Priyanka Muthukattu

1

Mrs Megan Rackl (Teacher),
Sofya Vysotskaya, Lydia Murphy,
Sumedha Ghosh, Lucinda Anderson,
Sophia Woodley, Ava Bagios

)

Front Row: Charlotte Swann, Olivia Brodie,
EmilyTeo, Lucy Porter; Caitlin Chow,
AbbyVan Hagen
Absent
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3rd Row:

Ms Fiona Harris (Teacher),Alexis Loong,
Samantha Vann, Genevieve Visagie, Claire
Dharsono, Indi Lumsden, Charlize Marriott

2nd Row:

Supapit Suk-Udom, Larissa Liyanage, Chloe
Chan, Zanna Pyne, Akshaya Dayanandan, Ana
Hunter; Sofia Carollo

Front Row: Isabella Reed, Devon Ling, Stephanie
Carcenac, Cassandra Rivera, Alisha Parker;
Audrey Degenaar

Year 2\I
Asking questions that engage the imagination can be a great way to get fun and
meaningful conversations started. Here are some of our gorgeous girls’ answers.
If you could do something to cheer up a

What is your favourite word right now?

If you could send an email or text message

group of kids less fortunate than you, what

What do you like about it?

to anyone in the world, to whom would
you send it? What would you say? Why?

would you do? Why?

Zanna:1'Progress!" I like it because I like

Audrey: I would play with them. If they didn't

learning new things and when I try new

Claire: My Mum. To tell her I can eat chips

have a pool with a heater; I would ask them

things, I think of it in my head. Progress,

every day and never drink water

to come and swim at my house because my

progress, progress!

Alexis: My Dad. Happy Father's Day!

pool has a heater

Stephanie: “Epic” and "Smoochy!”

Devon: Ask them to be my friend. I would

Issey: “Swag!”

What part about being a kid do you think

play with them every day.

you will miss the most when you grow up?

Issey: I would ask them to come and join my

If you could have a superpower, what

family because I don’t like seeing lonely kids

would you choose to have? Why? What

Nong Pear: Playing with your best friend.

around. I would have to ask my mum and

superhero name would you choose?

When you grow up you have to learn more.

Zanna: Ankle not hurting power! (Zanna

Chloe: I don't think I'll miss anything because

dad first, though.

Why did you choose that?

tore a ligament in her ankle)

I can still have my favourite pillow and play

Where do you think Heaven is?

Chloe: Flower Power! I really love nature.

with my friends.

Sofia: It is where God lives. Angels go to

Alisha: Friendship power! So I could fix

heaven. If we die our souls still live.

friends' problems and make them be friends

Genevieve: It is a castle made of clouds

again.

What is one thing that you think you will
definitely be great at when you are an

where God lives and dead people go.

adult? Why?

Stephanie: People die and get a new life but

What is the silliest thing you’ve ever done?

Alexis: Music. I love piano and violin.

without their bodies.

Akshaya: When my mum is downstairs, I like

Nong Pear: Being a vet, because I like animals

Akshaya: Heaven is a place in the sky. It

to jump on her bed.

and nature, and it’s my most favourite thing.

sounds like peace and forgiveness.

Larissa: Put underpants on my head.

Ana: Writing because I love it!

Indi: Put salt on a lemon and put it in my
What does ‘love’ mean to you?

mouth.

If you could be Mr Brown or Ms Cody for

Sofia: Hug, kiss, hug, kiss. When my mum or

Charlize: Riding on my scooter with my

a day, what would you do? What would

Dad says,"I will tuck you into bed."

undies on.

you change?

Audrey: When you can stay together and

Ana: I would change the office and have no

play forever

uniform.

Issey: Love makes me smile; it makes me

Sofia: Tell the whole school we can eat ice

want to hug you.

cream every day,

Charlize: Love means everybody cares

Charlize: Have a party in the classroom.

about us.

A/isfia: We would have marshmallows for
lunch and recess because they are yummy.
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My Favourite Things
Anna Osborne: I really enjoyed My Learning
Community Day because I liked the Fun
Run.
Shama-Maria Ramachandran: I really enjoyed
doing Enrichment Maths because we do
harder times tables.
* &.
Antoinette Ang: I loved making castles
because I learnt about 3D shapes. I made
cones for the roof and cylinders and
cuboids for the towers.
Isabella Surtees: My favourite thing was

\:yv
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making chocolate crackles. We measured
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and mixed different ingredients together
and it was exciting.
Isabelle Bassett: I really enjoyed Mum and
Me Movie Night because I got to cuddle

Nina Scaglione: I enjoyed singing along to

my mum.

the Mathletics times table tunes. I know my

in a mini greenhouse during our‘Good to

twos, fives and I Os but I need to practise

Grow' topic.

Heloise Raynaud: I liked My Learning
Community Day because the Fun Run was
fantastic.
Charlee Eaves: I loved the iMaths ‘Gone
Fishing1 investigation because we iearnt
about the legal size of fish and measured
them in centimetres.
Sophie Gilchrist: My favourite activity is
Spelling because of all the fun activities we
do in Sound Waves like word searches.
Alyssa Walter: I have enjoyed doing

my threes!

Stephanie Munro: I really enjoyed bringing

Brianna Carroll:l liked using the iPads inTerm

Isabelle Tivey: I loved writing narratives

3 when we were comparing toys and games

because I learnt to spell new words and use

from the past and present.

my imagination. I am in ‘La La Land’when I
write.
Zara Johnston: I loved Science and ‘All Mixed
Up’ because we had so much fun seeing
what mixed and what didn’t.
Eliza Tsokos: I loved Book Week because I
dressed up as Lulu Bell and she’s a cowgirl.

Amy Lam: I really liked Book Week because
I really like books and we got to dress up in
our costumes.
Ridhima Shama: I enjoyed making life cycles
posters because it was fun researching using
books and then drawing a diagram.
Yuchen Chan: I really loved My Learning

multiplication, subtraction, addition and

Samara Xie: i really enjoyed swimming in PE.

Community Day because I won fourth place

division.

We dived off the blocks and it was fabulous.

in MLC's Got Talent without suspecting.

Luella Klepec: I have really enjoyed Year 2
because going up to 12 words is fun!

3rd Row:

Amy Lam, Heloise Raynaud, Ridhima Sharma,
Anna Osborne, Isabella Surtees, IsabelleTivey,
Charlee Eaves

2nd Row:

Miss jane O’Sullivan (Teacher), Sophie
Gilchrist, Stephanie Munro, ElizaTsokos, Nina
Scaglione, Alyssa Walter; Samara Xie

Front Row: Antoinette Ang, Shama-Maria Ramachandran,
Brianna Carroll, Zara Johnston, Megan Lim,
Isabelle Bassett,Yuchen Chan
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Incredible Learning
Lovely House singing
Outstanding minds
Virtues make us kind
Excellent memories we will leave behind

Year 3 Camp was the best
Everyone enjoyed getting wet
Amazing class pet
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Running around the oval sure made us
sweat
3rd Row:

Aurelle Vidyagiri, Freya Hartree, Ashley Stephens,Yara Khaleel, Cissie He.Tyra
Xie, Harjot Marwah

2nd Row:

Mrs Elizabeth Brand (Teacher), Indira Ferree, Holly Lilleyman, Georgie

Terrific Noongar guests
Heaps of bush tucker food we did digest
Reader's Theatre made our day
Every day we came ready to start in a
positive way
Excited now forYear 4! Hooray!

Robinson, Mehtab Dhillon, Melissa Young, Lauren Stamper; Olivia Rutili
Front Row: Briga Gould, Harini Manivasagam, Lola Oakey, Caitlin Lund, Raquel van
Merwyk, Indiara Karthigasu, Madeleine Wong

Year 3W
Learning in Year 3W
English, English, we love English.
Spelling is the best,
With practise we will ace the test.
Reading and writing is what we do,
To avoid going to Year 4 without a clue.
Persuasive narratives and poetry writing,
All these texts are quite exciting.

We add and subtract every day,
Learning about money and how to pay.
Now we can read the time,
So our brain doesn’t turn to slime.

3rd Row:

Mrs Alana Walsh (Teacher), Rosie Wang, Eva Prentice, Zahra E!-Wardani,Ava
Phillips-Capstick, Saskia Johnston, Grace Ivory, Liliana Lane

2nd Row:

Shalin Nair, Ekaterina Eldridge, Annabel Dass, Lauren Tran-Nguyen, Grace

Multiplication and division,
Helps us with our Maths precision.

Morrison, Evlin Riederer; Sophie Panzich.Ava Potalivo
In Science we discovered feathers, fur and
leaves,
Identifying what each animal needs.

Front Row: Dominique Manasseh.Amelie Jayasundera,Teresa Chacko, Jacqueline Gilbert,
Anastasia Chester; Neemyana Lathia, Isabella Croft

Discovering our place in space,
Earth we can never replace.

Year

We melt candles and marshmallows for
fun,
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And learn cool things about electricity and
the sun.

In History we travelled around the world,
Locations and celebrations; our minds
whirled.
We met some fabulous Noongar people,
One was a Docker, dressed in purple.

We have had a wonderful year;
Our achievements are so clear
Mrs Walsh gave us lots of love,
Giving us kisses and big hugs.
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Mother’s Day

My Learning Community Day

In Term 2 for Mother’s Day, we made bath bombs. We explored
different scents to find the perfect one to give to our own mums,
We chose the right mould and filled it with our mixture then
waited overnight for the mixture to set. We took it out of the
mould, packaged our present in cellophane and tied it up with
some ribbon.

On Friday 15 August, it was My Learning Community Day. We had
a Fun Run and our parents were allowed to join in with us to help
us get House points; it was really fun. Our parents had the chance
to come and look at our College and some of the schoolwork
we have done so far this year We also played a game of Jeopardy.
Our parents did a 'super spelling' test and the words were really

Katie Metcalfe, Chloe, Sian, and Kristen.

hard for them,
Maya, Jessica, Niamh and Rosie-May.

Zoo Excursion
When we went to the zoo, we had the opportunity to see
many unique and magnificent animals. We really enjoyed seeing
the rainforest animals and the elephants because they are such
majestic creatures. We were in awe of the monkeys as they
climbed swiftly over the tall treetops.The sun bears were very
exciting.They snuggled together as if cuddling each other We were
all thrilled to be able to have such an astounding and exciting
experience.
Esther, Molly, Savannah and India.

75th Anniversary of Barclay House Celebrations
On My Learning Community Day this year; MLC held the 75th
Anniversary of Barclay House celebrations. Before that, Mr Brown
and other staff helpers opened a time capsule from 25 years ago.
It was full of pieces of work about what the world would be like in
2014, the era's uniform and lots of other interesting artefacts. We
watched a short film, which included MrTaylorwith hairlTo finish
the celebration, two Year 6 girls blew the candles out on a birthday
cake and we all enjoyed a piece.
Stella Carapetis, Eva, Lorenne and Gaika.

3rd Row:

O

Mia Cahill, Stella Carapetis,
Katie Metcalfe, Lily Lockett, Zoe
Renton, Katie Hilliard, Eva Terry

2nd Row:

Miss KarenTamblyn (Teacher),
India Puncher; Savannah Rogers,
Emily Clark, Emma Harding,
Alicia Suann, Olivia Sartori,
Stella Nguyen Ngoc

Front Row: Alison Lam,Jo-Elle Price,
MiaWilesmith, Nael Stoffel,
Angeline Chow, Lucy Lumby,
May Luu
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Class Running

Crazy Hair Day

During Term 2 and Term 3, Year 4 went out to the oval and ran
for 10 minutes, every Monday and Wednesday morning,

Crazy Hair Day is when the girls from MLC come to school with

Food Revolution Day
During this day, we dressed up as fruit or vegetables. We made
our own rainbow wraps, fruit salad and fruit kebabs. We also made
guacamole. It was a healthy and delicious experience.

an unusual hairstyle. Some girls came to school with straws sticking
out of their pigtails and some even had some crazy wigs! We do
Crazy Hair Day to raise money for a charity called The Cancer
Council. Some mothers treated all the girls by creating wonderful
cupcakes forThe Biggest MorningTea.
Shalomia,Alison, May and Annie.

Annabelle Warden, Shani, Mia and Zoe.
Shipwreck Excursion
Choir
This year in Term I and Term 2, the Year 4s came together and
produced a wonderful sound in every song that we sang, including
'Whisper' and 'We All Are One’. All the practise was worth it. We
rode the bus to Fremantle Eisteddfod and won first place together
with the Year 5s and 6s.
Sreya, Lilly Bassett, Jo-Elle and Alicia.
Camp
At our Camp, Year 4P and 4T gathered in the Middle Years to have
a vote for the movie for the night.The most votes went to Happily
Never After. After the movie, we were treated to some cookies

Alana, Siena, Lily Lockett and Katie Hilliard.
Explorers

Book Week Dress-up
InTerm 3 the girls dressed up as their favourite book character
Some of our favourite characters were the Queen of Hearts,
Spotty the Elephant, EJ12 and the Mad Hatter
MLC’s Got Talent
We auditioned for MLCs Got Talent on a Monday. Mrs Pritchard
and MsTambiyn were so impressed by the talent that they choose
five acts to audition again on Wednesday with their feedback.
Finally, they chose Savannah and Alicia along with Jo-Elle. At MLCs
Got Talent, Ananya came first, Eddie and Alice came second,
Oriana came third and fourth wasYuchen.
Morgan, Stella N.Angeline and Megan.

4P
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Lucy, Annabel Cox, Mia Wilesmith and Matilda.
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3rd Row:

Mrs Sharmaine Pritchard
(Teacher),Tiana Pavlovich,
Annabelle Warden, Jessica
Kopejtka, Chloe Megson, Gaika
Munasinghe, Annabelle Leckie,
Sreya Samuel

2nd Row:
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Annie Porter; Lorenne
Christou, Sian Bamford, Lilly
Bassett, Morgan Kerr; Holly
Marriott, Alana Bannerman,
Megan Robinson

Front Row: Shani Blampain, Shalomia
Ramachandran, Annabel Cox,
Siena Isaacs, Molly Sugars, Maya
Brown, Esther Nielsen

and 4T

InTerm 2 andTerm 3, we were learning about sea explorers.We
chose an explorer and researched information about our explorer;
such as life on board, and then wrote a report. We created a
presentation and dressed up as our sailor

Olivia, Emma, Holly and Tiana.

Year

and milk and were even allowed to have seconds! We brushed
our teeth and curled up in our cosy sleeping bags, ready to get
some beauty sleep.The next morning at breakfast, we all loved the
cereal, toast and a variety of other foods.

In Term 2, we went to the Fremantle Shipwreck Gallery. We had
a tour of the Duyfken replica and learnt lots about life on board
a ship.The most interesting things we learnt about were the
punishments on board.

Year 51
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Buddies
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This yean 5F have had the opportunity to be buddies with PrePrimary M. We meet once a fortnight, usually in the Pre-Primary
room because they have cool furniture and lots of room. We
interviewed our buddies to find out all about their favourite things,
and we played lots of Maths games from their take home Maths
Pack including Go Fish, Memory, Snap and Patterning. We played
games on the oval like Indians and Teepees and Duck, Duck, Goose.
Another favourite activity was cutting magazines to make words
describing our buddies. Our buddies were always happy and we
loved having fun with them.
Siena, Kate, Emily, Stella,Teresa, Olivia and Buzzy
My Learning Community Day
In Week 4 of Term 3, we had our MLC Day where our parents
came to see all the exciting things we have been doing throughout
the year. We challenged our parents to play the Fraction Domino
games that we had made in Maths. Some parents found it really
difficult! The parents also learnt Kung Fu Punctuation and took
part in a Big Write complete with soothing music and candles. Of
course, we ran around the oval for the Fun Run and made our
parents come too. In the afternoon, MLC's Got Talent was on in
Hadley Hall. Everyone is so talented in the Junior Years. We also
celebrated the 75th birthday of the JuniorYears. We are so old!

■ .«*»:

Eloise, Caitlin, Alena, Daisy, Bella, Alyssa and Georgia

m i

Heather Lamont Day
Heather Lamont Day is an exciting day that occurs once a
year. We had the opportunity to participate in a series of
fun workshops run by all the teachers.There were things like
scrapbooking, karaoke, candle making, cake decorating.'minute to
win it’ and ballistic bag decorating. After fruity snacks for morning
tea and lunch, we went to listen to Awesome Athens, Courageous
Corinth, Optimistic Olympia, Resilient Rome, Sensational Sparta
andTerrificTroy sing their songs for the House singing. Overall,
Heather Lamont Day was staggeringly stupendous.
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Ella, Nicole,Tahlia, Sofia,Victoria, Emilie and Hana

3rd Row:

Mrs Tanya Franz (Teacher),
Georgia Rocke,
Brooklyn Mader; Eloise Bell,
Ella Miles, Siena Wyatt,
Victoria Chai, Daisy Fairhurst

2nd Row:

Buzzy Hartree, Nicole Liu,
Emily Crawford, Bella Finch,
Alyssa Capewell,
Tahlia Eichenberg, Emilie
Marsh, Olivia Lun

m

Front Row: Sofia Di Girolami,
Kate Carnley, Alena Cox,
Caitlin de Sousa,
Stella Urquhart,Teresa Yoon,
HanaYusoff

Year 5H
Swimming
The 2014 upper primary students were all ecstatic about
Wednesday 26 March, which was the day of the Barclay House
Swimming Competition. Every girl was dressed in their House
colours, and decorations carpeted the pool area.To get warmed
up, the Years 4,5 and 6 students got in to their Houses and swam
a few laps of the swimming pool.
The competition began and the races were very dose.The
whole pool was silent as everyone waited for the results. As
Mr Brown walked up to the microphone, you could feel the
suspense in the air. The students were getting impatient. The
results were announced.The winners were (drumroll please)
Corinth! Corinth screamed as they heard this news.They were
so happy with themselves.They kindly congratulated the other
Houses.The medals were then awarded to individual students.
The most exciting part of the day was when Mr Brown declared
that we would all be able to go for a short swim in the swimming
pool. Each student jumped for joy and they raced to the pool.
All the students rushed out when Mr Brown said the last three
people would have to help him and Mrs Franz tidy up the whole
swimming pool area!
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Winter Sports Carnival
Excitement filled the air as the Year 5s lined up outside Sumner
House, ready to get on the bus to go the IPSHA Winter Sports
Carnival. Students competed in either Netball and AFL Football,
or Soccer and CricketThree girls in Soccer (Layla Vijayasekaran,
Caitlin Scott and Sophie Johnson) won t-shirts which were given
to them by players from the women's Perth Glory team.The

W91

MLC Gold Netball team and the MLC Red Soccer won their
tournaments and were awarded trophies. Everybody had so
much fun playing these sports. It was a fantastic experience and a
great opportunity to work on our teamwork and sportsmanship.
We can't wait until next year’s Winter Sports Carnival.
Layla Vijayasekaran and Jade Alcock

3rd Row:

Miss Michelle Hodkin (Teacher),
Jessica Riddell, Reilly Wicks,
Ananyna Sharma,
Maddyson Colman,
Elysha Chan, Caitlin
Scott, Mary Fielder

2nd Row:

Amy Walter; Alicia Jones,
Kate De Marchi, MayaViiala,
Isabelle Schlich,
Jasmine Rodrigues, Jade Alcock,
Emily Lilleyman

Front Row: Sharyce Flynn, Madison
Lewis, Aliana Rummer; Jemeeka
Leigh, OliviaTsokos, Madison
Barich, Layla Vijayasekaran
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Sculptures By The Sea
This year, the Year 5 students visited
Sculptures By the Sea at Cottesloe Beach,
We loved seeing all the amazing sculptures.
Some of our favourites were the ‘Barbie
Doll Sculpture' and the ‘Rainbow Sculpture’.
After a chance to look at the sculptures, we
worked in groups to create our own little
sculptures using pop sticks.The excursion
was lots of fun.

Fremantle Excursion

<

During Term 2, we visited Fremantle. Our
excursion linked to our History lessons. We
learnt about the settlement of Fremantle on
a walking tour and we visited the historic
Fremantle Prison. Highlights from the
excursion included seeing Moondyne Joe’s
cell at the prison, hearing some scary ghost
stories (particularly the one about Martha
Rendelfthe only female prisoner to be
hanged for her crimes), and having fish and
chips for lunch. Some of the girls were also
lucky enough to see the Fremantle Dockers
train.

My Learning Community Day
><

____

3rd Row:

Erin Brown, Chloe Williams,
Millie McFarlane,
Jocynta Redmond-Harriman,
KaterinaVaz, Lauren Murphy,
Kate Shirley

2nd Row: Miss Felicity Trend (Teacher),
Lucy Foster Ella Potalivo, Olivia
Pettit, Genevieve Cook, Leah
Basford, Kari de Graaf, Melissa
Daryal, Akshata Jois, Mrs Leigh
Claessen (Education Assistant)

Front Row: Erin Kennedy, Charlotte
Ferguson, Caitlin IsaacsSophia
Lee, Klara Johansson, Jodi
Haynes, Debra Ling

My Learning Community Day was an
opportunity to share some of our learning
with our parents and celebrate the 75th
birthday of Barclay House. We started
the day with the Fun Run, joined by our
parents, and then played the Fractions
Dominoes that we made in Mathematics.
Other highlights of the day included trying to
survive and be successful gold miners In the
1860s on an interactive game, and showing
our parents the progress we had made in
the Year 5 band programme. After lunch,
many of the talented MLC girls performed
on the Hadley Hall stage in MLC's Got Talent.
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Year 5T/H
My Learning Community Day
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In Week 4 ofTerm 3 we invited our parents to join us at school to
experience life as a student in Year 5. We began the day with a Fun
Run on the oval and our parents were encouraged to participate
too.
During our busy morning, we taught our parents how to chant
Kung Fu Punctuation, play our homemade Fraction Dominoes and
then we supervised our parents during their attempt at The Big
Write. We even proofread their work,They enjoyed the candles
and the lovely serene music.
The Barclay House 75th Birthday Assembly was fantastic and we
really enjoyed watching the slideshow of the history of Barclay
House. MrTaylor sure looked great with a mullet!The 25-year-old
time capsule that was opened gave us an amazing insight into life
at Barclay many years ago. Mrs Saggers and two past students
shared with us their fondest memories, and we all sang happy
birthday and cut the cake for Barclay House.
In the afternoon, we rocked to MLC's Got Talent and were so
proud of ourYear 5 contestants and all their hard work.
My Learning Community Day was jam-packed, fun-filled
and wonderful, and we hope our parents learnt a lot from
us on the day.
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Book Week
Throughout Week 5 ofTerm 3, we took every opportunity to
immerse ourselves in all forms of reading. Mrs Bourke encouraged
us to create and display individually designed book reviews in the
Library and each class contributed two pieces to a Genre Jigsaw.
Puzzle. On Dress-up Day, we arrived at school to find the entire
cast of Peter Pan ready to teach us! Throughout the week we read,
performed plays and celebrated literature in all forms.
Win at the Fair
Late in Term 3, the Year 5 girls were asked to work in groups of
three to design, make and appraise a mathematical game that
demonstrated their understanding of probability and statistics.
After designing their game, the girls set about constructing it from
various materials from school and home. Once construction was
complete, the all-important testing phase began.The aim was to
ensure that the students' games would make a profit when played
by their parents. Modifications were made to the initial designs,
rules and rewards through this process.
In the first week ofTerm 4, the girls set up their games in Bosisto
Hall and eagerly awaited the arrival of their parents to play their
games.The morning was a great success with so many parents
attending and trialling the girls' games. Once the parents had
left, the girls worked out if they had made a profit or loss and
completed a thorough evaluation of their game.This activity was
a highlight for many of the girls this year

3rd Row:

Mr Brian Taylor (Teacher),
Kate Althorpe, Asia Lumsden,
Eva Waters, MichaelaThrossell,
Amy Thomas, Lucy Prindiville,
Christine Bamford,
Mrs Karen Hole (Teacher)
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2nd Row:

Kasey Piggott, Mia Cooper
Katie Bult, Emily Martin,
Stella Sheehan, Nathalie Hull,
Chloe Hammond,
Audrey Vertannes

Front Row: Aneesha Hewitt,
Chantelle Wong, Ruby Ostler
Sophie Johnson, Jeszica Gabriel,
Grace Flanagan,
Muirenn Riederer

Year OF
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In 6F, we had a great year.
There were so many exciting
events throughout the year, like
leadership positions and MLC Day,
that we couldn’t possibly list them
all. However, we have tried to do
just that, so sit back, relax and join
us on our 2014 journey.
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Camp
At the start of the year the fourYear 6 classes
and their teachers went to Camp Grace in

Year

6F

Busselton. We learnt awesome life skills, like
how to cook on trangias (camp stoves). We also
learnt valuable teamwork skills, such as how to
settle arguments without taking sides, how to
cooperate, and how to make sure everyone has
an equal part in activities.
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Barclay Picnic
In Term I, the Years 3 to 6 students were all
invited to the 2014 Barclay Picnic.There were
many things to do including dancing, face
painting and purchasing delicious foods and
beverages.This is one of the annual highlights in
the College calendar and I think it is safe to say
that this was the best Barclay picnic yet!
MLC Day
My Learning Community Day was very special
this year as we celebrated the 75th Anniversary
of Barclay House. Dignitaries from the School
and Collegians shared their experiences of MLC
with the students.The students then enjoyed
showing the families the school and did fun
classroom activities. Finally, MLC's Got Talent
showcased the diverse talents of our MLC Junior
Years' girls and ended the day in the best way
possible.

3rd Row:

Kira Singh, Caitlin Gardner
Sophie Butler Holly Thomas,
Isobel Harding, Carla Ryan,
Grace Dumas

2nd Row:

Mr Colin Fallon (Teacher), Amy
Ivey, Alice Ryan, Oriana Morrisjohnson, Alice Muir Darcey
Morton, Emilia Marshall

Front Row: Nicola Gullotti, Bianca Rutili,
Molly Lockett, Emily GallinHaynes, Hannah Macliver Ruby
Hart, Kelli Blakeman
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Year 6K

Constitutional Convention

Well another busy year has come to an end,
And by now we've probably driven Ms Kennedy to her wits’ end.
We survived an earthquake and waded with an octopus,
And snuggled with Mowgli before Mr Fallon said, “Outside puss!”
We mused without relent,
Particularly during the weeks prior to MLC's Got Talent.

Year 6 performed a debate at the beginning of the year,
We invited our parents whose opinions we hold so dean
We dressed up with moustaches, wigs, suits and coats,
The room soon filled with discordant notes!
Power to the people or power to the state,
We readily engaged in lively debate.
We all claimed Parliament House for our own,
The establishment of Canberra we still bemoan!
Hear Hear! Rubbish! Hooray!
Majority rules on the day!

Year

Science Week

6K

We dressed up as fruit, veggies, book characters and more,
And joining our dads, we boogied on the dance floor:
On Heather Lamont Day we learnt new skills,
Wacky Weaving gave us such thrills.
Thank you, farewell, goodbye.
iPads

Science Week was fun in Year 6,
We made oobleck, which was hard to mix.
We made lava lamps with tonic water and black light,
Bubble art was cool but some didn’t work out right.

iPads were new at school this year;
We played educational games with our peers.
We played Mathletics, which was the best!
We even did our spelling test!
iMovie and Pages were some apps we used,

The Into Science app was really cool,
We played the game against people in our School!
Creating crazy putty was sticky and green,
It got really messy and took forever to clean!

But sometimes the apps left us confused.
The IT Department helped us when we needed it,
The iPads this year were a hit!
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3rd Row:

Grace Pearson,Jordyn
Pretorius, Stella Vanderzanden,
Anna Ross, Brooke
Windlebourne, Penny Major;
Catherine Latif

2nd Row:

Miss Louise Kennedy (Teacher),
Lucy Brandon, Ella Cull, Pia
Rossiter; Clare Cooke, Cindy
Wu, Sofia Pascall

Front Row:Ayushi Das, ZoeTan, Bayley
Sassella, Charlotte Bossi,
Alexandra Groppoli, Stella
Stevenson, Zoe Bassett
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6N ho/e been having a magnificent
last year in Junior Years. We will be
sad to leave.
Food Revolution Day
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Book Week
In Book Week this year; girls could dress up as their
favourite book character Some students dressed up
as kings, queens or cats from The Cat in the Hat. The
teachers dressed up too. Mr Fallon came as a wizard,
Miss Nippierd came as the paper bag princess, Mrs
Spencer was Captain Jack Sparrow and Miss Kennedy
was Scar-face Claw from Hairy Maclary. We had a
parade to see all the costumes and the teachers also
paraded. It was very funny

Year
o

MLC students dressed up as fruits or vegetables on
Food Revolution Day. It was funny to see Mr Brown
dressed up as a banana. After all the Year 6 students
arrived at school, each class paraded in front of the
teachers and the other Year 6 students so they could
see our wonderful and unique costumes. All the Year
6 teachers were cleverly dressed up as bunches of
grapes. We made delicious rainbow wraps that were
filled with creamy mayonnaise, crunchy beetroot,
carrot, grated pear; feta cheese and lettuce.Then
we made yummy watermelon pizzas topped with
shredded coconut, which were a favourite and
devoured by everyone.
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Winter Games
In Term 2, the Year 6s were put into different groups
according to their chosen sport.The choices that we
could choose from were Basketball, Hockey, Soccer
or Netball. Older girls from the Middle Years came
and acted as our coaches. We all had so much fun
playing different sports and competing against other
schools. MLC were victorious in both Basketball and
Soccer All the girls were exhausted but content
when we got back to school.

3rd Row:

Georgia Buchanan, Ava Lyons,
Tessa Dossan, Victoria Vann,
Rylee Kerr; Katherine ArdenJones, Phoebee He

2nd Row:

Miss Lucy Nippierd (Teacher),
Charlotte Gregson, Kate
Nicholas, Ottilie Allen, Abby
Rayney, Alyssa McGhee, Karina
Shearer

Front Row: Tara McCrackan, Hannah
Hurworth, Eleanor Griffith,
Erika Neo, Caitlin Bong, April
Ward, SaieeshaYogesan
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3rd Row:

Wendy Wu, Amelia Cox,
Amelie Hartree,
Reshma Samuel, Ava Nielsen,
Scarlett Simich

2nd Row:

Grace Rohr; Genna Price,
Shannon Morgan,
Kristen Walker; Anica Karu,
Jessica Afonso, Michaela Korte

Front Row: Abigail Wang, Emily Lind,
Evelyn Carapetis, Rebecca
Hollier; Emma Springate, Megan
Carcenac
Absent:

Sienna Johnston, Mrs Jodie
Spencer (Teacher)

I

Year ()S
It has been a very exciting year for Year 6S with so many activities and projects keeping us on
our toes. We were very lucky to get an amazing new teacher in Term 2. Mrs Spencer has taught
us so many new and interesting things in the short time of three terms. We have had many new
experiences and opportunities to explore and enhance our learning journey. We are now ready
and fully prepared for Year 7.
Leadersh
Each year; girls in Year 6 have the opportunity to
hold a leadership position for either Semester I
or 2.The positions were: Student Representative
Council, Student Council and House Captains, Mr
Brown, MrTaylor and Mrs Franz had a hard time
deciding who should take on these roles. Overall,
40 girls held a position throughout the year
The Halogen Foundation Young Leaders
Conference inspired us all, even those who had
not gained a position already. All of the speakers
at the conference had a unique story to tell and
touched the hearts of many students listening.
Mum and Me Movie Night
The Mum and Me Movie Night gave all the
students the opportunity to enjoy a movie with
their mums to celebrate Mother's Day.The girls
and their mums wore their pyjamas and brought
treats to school.Year 6s voted on the movies, so
it was guaranteed to be a fun night for all. We
created little gifts for our mothers and it was
good fun.
Heather Lamont Day
Heather Lamont Day was a fantastic event.
We had splendid workshops, including cupcake
decorating, weaving, karaoke, mini bento boxes
and more. After the abundance of fun, we
went to House singing. Each House sung
‘Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious’ and their own
song randomly drawn out of a hat. Each House
put in a lot of effort, but in the end Corinth was
announced the winner. It was a brilliant event
that everyone enjoyed.
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Demi of Miclclle Years’
Education
Jannine Webb

9.

All of the girls entering Year 7 participate
in a programme of events that are
designed to help them find their way
around the College, face challenges in
a safe and controlled environment and
to make new friends.This is a fun and
active way to start the journey through
the Middle Years and sets the tone for
the year to come for all Year 7 girls.The
programme of activities and ‘challenge by
choice' continues throughout the Middle
Years as part of the Outdoor Education
Camp programme.
There is a range of activities and
challenges offered in the Middle Years
that encourage girls to explore personal
interests, make a range of different friends
and expand their social networks across
the Middle and Senior Years to strengthen
their connection to each other and to
the College. Alongside this, the Pastoral
Programme is tailored to meet the needs
of the developing girl and assist her to
make more informed decisions in a range
of social situations that she might face
across the year
The Student Representative Council

(SRC), the Middle Years' House Leaders,
Assembly Committee and Chapel
Committees have shone throughout the
year by accepting these leadership roles
and representing their peers to various
audiences, modelling the College Values.
The SRC girls have presented issues of
concern to me and we have worked
together to find a range of solutions to
various situations. Next year I look forward
to continuing the work that we are doing
in the Middle Years for our current Year 7
and 8 girls. As the Year 9 girls move into
the next zone of their education at MLC, I
wish them the very best for the years
to come.
At the Parent Information Evening
that began my MLC journey, I said that
becoming the Dean of Middle Years’
Education was the realisation of a long
held career goal of mine. I was excited
to be able to stand up for girls and to
help them realise their strengths, gifts and
talents, which is one of the great privileges
of working with our youth. At the end
of my first year in the role, I must say it
has been a fantastic year of growth and
learning for me as well as for the girls.

Middle

Being a teenage girl is not easy; there are many things to learn and do,
social skills to develop and situations to manage.The Middle Years is a
time of great development for adolescents as there is an enormous
difference between a girl when she is in Year 7 compared to when she
is in Year 9. Navigating the path of growth and change can at times be
challenging and at others exciting; there is never a dull moment in the
Middle Years.

Head of
Year 7

Middle Years

Rosemarie Dunn

Year 7 has been a year of striving, stretching and achieving personal
goals. In Term I, an eager and enthusiastic Year 7 cohort participated
in a fun-filled Orientation Week.The week featured many experiences
aimed at helping the girls settle in, make new friendships, and begin their
new learning journey in the Middle Years. A myriad of activities were on
offer! The girls were challenged with boogie boarding at Cottesloe Beach,
sailing on the Swan River and cooking breakfast on the trangias (camp
stoves).The Year 10 Peer Support Leaders helped guide and mentor the
girls throughout the first semester of 2014.
Friendships have blossomed as the year
has progressed and many experiences
have been had.The girls have been
involved in House Acts, the Dance
Showcase, music performances, Middle
Years' Production and the Swimming and
Athletics Carnivals.
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Many electives have been on offer ranging
from Textiles, Art, Media and Future
Problem Solving. The girls have learnt
how to be organised with homework
and assessments and have acquired many
study skill tips.
This year the girls have enjoyed
many co-curricular activities and have
demonstrated their willingness to tackle
new challenges and achieve individual
excellence.
At the end of Term 2 the Year 7 girls
had a wet, stimulating and muddy camp
at Manjedal. The cold nights and wet
weather did not dampen spirits. With
great gusto the girls enjoyed the camp
activities which included; camping out
under the stars, cooking the evening
meals, working collaboratively to save
the pot of gold and the all-time favourite
aerial runway. The personal challenges
helped all to learn new skills. These
shared experiences fostered friendships
and relationships and have enabled the
girls to widen their horizons on many
levels.

The end of year is nearly upon us
and the Year 7 team are proud of the
achievements of the cohort of 2014.They
amaze us with their capacity to step up
to challenges, embrace new opportunities
and support their friends, peers and
the community. I am proud of the girls’
capacity for involvement and giving of
themselves. They move forward into 2015
with resilience and clear goals, knowing
that if they work hard, persist and stay
positive they can continue to amaze and
strive to the highest. I look foiward to
seeing them shine in Year 8.
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In the Year 7 Orientation Week we
did a series of outdoor activities
such as canoeing, sailing, cooking
on trangias (cooking stoves) and
boogie boarding at the beach.
We also participated in outdoor
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activities, we had introductory
classes where different teachers
came to talk to us about their
classes and we played some games.
We also got to know our tutor
teacher and our new classmates
very well. Over the week we
had plenty of time to socialise
and share stories about our old
schools and the funny things that
happened during our activities.The
staff and students were very eager
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to welcome the new girls to MLC.
It took a while for everyone to get
used to the changes, but we all had
loads of fun. Orientation Week was
the perfect way to get used to our
new surroundings and adjust to the
changes of Middle Years.
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Year 7 Gamp
The Year 7 Camp in 2014 was an exhilarating experience that we will never forget. We
were all pushed out of our comfort zones and encouraged to try something new. Camp
was filled with a diverse selection of activities such as, the flying fox, sleeping outside in a
tent, a hike, and learning to cook on trangias (camp stoves). We all thoroughly enjoyed
these activities and approached them with a positive attitude and willingness to help
others. We bonded and made new friendships and Camp brought the Year 7s closer
together The broad range of activities on offer meant that even if the activity was new,
we were able to do our best and learn new skills, all while having fun! Every Year 7
thoroughly enjoyed their time at Camp!

Romi Lawlor
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Year 7.1
3rd Row:
Lydia De Courtenay, Cheyanne
Fewings, Eliza Davis, Charlotte
Butler Sophie Adams, Laura
Greenwood, Meg Cooney
2nd Row:
Mrs Rosemarie Dunn (Head of
Year), Anna Clayton, Clarissa
Ortiz-Davis, Holly Rose Freeman,
Mia Mather Aisling Riederer Eliza
Manuel, Ms Ping Li (Teacher)
Front Row:
jemima Chan, Claire Carnley, Sarah
Robinson, Jessie He, Leila Rowe,
Chana Van Wyk, Alex Ceglinski

Year 7.2
3rd Row:
Eloise Long.Aya Kadhim, Sophie
Rasmussen, Ruth Williams, Katrina
Gorlanchuk, Amy Bantock
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2nd Row: Mrs Rosemarie Dunn
(Head of Year), Nanna de Graaf,
Georgia Schubert, Julia Longworth,
Kirsty Gordon, Zara Yaxley, Ffion
Buzza, Ms Heather Bromell (Teacher)
Front Row:
Stella Surina De Luis, Mary-Grace
Maloney, Mia Beattie, Harriet
Ward, Kristy Lo, Holli Primeau, Niki
Hessamodini
Absent:

Kimberley Renner

Year 7.3
3rd Row:
Angela Yang, Emma Pennefather, Ella
Lockett, Ella Cribb, Lucia Cardaci,
Maggie Brunner
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2nd Row:
Mrs Rosemarie Dunn (Head of
Year), Michelle Ammon, Siobhan
Connolly, Sienna Heath, Eliza
Pritchard, Jaya Barlow, Rebecca
Lang, Britney De Silva, Mrs Ros
Silberstein (Teacher)
Front Row:
Anna Moursounidis, Amberley
Woo, Libby Barrett-Lennard,
Christine Jang, Ariane Burton, Lailah
Bogdanich

Year 7.4
3rd Row:
Bridget Muir, Kaysey Bhharathhan,
Kira Daamen, Jessica Kirkham,
Samantha Huang,Taylah Donnelly
2nd Row:
Mrs Rosemarie Dunn (Head of
Year), Ruby Monaghan, Genevieve
Hennessy, Sofia Lowenhoff, Jessica
Schlich, Claire Henthorn.Anne
Millar; Nina Digby, Mrs Kate Porter
(Teacher)
Front Row:
Lara Duffy, Grace Mattes, Rodas
Amanuel, Hannah Foster; Laura
Chaar; Jaime Dunn

The Father and Daughter Breakfast was a blast. All the girls and their dads gathered at Claremont Yacht Club on a chilly morning and
we had the chance to develop stronger bonds with each other and meet other fathers. It was a great opportunity to socialise, relax and
eat a delicious breakfast of different treats from a buffet. We piled the hot food onto our plates and chatted with our dads and friends
while enjoying the beautiful view of the Swan River As our gathering came to an end, Ms Webb shared some experiences that she had
enjoyed with her father She told us to cherish all the moments we had together I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to spend some
time with my dad.

Jaime Dunn
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Year 7.5
3rd Row:
Giorgia Ferrari, Ines Hutchinson, Isabelle
Allet, Pippi Whiting, Sophia Reed, Adrianna
Rivera

i
j 2nd Row:
! Mrs Rosemarie Dunn (Head of Year),
1 Yolanda Yuan, PyperThompson, Amanda
Latif, Sophie Bennett, Alexia Fassetta, Anna
Thomson, Nanaka Inoue, Miss Marina Goff
(Teacher)

Front Row:
Tay Ellery, Mathilde Raynaud, Charley
Evans, Lilia Harvey, Emma Mathers, Grace
Anwar

Year 7.6
3rd Row:
Robyn Maynard-Brewer Hannah Tweedie,
Sophie Harden Jones, Freyja Edwards,
Izabelle Dobson, RubyTurkich, Emilie
England

2nd Row:
Mrs Rosemarie Dunn (Head of Year),
Olivia Hayes, Harriet Morris, Rori
Leaversuch, Stella Corvaia, Mattea
Lefroy, CiaraThompson, Ms Dell Lussick
(Teacher)

Front Row:
Amy Bannerman, Ella Amatulli, Madeleine
Johnston, Greta Rule, Romi Lawlor; Lily
Price, Georgina Erickson
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Year 7.7
3rd Row:
DemetraVitsas,Taylor Lindquist,
Isabella Christidis, Putu Johnson,
Natasha Huntley, Caitlin Watts
2nd Row:
Mrs Rosemarie Dunn (Head of
Year), Charlie Singleton, Qing Qing
Tepper, Jacqueline Shearn, Kylee
Kotula, Sienna Murie, Lexie Weir;
Simone Saunders, Miss Emma
Rough (Teacher)
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Front Row:
Selam Berhane, Ella Van Hagen,
Monica Hogan, Eloise Ng, Fiona
Parsons, Rachel Woods

Middle
Year
7

Night At The
Museum
Night at the Museum was a magnificent
evening hosted by the Year 7 students for
teachers and parents.The array of artifacts
on display at the Night at the Museum was
first-rate and clearly exhibited the outstanding
effort and planning undertaken by all the
students.The displays included the Roman
Colosseum made from wafer biscuits, Ancient
Greek's Medusa made from jelly python
snakes, a Roman toilet made from cardboard
and many more.
Something to appeal to all the senses was
provided. Each group designed their own piece
to be displayed in the museum after choosing
from a range of ancient civilizations and
submitting a report. Some groups prepared
traditional food, others offered entertainment
by way of customary dancing. Creative
costumes were made and worn by many of
the Year 7 curators of the museum giving a real
sense of each ancient civilization.
The Year 7 girls are to be congratulated on
presenting such a wonderfully prepared and
successful evening.

Amy Bannerman
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Head of Year 8
Ruth Jones

It has been my absolute pleasure and honour to share in this delightful
group of girls'journey throughout Year 8. Not only has the Tutorial
Programme enabled the students to develop their time management
and organisational skills, many have grown in maturity and wisdom as
they have learnt to support each other through challenging adolescent
months. I have been proud of the manner in which they have come
together as a cohesive, inclusive group of young ladies.
The seven tutors worked tirelessly with the
girls throughout the year but particularly
in Term 2, over many lunch times, to put
together a performance about ‘stepping up'
and not tolerating bullying.They came up
with an array of moving, thought-provoking
interpretations of the song.‘Caught in
the Crowd'd his was a major part of the
Tutorial Challenge.The performances were
amazing and typified the collaborative,
team-building skills the students are
developing.
The Year 8 Camp in Busselton was another
highlight of the year The location in our
beautiful South West enabled the girls
to maximize their skills in camping, hiking,
abseiling and canoeing. Many formed new
friendships, while strengthening existing
ones. They learnt to be more independent,
cooperative, tolerant and resilient.

Year 8.1
3rd Row:
Yasmin Pang, Jenna Neaves,
Charlotte Owens, Rachel May, Eliza Smith,
Siena Samson, Julia Wang, Olivia Carver
2nd Row:
Ms Ruth Jones (Head of Year),
Celina Duthie, Renee Di Bona,
Abby Gossage, Olivia Stewart,
Rebecca Anderson, Laura Squires,
Mrs Jennifer Potier (Teacher)
Front Row:
Chloe Will, Lucy Gicquel, Brooke Tilley,
Ashby Gordon, Isabella Johansson,
Catherine Eliott-Lockhart, Maria Gardezi

52

The Father and Daughter Breakfast was
an event not to be missed. Not only were
the girls and their fathers or grandfathers
spoilt by the magnificent view across the
river while eating a delicious meal, they
were privileged to listen to Ros Thomas
‘84 a Collegian, who inspired us all with
her recount of the integral part her father
played in her success.
Throughout Term 3 the girls showed their
community spirit as they organised several
events to raise money for Futures, a Uniting
Care West group, which provides foster
care for children with disabilities. One of
the highlights was the Silence-A-Thon,
Many girls found this quite challenging as
did the teachers! Donations on our Movie
Night also helped raise substantial funds
for this worthy cause.Term 3 also provided
the opportunity for several girls to develop
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their dancing skills, along with courage and
social etiquette, through learning some
fantastic dances with the Scotch College
boys.
As the end of the year draws to a close,
I wish the girls a smooth transition into
their final stage of the Middle Years. So
many girls have demonstrated excellent
leadership qualities and I know they will
continue to set an example of being
wonderful role models for our younger
students. I am confident this group of girls
will continue to flourish and amaze us!

‘Your mind is your garden
Your thoughts are the seeds
You can grow flowers
Or you can grow weeds’
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On Tuesday 24 June, the Year 8s
participated in a Science excursion to
Fremantle.The goal of the day was to learn
more about Geology from Professor Myra
Keep. She taught us many things about the
layers of the bedrock and how it forms,
but of course, learning came with prizes lolly snakes!
We went through the Whalers' Tunnel
that was constructed in 1837 to move
goods between Bathers Beach Port and
the town. We also saw the first permanent

Middle
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building in the colony and the oldest
remaining building in Western Australia,
The Round House.
Furthermore, we went to the beach where
we measured the depth of the water table,
the length and width of the beach and the
angle of the slope on the beach. Lastly, to
finish off the educational and eventful day,
we had a competition to see who could
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build the highest sandcastle.
Rachel Lim and Louise Li

Year 8.2
3rd Row:
GemmaThurstan, Amy Thomas,
Liesel Hool, Nikki Cullingford,
Claudia Crockett, Nancy Chen,
Maddie Hanlin
2nd Row:
Ms Ruth Jones (Head of Year),
Freya Wheatley,Tyla Cooke, Safya Sarawat,
j | ~
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EllaWylynko, Neve Cridge,
Samantha O’Clery, Mrs Stacy Wilde,
Ms Kathy Kucan (Teachers)
Front Row:
Maddie Colvin, Jodie Smith,
Shenali Punchihewa, Freya D'Angelo,
Rebecca Paul.Tegan Codd, Sophie Kotkis
Absent:

Nina Grylls
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Catherine Wilde

Year 8.3
3rd Row:
Ali Slater, Zoe Vellar Sarah White,
Holly Gare, Kirsten Riddle, Sabrina Bullock,
Charlotte Howe, Emily Basford
2nd Row:

Front Row:
Jane Zhao, Abby Sarmidi.Teagan McGinnis,
Eliza Pow, MillyThorpe, ZerlindaTie,
Chane Grobler
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On Tuesday I July, the Year 8 girls transformed our
year level into a breathtaking display, focused on Asia,
which was what we were learning about in Society
and Environment,The girls worked busily during the
weeks leading up to this presentation night, where
we could showcase what we had learnt. When the
parents walked in, they were greeted with the smell
of appetising food from Asian cuisines, vibrant and
traditional Asian clothing, and a display of the girls’
budding Bollywood dancing talents.The evening was
a great success and both the students and parents
enjoyed learning about Asia through the many fun and
interactive presentations.

Ms Ruth Jones (Head of Year),
Maddie Copcutt, Allana Buck, Claire Jiang,
Mahaylia White, Olivia Ferguson,
Bridget Hermans, Mrs Kareena Davis
(Teacher)
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All the Year 8s faced up to the challenges
set and went abseiling, canoeing, caving,
played team games and even did part of
the Cape to Cape. Something that we
all enjoyed was the abseiling - most of us
were brave enough to try the Advanced
Course.
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Many new friendships were formed and
we all got to achieve our goals, whether
they were getting through the whole
hike, lasting the entire week without
technology or having to use the infamous
‘bush toilet’.
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The Year 8 Camp was a chance for
everyone to have fun, make new friends,
work together and strive for the heights.
Per Ardua Ad Alta.

Rosanna Radici

Year 8.4
3rd Row:
Sophie Christiansen, Emily Jenkins,
Lauren Pluske, Olivia Dring, Lochie Bruce,
Isabella Swanson, Lily Hannington,
Isabella Coveney

2nd Row:
Ms Ruth Jones (Head of Year),
Louise Watson, Ellen Seed,
Dempsey Quartermaine, Ruby Hull,
Iman Welsh, Olivia Bubrzycki, Imogen Field,
Mr Robert Ong (Teacher)

Front Row:
Rosanna Radici, Amelia McAuliffe,
Annabel Keay, Rachel Lim, Rebecca Bovell,
Mathu Kawryshanker

Middle

On I I and 18 May, the Year 8 cohort
bravely travelled to Busselton for our
Camp. It would be a week of hiking,
camping out in the cold and rain, cooking
our own dinner, washing up and constant
packing!
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Year 8.5
3rd Row:
Danielle Koong, Caitlin Ross,
Lily Stewart,Tessa Riseley, Emma Lamb,
Rachel Lagdon, LeilaTutton,
Catherine Wilde
2nd Row:
Ms Ruth Jones (Head of Year),
Jessica Newton, Kelsie Oldfield,
Christina Friars, Coralie Ming,
Jessica Constantine, Louise Li,
Dr Peter Hadley (Teacher)
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Front Row:
Ali Sackson, Elena Stoffel, May Nguyen,
Georgina Ashworth, Bonnie Hyatt,
Ruby Maher, Katie Watson

8

Year 8.6

Middle

Year

3rd Row:
Beth Pollastri, Naomi Brough,
Baylee Cooper Isabelle Tolefe, Lora Hong,
Lauren Grinbergs, Jasper Caley
IQ
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2nd Row:
Ms Ruth Jones (Head of Year),
Jessica Algar Ella Santelli, Isabel Rayney,
Sasha Webb, Eliza Jones,
Georgia Brousseau, Mrs Rebecca Rourke
(Teacher)
Front Row:
Hannah Hippisley, Chelsea Francis,
Yasmin Nazir Cate Burnet,
Sophie Cullingford, Charlotte Martin,
Romy Wheeler
Absent:
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Lana Jadeja

Year 8.7
3rd Row:
Alex Reid, Paige Herkes, Elena Wittkuhn,
Caitlin Dowse, Phoebe Colling, Sophie
Popovic, Anna Watkins, Grace Pollock
2nd Row:
Ms Ruth Jones (Head of Year),
Mathilde Rakich, Lily Murrell,
Emily Gorlanchuk, Sadie Leighton,
Sammy Marwood, Michelle Nicholas,
Mrs Lenka King (Teacher)
Front Row:
Jasmyn Joseph, Pippa Hunter,
Andrea Vidler Portia Elliott, Amber Bossi,
Emily Song.Tashi Eliott-Lockhart
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Head of Year ()
Michelle Rudrum

It has been so pleasing to watch this dynamic and talented group of
young women develop in confidence and resilience as the year has
progressed. Whether demonstrating their sense of social justice while
participating in our Service Learning Programme and fundraising
initiatives, or their determination and resilience on the Year 9 Camp, the
girls have continued to support each other and strengthen the bonds
that hold them together as a cohesive group.
Each student has faced a diverse range of
challenges this year and I am delighted that
they have stepped up to embrace these
challenges, both personally and as a year

is both a vibrant and confusing time for the

group. Now, nearing the end of the yean
strong friendships and solid connections
are firmly entrenched within the girls in

girls themselves and can sometimes be a
little perplexing for their parents. Through
the Tutorial Programme, we have worked
on shaping and moulding each student’s
decision-making and self-management
skills, while providing a safe and nurturing
environment in which they can express
their growing individuality,The Tutorial
Programme has focused on creating new
relationships, negotiating existing ones, time
management and organisational skills.
DuringTerm 3, we concentrated
on Community Service Learning in
partnership with UnitingCare West. Within

the Year 9 community. As I watch them
go about their day on the second level of
the Middle Years' Building, I am amazed and
proud of the girls' capacity for involvement.
This year's group of Year 9s have proved
themselves to be excellent role models
and Middle Years' leaders. I am privileged
and delighted to have been given the
opportunity to accompany these girls into
the next exciting phase of their learning
journey as they enter the SeniorYears in
2015.

Tutorial Groups, the girls embraced
the theme of contribution, service to
others and active participation by raising
money through a range of fundraising
initiatives.These shared experiences
fostered friendships and relationships and
have enabled the girls to broaden their
horizons on many levels.The girls have
recognised that giving time, as well as
money, for worthy causes is a selfless way
to contribute to those less fortunate than
themselves.
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Year 9 is an exciting developmental stage
for young adolescents. It is a time when
rules are challenged, questions are asked
and new peer relationships are explored. It

Year 9 Social
The day all Year 9 girls had been
waiting for finally arrived - Friday
I August, the day of the Social.
The Social was a highly anticipated
event and proved to be a fun way
to meet new people in a relaxed
environment, Many girls went to
each other’s houses to prepare for
the big night. Hair was straightened,
nails were painted and new clothes
were bought. At 7.00pm, 300 excited
Year 9s filed into Bosisto Hall.The
Hall’s decorations featured fairy
lights, pictures of celebrities and
famous icons and followed the 'black
and white'theme. Everybody danced
and we couldn't believe how quickly
9.30pm arrived. I can safely say that
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the Social was a huge success!
Bianca Lawlor

Year 9 Athens
3rd Row:
Caitlin Anderson, Rachel Osborne, Lucy

Middle

Fong, Kimble McKiever Ellena Lamond,
Mila Pavic, Megan Maloney
2nd Row:
Ms Michelle Rudrum (Head of Year),
Annette Lac, Claire Maloney, Eloise
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Anderson, Emma Burnet, Georgia
Blampain, Fallyn Mitchell, Indi Leaversuch,
Miss Emma Jenkins, Mrs Denise Quesnel
(Teachers)
Front Row:
NatashaVertannes, Sophie Hogan, Jacqui
Clements, Georgia Seed, Olivia Bennett,
Paige Dunkeld, Simone Tan, Jennifer Park
Absent: Darcy Norman

Year 9 Corinth
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3rd Row:
Arabella Gunning, Lily Cribb,
Claire Warner Ali Webb, Pippa Adams,
Stella Beattie, Madeline Sommer
2nd Row:
Ms Michelle Rudrum (Head of Year),Tylah
Cutler Georgia Green, Hannah Potts, Izzy
Moss, Chesca Hanlin, Ms Rachel James, Mr
Chris de Boer (Teachers)
Front Row:
Bianca Lawlor Roisin Connolly, Grace
Chenu, Amelia Channer-Holmes, Letahni
Alec,Tara Suann, Grace Maddams

Year 9 Olympia
3rd Row:
Amber Charnaud, Asha McFarlane, Kiishi
Abimibola, Isabelle Samuels, Madi Horler,
Kate Lyttle, Paris Caporn
2nd Row:
Ms Michelle Rudrum (Head of Year),
Isabella Hardisty, Madeline De Silva, Milly
Cooney Ailee Salter Shayley Walker, Nina
Kolnik,Tayla Gardiner; Mr Barry Park
(Teacher)
Front Row:
Emily Hallam, Ema Watanabe, Rena Kani,
Cailin Feldman, Rose Neil-Smith, Emma
Zandi, Libby Madden
Absent:

Melanie Chua, Ellie Craig

The Year 9 Mother and Daughter High Tea
was an event created by a group of mums
who wished to enjoy an afternoon with their
daughters. It was hosted at the C Restaurant
in the city, which was a perfect location for
mothers to connect with their daughters.
Our nametags were made from playing cards
that were organised by suit and they later
served the purpose of seat changing. Four long
tables became a place for us to meet people
who shared a nametag of our fellow suit so we

mar

could enjoy new conversations with different
people. A professional photographer captured
many lovely photos of us with our mums - the
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special moments of the afternoon. Overall it was
a great afternoon filled with laughter yummy
food and a beautiful view.
Jacqueline Rough

—

Father and Daughter
Breakfast
The Father and Daughter Breakfast was a terrific bonding experience.
The first 20 minutes of tea and coffee in the morning provided the girls
and dads with an opportunity to get to know the other‘couples’. We
then sat down and waited eagerly for the call up to the buffet, which
smelt absolutely delicious. Once the fathers and daughters had finished
the yummy breakfast (especially the pancakes, which disappeared in
seconds), a man walked up to the podium at the front of the room.
He was no ordinary man.This man, Peter Schupp, was here to teach us
about Laughing Yoga, and how to apply it to our diverse lives! He was
quite breathtaking; the connections he made between regular life and
the simplicity of laughter were quite astounding, but surprisingly logical.
We chanted patterns of laughter; made up clapping rhythms and learnt
how important laughter is to control stress and boost happiness and
joy in our lives. It was a great morning and all the fathers and daughters
enjoyed the enlightening experience.
*
Veronica Gelavis

Year 9 Rome
4th Row:
Greta Langsford, Cecilia Remvik,
Taylor Lubich, Charlotte Pow,
Tessa Amatulli
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3rd Row:
Bronte Le Fevre, Claire Ivey,
Angie Humphris, Charlotte Cox,
Jacqueline Rough, Claire Goater;
Lauren Terriaca
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2nd Row:
Ms Michelle Rudrum (Head of Year),
Rachel Lavin, Simona Dunn,
AngelaTobanTiggi Gibson, Maddie Anwar,
Alice Chessell, Mrs Jodie Ford,
Mr Patrick Guggisberg (Teachers)

Front Row:
Caitlin Johnston, Maddy Mainwaring,
Tess Blythe, Alyssia Damjanovic,
Jaslyn Woo, Sophie Gilbert,

Year 9 Camp

NichaThanissorn

In the final weeks ofTerm 3, as the hectic school period came to a sudden halt, the Year
9 cohort embarked on our final Outdoor Education experience to Warncliffe Mill near
Margaret River. During our six-day adventure, we were given the opportunity to partake
in a broad array of unique and invigorating activities that challenged us both physically and
mentally. While taking a break from the commotion of school, we were able to interact
with old friends and fresh faces. We took part in an activity programme that included
abseiling and rock climbing at Willyabrup, a canoeing expedition on the Blackwood River
and a two and a half day, off-track bushwalking expedition through the scenic Blackwood
Forest. On behalf of the Year 9 girls, I can confidently say we all had a thoroughly
enjoyable experience that brought about many laughs and memories to be treasured into
the future.

Absent:
Holli Hatherly, Betty Love

Madi Horler
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Year 9 Sparta
4th Row:
Kiana Mews, Ciara Smith, Caitlin Lace/, Cyra
Park, Elise Reidy-Crofts

3rd Row:
Olivia Cardaci, Claudia Stergiou, Kate Frazer;
Leigh Murray, Isabel Boogaerdt, Genie
Spadaccini, Emma Bennett

2nd Row:
Ms Michelle Rudrum (Head of Year),Allysha
Saw, Charlotte Stanley, Anna Hunt, Grace
Collins, Emma Ferguson, Ivy Tudor; Mrs Jan
Urbini, Mr Jon Weekes (Teachers)

Front Row:
Maddy Coleman, Sarah Norton, Izzy Plumb,
Meagan Davis, Elizabeth Watson, Neve
Campion, Mikaela Brown
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Year 9 Troy
4th Row:
Olivia Jones, Emily Wooldridge, Anna
Bonadeo, Claudia Halliday, Madeleine Mitchell,
Greta Yaxley

3rd Row:
Jade Howgate, Mia Palmer EllieThomas, Ella
Tweedie, Sarah Connors, Dominique Rees,
Natasha Whitewood

2nd Row:
Ms Michelle Rudrum (Head of Year), Laura
McSkimming, Bee O’Brien, Antonia Johnstone,
Verity Dickins, Laura Schlich, Charlie Love, Ms
Kirsten Buckman, Ms Lesley Martin (Teachers)

Front Row:
Veronica Gelavis, Charlotte Vine/ Mirella
Blood, Lucie Anderson, Kira Pieris, Amara
Milambo, Elise Christou
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Dean of Senior Years’
Education
Kate Pad man

This year our Senior Years' girls were encouraged to dig deep to unearth
MLC's greatness, and so the girls have, in so many ways. Springing off this,

i

our Prefecture’s focus was ‘wake up and live every single day’. All of us
were inspired by our Head Prefect, Serena’s message early in the year

Love is rare so grab it
Anger is bad so dump it
Fear is awful so face it
Memories are sweet
so cherish them.
Unearthing our greatness was exemplified
in the dedication of our Senior Years’ girls
who travelled to Europe on the Music
Tour winning three silver medals against
the best in the world, by our amazing girls
who travelled to Vietnam and Malaysia
on service tours, working with the
disadvantaged to make their lives a little
better; and by our gutsy Year I I s who
completed the 50 Mile Walk and the Relay
for Life, showing both determination and

silence not sure if they had won or lost,
then the great jubilation when it was
announced that they had won.
Another innovation this year was the
introduction of House Day where each
House celebrated their uniqueness, usually
with a shared lunch on the Great Court
and a range of activities on their special
day. This was led by our very capable and
hardworking House Prefects.
The Year 12 students hardly drew breath
as the year flew by, with key events
including the Ball, the Induction Ceremony,
powering through the Swimming and
Athletics Carnivals, House Singing, Mime
and Drama Festivals, Scarts Week, and
the emotion-charged Farewell Assembly,
beach swim,Valedictory Service and

resilience.

Dinner; all culminating in the Senior Years’
Celebration,

An innovation this year was the
introduction of Strictly Hypothetical. An

My sincere thanks go to the Prefects.They
have been thoughtful and hardworking

audience of Year I I students joined boys

and have served the College well as

from Christ Church Grammar School
(CCGS) and participated in a discussion
on the topic 'Adam and Even' using the

outstanding student leaders.The Prefects
were led by two exceptional young

hypothetical format perfected by Geoffrey
Robertson. Other activities shared with

Deputy Head Prefect Sally Gilfillan, who
worked tirelessly to build a cohesive

CCGS included the Great Debate, and we
once again reigned supreme in the netball

team to support the College in all its
endeavours.

game after a slow start; retaining the Great
Divide Trophy for another year

women, Head Prefect Serena Eng and

So, to the Class of 2014,1 encourage you

The girls were at their best in the College

to continue to unearth your greatness in
the years ahead. You will be remembered

Production, Pride and Prejudice and heart
stopping in the final race of the Head of

as a bright and enthusiastic group who
looked to the future for inspiration

the River, where we won by a whisker It

without forgetting the lessons of the past.

was most extraordinary at the finishing
line when the crew sat there in total

I wish you all challenges and fulfilment in
the years ahead.

S enior Years

Life is short so live it

Head of Year IC)
Donna Kolka

What a busy year 2014 has been for my wonderful Year I Os. It has been
a great pleasure transitioning with the students into the Senior Years, and
seeing first hand their growth and development.They should all be proud
of what they have achieved to date and their commitment to College life
and the community.
Throughout the year they have

fundraising projects.

had opportunities to improve their
communication skills, resilience and study

This year would not have been a success

habits. Students have also started to
discover careers they may wish to embark

the Year 10 tutors.They have shown deep

on in the future.This has created food for
thought and a drive to succeed in anything
they put their hands to.This year has
brought new subjects, teachers and a new

Jemma Fortmann

bonds and lasting relationships. Without
their continued mutual support, the
so many memories and experiences this

year they should take into consideration all

year I would like to take this opportunity

the change they have overcome and how

to thank my team and I look forward to

they have approached this with maturity

continuing to work with them next year

and resilience.

I feel very lucky to be able to support

It has been inspiring to watch these young

this wonderful cohort on a day-to-day

ladies take on leadership roles and the
increased demands of the SeniorYears.

basis.This group of diverse, independent,

Their journey has not always been easy, but
as a team we have supported one another

pleasure to come to work each day.They

through the highs and the lows. Highlights

change them for the world. I look forward

of the year have included the social - We're

to seeing them all return in Year I I, ready

All InThisTogethen and seeing the girls
thrive in Nulsen, Peer Support and all their

together

2nd Row:
Mrs Donna Kolka (Head of Year),
Madeleine Owens, Lucy Luo, jemma Eton,
Madeleine Murray, Cass Mattes, Mrsjodee
Lambert, Mrs Nicola Rose (Teachers)

Absent:

every student and have developed strong

cohort would not have been exposed to

3rd Row:
Emma-Jane Wellman, Jacinta Sinel.Tannith
Lilford, Bronte Maddren, Milly Penrose, Lily
Steinberg

Teagan Heeks, Olivia Seed, Kimiya Bari

commitment in getting to know each and

environment, which the students have had
to adapt to quickly When reflecting on the

Year 10 Athens

Front Row:
Taylor Grasse, Kinsey Oliver; Hanna Simon,

without the support and enthusiasm of
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humorous young ladies ensure it is a
keep me on my toes but I would not

for action for the start of our next journey
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This year; the Year 10 girls took a tour of Perth city after dark.
We learnt about the dangers and the safety precautions needed
to stay safe in the city at night.These expeditions were held for
three Wednesdays in a row, from 4,45-9,00pm. At first, there was
nervous laughter mixed with keen anticipation. Some girls were
shaking in their shoes, but their fears were allayed when they
met our two tall, bulky police escorts for the evening. We were
informed about Incidents that had occurred in Claremont, which
reminded us not to ever let our guard down. Safety tips were
shared as we waited for the train, and when the brakes were
released, the girls had no idea of the excitement they were in for!
Lucy Iffla
As we arrived in the city, it was approaching sunset, which really
set the atmosphere. As we roamed the streets, the policemen
informed us about past attacks and abductions in specific
alleyways.They were the most daunting stories of the whole
tour We stopped for some dinner, before learning about safety
in taxis. We were informed about incidents of illegitimate taxi
drivers, the use of fake driver IDs, and how to check if a taxi driver

We arrived at Russell Square where the police officers filled us
in on some history about the park and what a dangerous place
it used to be. However over the years it has become one of the
safest parks in Perth due to the installment of security cameras
and sufficient lighting.
We were then taken to a roof-top car park that, 20 years ago, was
a known area for drug dealing, but has since been transformed
into a safe public area. One of the officers asked us to walk over
to the edge of the car park and scream as loud as we could to see
if we could gain the attention of anyone below us. Excitedly we
accepted the challenge and ran over to the edge of the car park
and all screamed at the same time. We thought we were making
an incredibly loud noise, but to the people walking underneath we
were silent; no one could hear us.This made us realise that if we
were in a situation where our safety was threatened, in a desolate
place like that car park, no one would be able to help us due to
the fact that they simply wouldn’t know anything was happening.

is legitimate.The excitement in the city came to an end and the

The tour was a great experience for everyone who participated
and the tips and strategies that we learnt will be remembered and
hopefully put into practise in a few years time.

exploration of Northbridge was next on the agenda.

Miily Penrose

Annabel Saggers
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Year 10 Corinth
3rd Row:
Lucy Iffla, Josefina Garza, Sara Koster;
Annabel Saggers, Lauren Timms, Emma
Kriening
2nd Row:
Mrs Donna Kolka (Head of Year), Sabrina
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Bilston-John, Annie Harvey, Zoe Ward,
Annabel Moyle, Mrs Shelley Smith,
Dr Dennis Ireland (Teachers)
Front Row:
Teju Williamson, Cris Pang, Eva Zeng,
Brianna Aflat, Ankita Das, Angel Thomas
Absent:

Alex Foster

Nulsen
2014
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The Year 10 Nulsen Youth Patron
Programme aims to raise awareness and
funds for people living with intellectual
and physical disabilities. Nulsen is one of
Western Australia’s non-profit disability
service providers.They focus on creating
a better quality of life for their residents
by providing accommodation, recreation,
training and 24-hour care.
Our role as the MLC Nulsen Committee
is to organise fundraisers and community
events to give the public a greater
understanding of the work Nulsen does
for those living with disabilities.This year
we arranged an information booth outside
the Swanbourne shops, organised a movie
night held in Hadley Hall, participated
in the City to Surf and managed the
information booth at the Royal Show. We
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also had the privilege of attending some
of the special events that Nulsen hosted
such as a Cocktail Party and the 60th
Anniversary Celebrations.
We enjoyed visiting the Nulsen homes
where we were always warmly welcomed.
We were able to meet the residents
individually and paint their nails, play Wii
Sports and have afternoon tea together

It was truly wonderful to learn about
how capable and inspiring the residents
are and of all the support the carers give
them. Participating in this programme has
been an invaluable experience and we are
very grateful for this opportunity and the
relationships we have developed.
Dilanga De Silva

Year 10 Olympia
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3rd Row:
Sophie Howe, Courtney McVeigh,
Claire Morrison, AbbyThomson,
Isobel Long
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2nd Row:
Mrs Donna Kolka (Head of Year),
Freya Power Sophia Mitchell, Emma Ivankovich,
Sophie Atkinson, Georgia Murrell, Katie Ying,
Mrs Natalie Powell (Teacher)
Front Row:
Shantni Anandan, S’Le'Enat Davidson, Evelyn
Tay, AliciaTay, Amberlee Thurstan
Absent:
Demi O’Brien, Jonica Stick, Mr Bill Biffin
(Teacher)

Year 10 Rome
4th Row:
Lauren Fassetta,Tilly Lawrence, Jessica Walsh,
Charlotte Brasington
3rd Row:
Mrs Kerris Moffat, Katya Minns, Olivia Pollock,
Carla Bridges, Kate Ivey, Tess Jenkins, Sacha
Furtado
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2nd Row:
Mrs Donna Kolka (Head of Year),
Dilanga De Silva, Isabella Kennedy, Josephine
Dunn, Erika Weaver, Wen Zhen Kueh, Ellie Slater,
Ms Emmanuelle Chaumont (Teacher)
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Front Row:
Louisa Gregson, Mirette Nakhla, Sofi Nazir;
Megan O'Brien.Tahlia Pemberton,
Jordan Symons, Alexandra Wilde

Our afternoon kicked off with a great
start - a competition within the Houses. All
twelveTutes were required to bake a cake
based on a 'garden' theme and prizes were
awarded for the best.There were also many
games to play including gigantic versions of
Snakes and Ladders, Connect 4, Soccer and
Naughts and Crosses.The evening ended
with an enthusiastic game ofTug ofWar.
We dedicate our appreciation to our Head
of Year; Mrs Kolka, as this night would not
have been able to run smoothly without
her organisation. Each and every one of us
bonded enthusiastically during this event.
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Wen Zhen Kueh and Hanna Simon
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Finally, our first exams were over and we could all
breathe a sigh of relief! The only thing between us and
the Christmas holidays was the Week of Amazement.
As the pilot year group for this exciting event, none of
us knew what to expect from the activities we had chosen.
Once the morning of Monday 24 November arrived, we
divided into our groups and began the week of a lifetime.
From hitting the surf to mastering the art of scuba diving,
wrapping presents for kids in need to cooking up a storm
in a cosy farmhouse; new friendships were forged and
unforgettable memories were made. It’s safe to say that
everyone thoroughly enjoyed the experience and it truly
was an amazing week!
Alexandra Wilde

Year 10 Sparta
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3rd Row:
Imogen Guest, Caitlin Clarke,
Tyler Ronaldson, Rebecca Whiting,
Katelyn Edis
2nd Row:
Mrs Donna Kolka (Head of Year),
Caitlin McCormack, Chloe Hayes,
Sophie Houghton, Zuri Horlock,
Eliza Snellgrove, Avila Den Ouden,
Ms Dee Haughton, Mr David Ford
(Teachers)
Front Row:
Nina Fuller Hannah Gent, May Ling Har
Matilda Pritchard, Grace Briffa,
Emma McAndrew, Ellie Ferguson

Peer Support
Peer Support is a Year 10 activity that
allows us to coach the Year 7s on a
range of life skills including managing
stress, giving healthy self-talk and time
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management. We also provide a support
base for them to reach out to in times of
trouble.The Peer Support sessions ran
all through first semester Peer Support is
not all about hard work, we spent lots of
time talking, playing games, doing activities
and, of course, enjoying some lollies on
odd occasions, especially during our Easter
hunt.
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At the end ofYear 9, every girl undergoes
a Peer Support training day where we
learn how to conduct the sessions.Those
few sessions were fun for all of us and
helped us to bond as they were run in
our groups for the next year
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Jacinta Sinel

Peer Support
4th Row: Jacinta Sinel, Bea Acworth,
Lauren Fassetta, Caitlin Clarke, Jessica
Walsh, Annabel Saggers, Claire Morrison,
Tannith Lilford, Carla Bridges, Isobel Long
3rd Row: Molly Whiteley,Jemma Eton,
Zoe Ward, Emma-Jane Wellman, Mimi
Gregg, Kate Ivey, Freya Power Sacha
Furtado, Francesca Calvert, Lucy Iffla,
EvelynTay 2nd Row: Sabrina BilstonJohn, Eliza Snellgrove, S’Le’Enat Davidson,
Emily Singleton, Madeleine Owens, Ciara
Sudlow, Matilda Pritchard, Kimiya Bari,
Annabel Moyle, Eleanor Slater Front
Row: Shannon Ma, Mirette Nakhla, Sofi
Nazir Alexandra Wilde,Tahlia Pemberton,
AmberleeThurstan.Jonica Stick, Emma
McAndrew, Ellie Ferguson AbsentJemma
Fortmann, Emma Kriening, Hannah Gent

Year 10 Troy
3rd Row:
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Laura Bonner Eury Sohn, Sophie Pyle, Joyce
Lim, Rosie Prindiville, Bea Acworth, Mimi
Gregg, Naomi Brown
2nd Row:
Mrs Donna Kolka (Head of Year),
Hanna Young, Gabby Newbery,
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Sage Rogers-Uff, Lucy Harrup,
Abbey Gajewski, Emily Singleton,
Mrs Cheryl Lundy, Ms Joyce Mah (Teachers)
Front Row:
Chiara Ma, Shannon Ma, Molly Whiteley,
Francesca Calvert, Ciara Sudlow, Germaine
Png, Lauren Wroth
Absent:
Clara Lipscombe

Head of Year II
Meredith Roberts

2014 saw the Year I I girls progress within Senior Years with grace,
determination and a willingness to represent themselves and the
College in a positive light. I am so proud of all my girls and the
progress they have made. I have enjoyed watching them develop
as they face the demands to balance family, work, study, school,
exercise, spirituality and life.
Many wonderful events have occurred
during the year and they have influenced
how I approach my role as Head ofYear
The River Cruise allowed me a glimpse
into the social life of aYear I I student.The
girls demonstrated poise and elegance
while enjoying the company of their
partners and peers. In early May, the girls
helped raise money to fight cancer by
participating in the Relay for Life. During
this event the girls displayed perseverance
and fortitude to continue walking for a
cause that touches numerous families,
The College continued the tradition of
the MLC/Scotch College 50 Mile Walk
where I was able to witness the relentless
endurance and sheer grit possessed by
the girls.The ability to put one foot in
front of the other for 18 hours, while

encouraging others to continue, clearly
celebrated the unity of the cohort.
The College Production and Music Tour
highlighted the creative talents of so many
girls and continued to extend my regard
for this wonderfully diverse group of
young ladies.The varied range of talents
within the year group is unbelievable and I
am constantly in awe of the girls and their
gifts. During the holidays, many students
gave of their time to serve others in
Vietnam and Malaysia. Once again these
opportunities were readily taken up with
a strong sense of community awareness
and willingness to assist those in need.
While there is no doubt that Year I I
brings many changes in direction and
increased expectations, these girls

bravely faced all the challenges.They
have developed skills through the Peer
Performance Coaching and the Tutorial
Programme, which will serve them well
as they move forward into Year 12.
After another year with these delightful
girls I can honestly say it is a privilege and
pleasure to be in their company.They are
inspirational.
One final note to my Year I I girls: enjoy
the holidays, spend time with friends and
family, revitalise and return refreshed.
Continue to visualise a future pathway
with attainable goals, reflect about the
direction you wish to take and surround
yourself with individuals who are
supportive and encouraging of your goals.

River Cruise
The night ofThursday 27 February finally arrived
after months of anticipation. Excited groups gathered,
admiring each other's colourful dresses in front of the
majesty of the cruise ship. Soon we began to board.The
music filled our ears, the beat like the gentle rocking of
the boat. Some bee-lined to the pumping dance floor
while others went to the deck to admire the brilliant
stars and dark, fluid waters that surrounded us.The
evening was full of promise as we sailed on the mighty
Swan River, past the sleeping houses, and emerged from
the shadow of the city’s skyscrapers that stretched
across the waterThe moon hung bright, like the disco
ball Inside, and we danced beneath both. Dance styles
varied from the practised to the slightly awkward,There
was fist-pumping and disco moves from some, while
others chatted and moved around the boat, taking in
the scenery.
Dinner came and disappeared quickly and all too soon
we realised that the night’s cruise on the river was
coming to an end. Departing with tired feet and music
still ringing in our ears, we farewelled our friends and
made our way home.
Paloma Ortiz-Davis
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On Saturday 3 May a group of 60 Year I I girls battled
through the 24-hour Relay for Life at AK Reserve.
Through this initiative,The Cancer Council raised
significant funds to contribute to cancer research and
treatments and to support those that are suffering.
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On the morning of 3 May, the MLC collective arrived
at our eye-catching yellow and green tent. Filled with
enthusiasm and bags of food, which they dropped at
the MLC tent, the girls walked behind the parade in
the opening ceremony. This was the start of a truly
unforgettable experience. After six hours of walking
or running around the track, the candlelight ceremony
commenced. Many girls were moved by the paper
lanterns which were placed all around the track to

Year 11

commemorate those affected by cancer The girls
struggled through the cold night, supporting each
other through the rostered walking times, bonding as
each step took them closer to completing this amazing
feat of endurance. By the time the amazing hot
breakfast was served, many girls were fighting through
the pain in their legs with the majority getting close to
walking a marathon (105 laps).
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With half an hour to go, the MLCteam regrouped
and got ready to run one final lap as a whole, which
brought to light the importance and significance of
the girls' participation in the 2014 Relay for Life. The
event finished at 3.00pm and the closing ceremony
went off with a bang! Dancers, drum players, people
who had been affected by cancer and all the teams
came together to show their support and belief in the
Cancer Council’s quest to conquer cancer Participating
in the 2014 Relay For Life was an experience that will
never be forgotten by the whole MLC team.
Rose Anwar and Isabella Bynevelt

Year I I Athens
3rd Row:
Jeniece Taylor; Sarah Maitland,
Shona Coops, Charlotte Bradley
2nd Row:
Mrs Meredith Roberts (Head of
Year),Tara Kotula, Giulia Edwardes,
Jaimee Devenish, Isabella Bynevelt,
Alex Kannegiesser-Bailey,
MissTamsin Moran, Mr Marshall
Varley (Teachers)
Front Row:
Isabelle Ng, Rebecca Love,
Brittany Marzec, Rebecca Penn,
Maddie Brown, Shanya Rajakaruna
Absent:
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Diandra Ahmadi
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in. A hearty hamburger for dinner was

emotionally and mentally With the finish line

experience that left the students who

soon followed by custard, apple pie and

in sight, we all linked arms as the bagpipes

embarked on the 80.5km adventure with

marshmallow firebombs.We were then given

played 'Amazing Grace’, leading us into the

blistered feet and mental and physical

the traditional ‘No Sweat’ speech and our

welcoming arms of our awaiting families.

exhaustion. Yet, I would not take those 18

feet were strapped for the endurance test

hours back for the world.

they would have to face the next day.

Not all who participated made it to the
end, but we can all say that we took up a

For our test of courage and endurance,

After waking at 3,00am to the sweet

challenge that can only be comprehensible

we departed Scotch College at 3.00pm,

cadences of the bagpipes, we started our

to those who have done something similar

on a two-hour bus ride, which we spent

challenge with high spirits and good humour

New friends were made, Ball dates were

chatting with friends and, yes, Scotch boys!

We had a 5-20 minute break each hour and

partnered, old bonds were made stronger

After arriving at our campsite, a sparkly pink

this carried on for 18 hours.

and I can proudly say it was the hardest yet
most rewarding experience I have ever had!

football was taken out and passed between
the guys, and gradually the girls also joined

By the end there was pain, tears and sweat,
but we held each other up physically,

Year I I Corinth
3rd Row:
Imogen Sweeney,
RebekahTheunissen, Rheanna
Fairhead, Annie Sommer Shelby
Carstens, Hannah Smith
2nd Row:
Mrs Meredith Roberts (Head of
Year), Laura Mead, Chrysten Koong,
Brittany Suann, Mia Erickson,
Natsumi Miyagawa, Ms Maria
Outtrlm (Teacher)
Front Row:
Eliza Zhang, Carla Lawlor,
Kendelle Gorman,
Stephanie Huang, Frances Clarke,
Aishwarya Nallanchakravartula
Absent: Mrs Susan Miller (Teacher)

Paloma Ortiz-Davis
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The 50 Mile Walk was an amazing

Year I I Olympia
3rd Row:
Claire Harvey, Abigael Sula, Clare
Quick, Indiana Powell, Jackie

OH

Bridgwood,
Holly Josland, Miss Amanda Robertson
(Teacher)

2nd Row:
Mrs Meredith Roberts (Head of Year),
Chynna Lim,Tamsin Mahalingham,
DanaThrossell, Emma Gillies,
Paloma Ortiz-Davis, Molly McKenzie,
Mrs Helen Lydon (Teacher)

Front Row:
Izzy Lyndon-James, Minami Akasaki,
Mariah White, Ashleigh Power, Mercy
Cornwall, Caitlyn Hing,
Anika Hannington

Year I I Rome
3rd Row:
Rachael Thomas, Emily Wray,
Nicole Robinson, Darcy Lubich,
Lucy Wells, Ella Blythe

2nd Row:
Mrs Meredith Roberts (Head of
Year), Maryse Emery, EllieTowlen
Y
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Zoe Oldfield, Bree Salathiel,
Jessie Cheng, Mrs Anne Ashby
Miss Aasha Norwood (Teachers)

Front Row:
Clare Xie, Katherine Liu, Rose
Anwar; Anabelle Alberghini,
Madison Bodycoat, Hannah Quaife

RespeC/

International Women’s Day
On 8 March each year; people all over the world celebrate International Women’s
Day It is a unique and momentous day that acknowledges women's rights and
commemorates the incredible achievements of female individuals, past and present.
This year; MLC was privileged to haveTian Beckett ‘ 13 speak to students as part of
our celebrations.The gifted Collegian, a cycling champion, shared her journey with
us. She told us of the hardships she endured in her younger years and how they
have given her the strength to fight for success. Her inspiring speech was followed
by a short presentation from Year I I students, which provided more details about
International Women’s Day The Year I I s continued to help the School to celebrate
by baking and distributing purple frosted cupcakes and symbolic purple ribbon pins.
Historically, women have come a long way It is imperative that we continue this
tradition of honouring women who have changed history and to encourage future
generations to continue fighting for our rights.
Geraldine Gazali
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Minami’s Australian
Exchange
Hello everyone. My name is Minami Akasaki and I
am 2014's exchange student from Kobe College,
MLC’s sister school in japan. I spent five months at
MLC.The experience I have had in Australia will be a
lifelong memory. Having been in Japan all my life, my
perspectives were limited to the point of view of the
typical Japanese. However coming to Australia, and to
MLC, has broadened my outlook significantly. At MIC,
I was able to learn of the diversity of thoughts and
perspectives each student held, which are different to
me and the typical Japanese mindset I had brought
with me. I am truly grateful to each and every one of
the MLC girls!Thank you for everything!
Minami Akasaki
Kobe College, Japan

Year I I Sparta
3rd Row:
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Emma Williamson, Caris
McClements, Claire Thomas,
Ginny Droppert,
Devina Marcelyn, Jessica Vercoe,
Lotte Plumb

Year 11

2nd Row:
Mrs Meredith Roberts (Head of
Year), Abigail Chew, Maddy Jepiuh,
Olivia Marmion, Audrey Yeo.Josie
Kelly, Mrs Seanne Sparrow,
Mrs Vanessa Sewell (Teachers)
Front Row:
LouisaTham,Tessa Olden,
Imogen Crostella, Raechel Martin,
Alex Wulff, Claudia Simich,
Elena Cardaci

Year I I Troy
3rd Row:
Juliette Isaacs, Eleanor St George,
Alexandra Hughes, Courtney
Doran, Christine Calvert, Caitlin
Gava
2nd Row:
Mrs Meredith Roberts (Head of
Year),Tilly Green, Bridgette Rees,
SofiaTived, Alice Monro, Rhiam
Kadhim,
Mrs Jenny McGillivray,

reai

Mrs Samantha England (Teachers)
Front Row:
Chantelle Christou, Geraldine
Gazali, Selena Sebastian, Anushree
Loyalka, Grace McSkimming, Rachel
Phang
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Academic Prefect
As this year’s Academic Prefect, I have had a wonderful year promoting
the academic endeavours of the MLC student community. MLC has been
triumphant in 2014. Our girls have participated in an array of academic
activities including debating, languages, problem solving, Science and
Mathematics competitions and events.
Late this year; the Academic Executive
began to work with the ILT Department
to encourage students to engage with
Information and Learning Technology
within the College so the voices of
students are included in ILT decisions.
Despite still being in the early stages of
development, I am sure the project will
prosper in the next few years and I am
excited for future ILT possibilities at MLC,

Debating proved to be a great success
this year with more than 70 students in
the Middle and Senior Years representing
the College. It was very exciting to watch
each team win their debates. I commend
the girls on creating such interesting and
entertaining arguments.

I would like to thank the fantastic
Academic Executive - Georgia Brasington,
Emily Isaacs, Isabella Sabbagh, Lauren
Sabbagh and Lewis Singleton for their
vivacity and willingness to help throughout
this yearThe Academic Portfolio remains
very new at MLC so having the Executive
at my side was a great support as we
explored the immense potential of our
roles.

Week 5 ofTerm 3 embraced an
amalgamation of Sciences and Arts to
create Scarts Week.The week was packed
with fun arts events during lunchtimes
and the Academic Executive ran science
activities during recess.These activities
included a paper plane competition, static
electricity activities with balloons and a
'make your own lemonade’ stand, where
students learnt the science behind the
bubbles.

Academic

The second Methodist Ladies’ College
versus Christ Church Grammar School
Great Debate took place in Term
I. Students gathered on the Great
Court to witness an engaging and
humorous discussion about whether
males or females care most about their
appearance! The aim of the event was to
encourage girls to sign up for and support
the 2014 MLC Debating teams.

The academic endeavours of students
this year have been both vast and varied.
MLC girls have travelled locally, nationally
and even internationally to take part in
academic competitions as ambassadors of
the College.
It has been a pleasure to witness the
enthusiasm MLC girls have applied to all
areas of the academic spectrum this year
Regardless of the outcome, students have
strived for the heights with passion and
spirit and I congratulate everyone who
took part in 2014.
Charlotte Ward
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2nd Row (the Year I Os): Emily Singleton, Caitlin McCormack, Jacinta Sinel, Mrs Nicola Rose Front Row (the Year 8s): Mrs Jo-Anne
Starkie, Chelsea Francis, Shenali Punchihewa, Rachel Lim, Freya Wheatley Absent: Eury Sohn (Year 10)

In mid-June, the Future Problem Solving International Conference was held in Iowa, United States of America.
1 Four lucky Year 8 reserves and a team of fourYear I Os participated in this competition.Two amazing teachers,
Mrs Rose and Mrs Starkie, guided our group.The Future Problem Solving International Finals were full of fun,
excitement, hard work and memorable experiences. During the 10 days we were away, we made lots of friends
from overseas, were surrounded by others who wanted to hear our‘strange accents’ and had loads of fun
learning about the places we visited.
j

Throughout our time in Iowa, we
participated in many activities including
a treasure hunt in the State University,
a souvenir exchange, an audition for a
variety show, and a Social. We met people
from all over the world and formed many
lifelong friendships.
The Year 10 team participated in the
Global Issues Problem Solving Booklet
and the Year 8 reserves participated in the
Multi-Affiliate Global Issues Competition
where we were assigned to a team to
work together to complete a booklet
within a time limit.The Year 8s joined the
Year 10 team later for the Action Plan
Presentations.The competition itself was
rather stressful and required a lot of
concentration as there were 71 teams in
the Middle Division and we wanted to get
a good result!
On our last day in Iowa, we attended an
awards ceremony where the results were
announced. Chelsea Francis'team won

first place in the Multi-Affiliate Global
Issues Competition. We are all very
proud of Chelsea and her remarkable
achievement.
MLC came twenty-third in the Global
Issues Problem Solving Team Booklet; a
result we were pleased with considering
the number of teams in the competition.
While at the International Finals we also
had a look at the other competition
areas in Future Problem Solving, such as
the Scenario Writing and Community
Problem Solving. It was an extremely
memorable experience that will stay with
us for a lifetime.
I would definitely encourage everyone
who chooses to do Future Problem
Solving as an elective, to strive to
compete in this worldwide event, as it
truly is an experience like no other
Rachel Lim: Year 8
Emily Singleton and Jacinta Sinel: Year 10
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2nd Row: Mr David Ford, Alex Rough, Bree Kennedy-Smith, Elisabeth Parry, Georgia Brasington, Sally Gilfillan, Katie Frew
Front Row: Akhila Sambhara, Katie Armstrong-Sebbes, Maddy McLauchlan, Matilda Spadaccini, Beth Clarke, Isabel Philip, Radhi Sethi
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Academic Prefect and Executive: Emily Isaacs, Isabella Sabbagh, Charlotte Ward, Lauren Sabbagh, Georgia Brasington, Lewis Singleton

V

_____

5th Row: Melanie Chua, Isabel Boogaerdt, Olivia Carver, Anushree Loyalka, Rachael Thomas, Zoe Oldfield, DanaThrossell, Lora Hong,
Tess Blythe, Alexia Fassetta 4th Row: Olivia Ferguson, Isabella Coveney, Emily Jenkins, Charlotte Howe, Alexandra Slater Christina Friars,
Lauren Grinbergs, Renee Di Bona, Jaslyn Woo 3rd Row: Rachel Lim, Freya Wheatley,Tyla Cooke, Lydia De Courtenay, Celina Duthie,
Olivia Bubrzycki, Imogen Field, Georgia Brousseau 2nd Row: Ms Kate Hall, Clarissa Ortiz-Davis, Meg Cooney, Andrea Vidler, Wen Zhen
Kueh, Sienna Heath, Indi Leaversuch, Zara Yaxley, Izzy Lyndon-James Front Row:Jasmyn Joseph, Jessie He, Nanka Inoue, Bianca Lawlor,
Mathu Kawryshanker Jane Zhao, Ariane Burton, Chelsea Francis Absent: Eloise Anderson, Jaya Barlow, Georgia Blampain, Claire Carnley,
Laura Chaar Elise Christou, Lara Duffy,Veronica Gelavis, Maddie Hanlin, Claire Jiang, Jessica Kirkham, Emma Lamb, Rebecca Lang, Romi
Lawlor, Ella Lockett, Eliza Manuel, Raechel Martin, Grace Mattes,Teagan McGinnis, Anne Millar Alice Monro, Leigh Murray, Lily Murrell,
Kirsten Riddle, Adrianna Rivera, Caitlin Ross, Jacqueline Rough, Julia Wang
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Debating was a huge success this year There were 17 teams
representing MLC in the Novice and Junior leagues, and one
enthusiastic team in the Senior leagues.
The girls scored well each round; they spoke dearly and
confidently, and worked cooperatively and positively with team
members. Many thanks to the staff members that coached and
attended the debates as their friendly faces in the audience
made us feel much more comfortable.
All girls considering Debating in the future should certainly sign
up as it enables the development of worthwhile skills and we
formed strong friendships throughout the year
Zoe Oldfield
Year 11
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French Tour
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As we journeyed through the picturesque streets of Paris for the
first time, we admired the stunning architecture that surrounded
us. We marvelled at glorious churches, ventured through beautiful
castles and enjoyed simply wandering through the breathtaking
streets of Paris, nibbling on mouth-watering pastries. A highlight
of the trip was the brilliant cooking class at Alain Ducasse Ecole
de Cuisine where we indulged in the delicious food we cooked
ourselves, proud of our efforts. On our final evening in Paris, we
experienced another unbeatable event when we visited the Eiffel
Tower; climbing to the second landing just in time to watch the sun
set over the exquisite landscape of Paris.
Following a memorable week, we all travelled by bus to SaintQuentin, where we would stay with our host families and attend
a French school. This broadened our understanding of French
culture and gave us insight into the life of a French teenager The
tour was indescribably beneficial in so many ways. My French
improved substantially, and my host family was so welcoming. I was
sad to leave at the end of the two weeks.
Madeleine Owens
Year 10
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On 4 April 2014, Year 10 and I I students from MLC
gathered at Perth Airport, ready to embark on le
voyage d’une we. The next three weeks would be filled
with unbelievable experiences on a French exchange
tour shared with girls from Iona Presentation College
and boys from Christ Church Grammar School.
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Chinese Incursion
with Engaging China
MLC'sYear 8 students were able to enjoy a one-hour
lesson of fun, games and different activities dedicated to
Chinese culture.Three fluent Chinese speakers taught
us about their experiences and culture.TheYear 8s had
a wonderful time and we hope that these guests will be
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able to return to MLC next yean

Olivia Carver
Year 8

Kobe College Exchange
On 9 August 2014, 20 excited host families waited for
the bus from the airport to greet the exchange students
from Kobe College in Japan. My student was called
Miyu and on the first night of her stay, we went to the
College Production together During the two weeks of
the exchange students’ stay in Perth, the Kobe College
girls participated in various classes at School, such as Art,
Home Economics, Dance, English as a Second Language
and Physical Education. They also went on various
excursions, including one to Margaret River for a night,

the Pinnacles, the Swan Valley, Caversham Wildlife Park
and Fremantle. On the weekends, host families took their
visitors to famous Perth sights, such as Kings Park, the
beach and a football game. All in all, it was a wonderful
experience, both for them and for all of the host sisters.
Even though saying goodbye was hard, we all have
wonderful memories and have formed friendships we
can treasure forever
Emma Bennett
Year 9
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On 27 August, two teams of MLC girls gathered in the seminar
room of the library to participate in the first Write a Book in a Day
competition. We had 12 hours in which to write, illustrate and bind
an entire book to donate to Princess Margaret Hospital. At 8.00am
both teams were given the parameters for their books, and set off
to start planning. Eventually, after a lot of hard work and numerous
packets of chocolate chip cookies, the teams had successfully created
two different storybooks. Following a delicious and extremely healthy
dinner of pizza and even more chocolate chip cookies, there was
a sense of satisfaction in the air as both books were sent off.
The challenge was finally complete and everyone could get
some well-deserved rest.
Emma Lamb
Year 8
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The 2014 Australasian Philosothon was an
incredible experience for all girls involved.
Eight of us spent three days debating and
arguing the merits of many philosophical
ideas and approaches to life's questions
such as: ‘Do we have souls?' and 'Socrates
exhorts us to follow the argument where
it leads, should we?’
While many of the topics seemed
daunting to begin with, we soon felt
comfortable sharing our thoughts and
adding to the discussions.
On top of the philosophical aspect of the
camp, we made a lot of new, like-minded
friends in entertaining, yet somewhat
awkward social situations. While MLC did
not place as a school, I placed first in the
open division, and all girls performed to
a very high standard and were equally
deserving of recognition.
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Alexandra Wilde, Sabrina Bilston-John, Amelia Channer-Holmes, Zoe Oldfield,
Mrs Shelley Smith, Avila Den Ouden, Nina Kolnik, Catherine Wilde,
Catherine Eliott-Lockhart

Thanks go to Ms Massey and Mrs
Smith who gave up their time to coach
and guide us in our philosophical
understandings.
Zoe Oldfield
Year I I
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The United
Nations Youth
Camp
i was lucky enough to participate in the
2014 United Nations (UN) Youth Camp
held in Term 2.The camp gave Year 10,
I I and 12 students the opportunity to
partake in mock UN Security Council
debates,
We learnt the merits of democracy and
the responsibility of member countries to
maintain and uphold international values
and peace. I was encouraged to practise
skills in public speaking, problem solving
and debating, which made the camp both
challenging and rewarding.
The greatest highlights were meeting the
fantastic group of students that attended
and forming friendships over bad jokes
and camp food.

in the world and wants to learn more
about the role of the UN.
Zoe Oldfield
Year 11

Ic&MatheUeal
On Monday I I August the curious and slightly
confused Year I I cohorts of MIC and Christ
Church Grammar School gathered in Hadley Hall,
along with teachers and a few parents,The occasion
was a discussion on gender equality, posed in
the form of an impromptu hypothetical situation
complete with scenes, questions and audience
participation. As this was the first time this event
had been held, the day’s format remained mostly
unexplained to the audience and the eight panellists
- two students from each school, two teachers
and the two principals, Ms Cody and Mr Wynn.
The Hypothetical was a great and interesting way
to explore a very relevant and pressing issue and
highlight prevalent concepts such as gender roles
and stereotypes.
DanaThrossell
Year I I

Academic

I highly recommend this camp to any girl
who is passionate about making a change
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Junior Years’
House Coordinator
Tanya Franz

Green, purple, white, red, yellow and blue.
The MLC Houses give the Junior Years’
girls the opportunity to show their talents,

S

J

many new students and bring with them
a wealth of talent and personalities that

develop courage, resilience and confidence,

enhance each House.They are vocal in

exhibit community spirit, make the most

their support of each other

of their individual gifts and show respect in
many sporting and cultural activities.

The Year 5 and 6 students compete in
House activities each fortnight in Volleyball,
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Throughout 2014, the JuniorYears’

Netball, Soccer; Basketball andT-ball. It is

students have continued to strive for the

an opportunity for the girls to earn House

heights in Interhouse Swimming, Athletics,
singing and Cross Country.They are proud

points and fine-tune the skills they have

of their allegiance to a House as many

been taught during Physical Education
classes.

have sisters and mothers who have gone
Remember - it’s not just about the

before them and they have a great sense
of belonging.

colours. It is so much more.

Each year the JuniorYears welcome

PerArdua ad Alta

Houses

.

Middle and Senior
Years’ House
Coordinator
Samantha England

4

The colours green, purple, white, red, yellow and blue are constantly
injected as the House system adds colour; sparkle and infectious
enthusiasm to all aspects of College life. Whether the girls are dashing
across the pool, running across a sporting field or lighting up the stage,
these colours are the constant across generations of MLC women.
This year saw a change in staff leadership
for four of the Houses and we welcomed
Miss Emma Jenkins (Athens), Miss Kris Carr
(Corinth), Mrs Lenka King (Olympia) and
Mr Patrick Guggisberg (Rome) to the roles.
Together with Mrs Vanessa Sewell (Sparta)
and Ms Lesley Martin (Troy), the Heads
of Houses triumphantly led their Houses
through the myriad of sporting and artistic
competitions that were held throughout
the year
The Spirit Cape was a hotly contested
item by all Houses this year and Rome’s

year that has passed, ones that everyone
will surely remember.
The introduction of House Days for
students in Years 6 to 12 in Term 3 was
an overwhelming success.The students
and staff enjoyed their lunches together
and participated in a number of activities
designed to further enhance their House
connection.This sense of belonging is an
important emotion and is an aspect that
the House system will continue to nurture
and develop in our everyday contribution
to College life.

‘fire-fighter’ theme for the Swimming

So as we reflect on the year that has

Carnival and Troy’s Trozen’ for the Athletics

passed, we look forward to the endless
potential that the New Year brings. As
always, the House system will continue to
remain an integral part of the lives of MLC
students past, present and future.

Carnival, were winning themes on each
of the days. While each of the Interhouse
competitions are deadly serious, these
moments of levity are the highlights of a
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The first event was the Swimming
Carnival.The other Houses grew scared
of the Athenian Army as we prepared
to conquer the swimming pool! The day
was great fun.The girls were excited and
cheered their hearts out and we swam
as hard as we could. Shortly after was
the Athletics Carnival, and the Athenian
Hungry Caterpillar came crawling into the
stadium. We took to the tracks, running
as fast as the wind; our legs were in pain
but it was all worth it.The Athenians

,‘il__s
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This year a new day was created and
this brought additional excitement for
the Athenians. It was called House Day
and first up was our House. We came to
school in our sports uniform including our
House shirt, which encouraged us to bond
with girls from the other year groups. At
lunchtime we participated in fun activities,
creating good memories and had an
awesome day.
Athens is of course the best House out of
all and everyone knows it! We are all close
friends and this will never change. I would
like to thank the Middle Years’ Executive,
Miss Jenkins and all those in the House
for making this year unforgettable - it is
going to be tough to leave you all behind.
However I'm sure the Year I I s will make
even more memories with you all. Have
fun Year I I s and make the most of it
because trust me, it goes quickly.

I - -:

I

were leading for most of the day but the
relays were the last event and we had to
make it count. We did what we could but
unfortunately the Trojans, or should I say
‘Frozen Trojans', quickly took the lead away
from us. While we were disappointed, we
weren’t devastated because we’d had the
best day and were more than happy with
our achievement of a close second place.

■

Lauren Paunich
Athens House Prefect

A thens

Athens started off the year with great excitement with the introduction
of our new Head of House, Miss Jenkins. We quickly formed a close
bond, which grew stronger throughout the year

H ouses

Emily Sang, Lauren Paunich, Eliza Macdonald, Anna McGillivray, Lize Schoeman, Erin OJiver, Miss Errmna Jenkins
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Jane .Bfechyn'tten, Marie KyriakaciS, Samantha Garza, Lucinda~Rose, Melanie Hamilton, Maddy McLauchlan, Miss Kris Carr

conquering House of Corinth.
The year started off strong with our
dazzling House dance, which was
awarded first place in the House Dance
Competition at the Heather Lamont
Festival. We stole the show with our
1920s-style item, choreographed by the
talented Maddy McLauchlan and Holly
Richmond.
The Corinth Cupids flew in to take out
the 2014 House Swimming Carnival
for another year With love in the air in
Corinth, each girl brought her enthusiasm
and talent to the pool. Whether it was in
the 50 metre freestyle race, or the noodle
relay, all the girls put in 100 per cent in

r.

their events and I was so happy with the
end results!
Our victory continued with Corinth winning
the Cross Country trophy for 2014.

r* 9*

House Singing, Mime and Drama Day
brought a very busy Term I for all the
girls. Carla Lawlor and Kendelle Gorman
created an amazing and energetic mime

Clarke conducted the choir into second
place, which showed the other Houses
that Corinth doesn't only flourish on the
sporting field.
We ran and threw our hearts out on
the athletics field where Corinthians said:
"MTV, Welcome To The Corinth Crib",
sporting cornrows and gold chains. A
lot of girls stepped up and competed in
events they usually wouldn’t have. Well
done to Corinth on our overall third place.
This year would not have been successful
without the help of my amazing Executive;
Samantha, Marie, Maddy, Mel, and Jane.
Thank you to the amazing Miss Carr
who showed her marvelous talents and
organisational skills as the new Corinth
Head of House.
Congratulations to all Corinthians for an

whole of Corinth in the audience.

amazing year and I hope 2015 brings more

the senior students stunned the crowd by

fSM

The Corinth choir amazed us all with
their remarkable rendition of Coldplay's
Viva La Vida'. Jane Blechynden and Beth

titled, ‘In The Library'which involved the

Mel Hamilton and Maddy McLauchlan
directed the play ‘Boots and AH' in which

'«U

cross-dressing as manly rugby players,

memories and success!
Lucy Rose
Corinth House Prefect

Houses

This year has been full of victory, kinship and passion within the

Olympia
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Aliah Bogdanich, Katie Frew.Tanisha Chapman, Meg Charnaud, Nicole Witcombe.Akhila Sambhara, Mrs Lenka King

o
What an amazing year it has been! Olympia has had a load of fun while
pulling together as a supportive team.
We started off the year with the
Swimming Carnival (just what everyone
feels like after an eight-week holiday),
where the Olympians transformed
gjeuiv

themselves into Greek Gods from Mt
Olympus.This was the first platform for
Olympia to display their unbreakable
House spirit, and of course, our supreme
athletic ability.

first on the leaderboard. Everyone was
pretty gobsmacked. Even though we didn’t
maintain our position on the leaderboard,
it was a fun-filled day.
Finally, as this year's guinea pigs for the
first ever House Days, we had a lot of fun
experimenting with our bonding games at
lunch. After discovering that Mercy could
fit the most marshmallows in her mouth,

Ne>ct, we continued on our journey
together in the House Singing, Mime and
Drama Day. Aliah and Nicole directed
the choir in Stevie Wonder’s‘Sir Duke’. It
was truly a wonderful performance that
even featured some groovy moves. Our
play directors, Alice and janelle also did
a spectacular job in ‘Snow Bright and the
Seven Wharfies’, a modern twist on a
well-known story.The cast's dedication to
the cause paid off, wowing the judges and
winning first place!
Despite the grey weather that plagued
Challenge Stadium, Olympia's mood
would not be dampened for the Athletics
Carnival. We certainly fit the part of
‘Rockers and Rollers’, particularly with the
face paint! I will never forget the look on
everybody's faces when, halfway during

concluded with lots of laughs.
It has been a privilege to guide such an
eager and enthusiastic House. I would like
to extend a huge thanks to the Middle
Years' House leaders as well as the House
Executive, Akhila.Tanisha, Nicole, Meg and
Aliah. I cannot forget to thank Mrs King,
the driving force behind Olympia’s day-today function - my go-to gal for anything
and everything, who has made my job that
much easier I have immensely enjoyed
meeting all the younger years' girls as well
as our ability to laugh and rejoice at our
inability in Sports.Thanks to my awesome
House, and remember once an Olympian,
always an Olympian!
Katie Frew
Olympia House Prefect
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the day, Olympia was announced to be

and who tells the best joke, House Day
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Caris Bogdanov, NaomrFogliani, Ella Payne, Lucy Jenkins, Isabel Jones, Shimin Lim, Mr Patrick Guggisberg ’

The year started off with a bang at the
Interhouse Swimming Carnival.The
Roman Fire Fighters turned up the heat at
Challenge Stadium with their talent in and
out of the waterThe girls demonstrated
incredible House spirit and were rewarded
with the acclaimed Spirit Cape.
House Singing, Mime and Drama Day
followed shortly after; a day that featured
Rome’s creative side.The hard-working
and dedicated choir was awarded first
place for their performance of'Pompeii',
conducted by Ella Payne and Lewis
Singleton. Naomi Fogliani and Alex Rough
took 'Twisted Tales’ to the stage of Hadley
Hall, causing knots of laughter in the
stomachs of the audience members and

...... Ta;

Emily Wray and Hannah Quaife were able
to bring to life an exciting farmyard scene
through the act of mime.
The Romans did not fail to portray their
ability to run, sprint, jump and fly at the
Interhouse Athletics Carnival.The weather
was somewhat dismal, but this was no
reflection of the Romans’ House spirit on
the day, who brought spice and enthusiasm,
dressed according to the 'Mexican Fiesta’
theme. Once again, the girls showed
Roman pride by cheering their hearts out
and came extremely close to earning the
Spirit Cape. Rome claimed many individual
victories and overall had a brilliant day
filled with laughter

House Day, a new addition to the history
of House activities, featured a sea of red
among the girls in green on the Great
Court on a fine Tuesday afternoon.The
girls feasted on lunch together in a huge
Rome circle, which was followed by some
group activities.The day enabled the
House to bond and grow closer; becoming
one big Rome family.
One House does not simply achieve such
success throughout one year without the
dedication, support and enthusiasm of a
wonderful Head of House - Mr Guggisberg
(Mr G).A special thank you to Mr G,the
Roman Executive team, Shimin Lim, Ella
Payne, Naomi Fogliani, Izzy Jones and Lucy
Jenkins as well as the Rome Middle Years’
House Leaders; Jacquie Rough, Claire
Goater; Jaslyn Woo.Tess Blythe.
The privilege of leading the fabulous
House of Rome has left me with an
endless supply of fond memories. I'm
proud and honoured to have represented
and been a part of such an amazing group
of girls.Thank you for your willingness to
participate in all House activities and for
using your initiative to strive for the heights
in terms of our House accomplishments.
I wish the future Roman students the
best of luck and I hope the Roman spirit
continues to radiate. Alis Aquilae Number
One!
Caris Bogdanov
Rome House Prefect

Rome

What an incredible year it has been for Rome! Each girl definitely let her true Rome colours shine and
demonstrated the Rome spirit The year was not only filled with achievement, but also a whole heap of fun.
The memories I've made during my time as a Roman will be cherished and never forgotten.
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Week 3, where Spartans demonstrated
their athleticism at the Interhouse
Swimming Carnival.The day consisted
of girls powering down the pool, some
performing perfect freestyle, backstroke
and the infamous butterfly, while others
tried their hand at the competitive noodle
and flipper relays. Whether they won or
lost, the girls were cheered on by Sparta
House, who were dressed fabulously in
1920s get-up to match our'Roaring 20s’
theme. While we did not take home the
first place shield, the day was a smashing
Spartan success!
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The House Singing, Mime and Drama
(HSMD) Festival came around quickly and
eager Spartans got involved in the day.
The Festival was a huge success with Lotte
Plumb and Alex Wulffs’ hilarious mime,‘At
the Museum’ coming in first place, Kelly
Marie Smith and Izzy Phillips’ masterpiece
play,‘Sing it on’taking out second place
and the glorious Sparta choir coming in
fifth place, lead by Rene Kuan and Katie
Armstrong-Seebs.The HSMD Festival
was a proud day for Spartans, and their
fabulous show of creativity and theatrical
skill will be remembered.

Take a ride on the Sparta Safari tour; as
we reflect on our exciting day at the
House Athletics Carnival. Spartans took to
disguise as lions, elephants, monkeys, zebras
and even tourists on the day, showing
their speed, agility and strength during the
track and field events,The day was filled
with Sparta spirit, and while we didn't
take home the winners trophy (rather the
wooden spoon), Spartans will be content
in knowing they ran their fastest, threw
their hardest and yelled their loudest in a
show of Sparta pride!
When I reflect on my final year here
at MLC, I can really appreciate what an
amazing opportunity being Sparta House
Prefect was, as the experience was so
exciting and rewarding.Thinking back, I
don’t just remember our victories and
defeats, but how close-knit our House
really became this year; a real Spartan
family. I owe the Spartans of 2014 a huge
thank you, for making this year so amazing
and allowing me to lead you.To next year's
leadership team, I wish you the best of
luck and well wishes; you'll be leading a
remarkable House.
Tilly Spadaccini
Sparta House Prefect
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Sparta

The year began with a splash in Term I

|

In 2014, the super Spartans shined their yellow light upon the College, demonstrating their enthusiasm,
determination and House spirit! This year was a year of House community, where we embarked on a mission
to bring the girls in Sparta closer together which was a resounding success.

Houses

:ini, Mrs Vanfessa Sewell
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Lili Omari, Stephanie Fletcher; Bronrrie Cox, Georgia, Saunders, Jera Rogers-Uff, Megan Kauffman, Ms Lesley'Martin

we were able to make everyone giggle through our theme of Troy Tourists'.The Carnival was also a great
opportunity for us to showcase our talents in Sports, as historically Troy has been a House that excels in the

I

Arts rather than in Sports.

H ouses

Troy House had a very successful year in 2014. The first event of the year was the Swimming Carnival where

passion shone during
the Athletics Carnival where we placed
first and also won the Spirit Cape. It was
so enjoyable to see the girls’ passion for
being a part ofTroy.
Being House Prefect has allowed me to
meet and spend time with other girls in
the House.The bond between all Trojans
was developed further during our House
Day, where all the girls met on the Great
Court at lunch and played games and
activities.
This year has been a great year forTroy
and I am so happy and proud to have
been such a big part of it.The role of
House Prefect has allowed me to grow
as a person and develop friendships with
girls from the younger years, opportunities
I would have never experienced without
the role.

Bronnie Cox
Troy House Prefect
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T ro y

^The girls' talents and

World Choir Games Medals
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Arts Prefects
Strutting down the Hadley Hall steps to Beyonce’s ‘Crazy in Love’ at the 201 3 Heather Lamont Festival marked
the beginning of our Arts Prefect journey.This was the first of many opportunities we had to amaze everyone
with our witty, arguably hilarious puns.
We were introduced to the infamous
microphones that would soon become
our best friends but, little did we know,
the task would prove to be much more
difficult than we had ever imagined. With
a little too much excitement, we gave it a
go, only to find that we were barely heard
as we had forgotten to actually turn them
on... Thankfully, we quickly perfected
the skill as the concert went on, and as
the year progressed our hosting careers
blossomed.
Last minute script writing, reading
backstage in the dark, frantically searching
for the next act to go on stage, ail while
trying to maintain a cool composure in
front of the crowds was not the easiest
thing to do, but the feeling you get
stepping out on stage for the range of
concerts we held throughout the year
proved to be worth it.
This year was, as always, a fantastic

The hugely successful European Music
Tour and the fantastic production of Jane
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice were not the
only highlights of the yean A particularly
special event was Scarts Week; a week
dedicated to celebrating the Arts and
Sciences.

Talent Show, where we enjoyed a range
of impressive performances. We also
held the Scarts Week Photography
Competition, with the theme ‘What does
it mean to Unearth MLC’s Greatness?'
and also enjoyed an interactive Capoeira
Performance on the Great Court.
Sticky Tape Space Sculptures were
on the agenda for that Wednesday, in
commemoration of this year being the
45th Anniversary of the Moon Landing.
Scarts Thursday saw numerous Harry
Potters, Katniss Everdeens, and a whole
heap of Rainbow Magic Fairies arrive at
school for the Book Week Dress-up day.
To end the week, we had a yoga
workshop at lunch, and a hugely successful
singer-on-the-Great-Court, to which girls
danced and enjoyed themselves (the
conga line cannot go without mention)
before the long weekend. It may have
been an overwhelming and extremely
busy week for the both of us, but seeing
everyone so happy and having fun made
all the hard work we put in worth it.
It has been such a fantastic year full of
amazing learning experiences. We wish
the next Arts Prefects the best of luck
for what is sure to be a memorable and
exciting year.
Mia Challis and Jessica Young
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year for the Arts at MLC and we were
both extremely privileged to be able
to represent this facet of the College
Community. It was always a dream for the
both of us.

We began the week with the annual
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European MusicTour
On 29 June, 64 very excited MLC
students flooded the airport in a sea of
green, all filled with anticipation of the
experiences to come in the next few
weeks.
We stayed in the beautiful countryside
of Montegrotto, Italy, where the scenery
was stunning and unlike anything in
Perth. While in Venice we were given

Laude performance in the Golden Hall
and everyone was very proud, some
even saying it was one of our best yet!
We also had the opportunity to explore
the Summer and Winter Palaces and
participate in friendship concerts and
workshops run by highly regarded
musicians, from whom we learnt a lot.
On the last night we attended a social

was awarded two silver medals and
Barbershop one. Everyone was so proud
of our achievements at the World Choir
Games but sadly it was time to move
on to our last destination, Montreux,
Switzerland.
Jazz Band had been looking forward to
the Montreux Jazz Festival since we left
Perth and, for some, it had been their
inspiration since Junior Years. Jazz Band

time to explore famous palaces and

event at the Hofburg Palace with the

landmarks, ride gondolas, eat our weight
in gelato, pizza and pasta and perform for

other participants from all over the
world.

performed to a very high standard and
it was a very exciting experience.A visit
to the glacier on the last morning of the

Our arrival in the Baltic State of Latvia

tour was many of the girls’ first glimpses
of snow and was a great way to finish
the tour.

the locals who were very appreciative.
Our next stop was Vienna, Austria.
Once we reached Vienna, we settled into

brought with it the anticipation of the

our new hotel and prepared for the very

World Choir Games. It was straight
down to business with Chorale’s

busy schedule ahead. Our first day was

first category of the games, and a

As we returned to Perth with our new-

sightseeing and a tour of Schonbrunn

performance for the Vice Chancellor of

made friends, there were a number of
things that we have learnt from tour;
hard work brings rewards, music is a skill

Palace. We had time to do some

the University of Latvia on the second

shopping and exploring before meeting

day in Riga. In the following days we

for the opening ceremony of the Summa

travelled to the Latvian countryside,

Cum Laude International Music Festival.
In the following days, we competed in

tried archery, and frolicked in the fields

some of the most ornate halls we had

became a favourite place to spend our

ever seen with acoustics unlike our own

free time. Our times on stage flew by

Hadley Hall at home. Chorale achieved
a second place in their Summa Cum

and wanting to do it all again. Chorale

taking photos.The local markets soon

and we soon found ourselves backstage

and a passion celebrated all over the
world, 6.00am is too early for breakfast,
and don’t fall asleep around teachers
because they will take selfies with you
while you're asleep!
Madison Bodycoat
Year I I

Instnunental
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On I May, we excitedly approached Swanleigh
Residential College, where we would spend the
next two days. The food hall was our home, and
the dorms were full of chatter After our arrival,
we practised constantly - until our hands were
dead and our lips were sore. At night we had
a quiz night, which was exciting and helped us
to bond. At the end of the Camp, we happily
arrived back at MLC, exhausted. Musical pieces
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were polished and the memories made will be
cherished.
DanaThrossell
Year
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WAYJO Workshops
The Western Australian Youth Jazz Orchestra (WAYJO) ran
a‘Women in Jazz’workshop this year which our MLC Jazz
Band girls were lucky enough to attend. All of the women
involved were very inspiring and showed us the potential
that comes with continuing to play our jazz instruments at a
professional level,
The programme consisted of five workshops where we
were placed in small groups with a WAYJO leader who
taught us the art of improvisation while learning three short
pieces.These workshops boosted our confidence and
improved our musical skills.
Following the workshops, we had the amazing opportunity
to perform at the Ellington jazz Club where our new
improvisation skills came into practise. It was an experience
that well never forget and has definitely made us consider
continuing our jazz careers in the future.
Rebecca Love
Year I I

Arts

ft

The ferry on the way to Choral Camp at the beautiful Rottnest Island was
buzzing with excitement. Our week of rehearsals started that day, so all the
different ensembles split up and began their hard work. At night, we sang and ate
and sang and ate, until our cell leader told us to go to bed (and we did straight
away, of course)! One night, we had a quiz night. Our quiz-master Mr Pearn,
had thought up some great questions, which unfortunately nobody on my table
knew the answers to! It was a great night, full of food (of course) and laughter
Once we were ready we gave a casual concert at the church, which the locals
enjoyed, and It was great practise for the MusicTour.As well as practicing hard,
we also got to have free time, where we enjoyed what Rottnest has to offer; it
was nice to get out and enjoy the sun for a few hours.

Talent Quest

Arts

On the last day, we had another concert, but this time the audience was the
kitchen staff (who fed us every day with delicious meals), the teachers and the
other ensembles, and it was great to see how much everyone had improved
over the weekend.
Finally, it was time to say our goodbyes. We packed our bags, hopped on the
ferry and waved goodbye to the island.This ferry ride was a bit different,
everyone was extremely quiet, and slept most of the way back; exhausted from,
all the fun we’d had!

V

Clara Lipscombe
Year 10

Cabaret Night
With Barbershop's new uniforms fresh off the
racks and Jazz Band conductor Mr Brett Smith’s
jokes in full force, Cabaret Night 2014 was
sure to go off without a hitch. With the Music
Tour only seven weeks away, it was a nice
opportunity for us to show off the impressive
repertoire we had been compiling. While the
music was played, friends and family enjoyed a
three-course, sit-down meal, participated in a
raffle and enjoyed hearing excited discussions
of the journey and lead-up to the muchanticipated Europe Music Tour
The Barbershop performed songs including;
Mister Sandman, We Go Together, When The Red
Red Robin Comes Bob Bobbin' Along and Fit As
A Fiddle, which were to be performed on tour
The Jazz Band played a range of pieces from
the high intensity Work Song to jazzy vocalist
numbers such as Tea ForTwo performed by
Cass Mattes. Other vocalists included Madison
Bodycoat singing I'm Beginning to See the Light
Mercy Cornwall performing ‘S Wonderful and
Lucy Iffla singing Summertime. All members of
the band got to perform solos in one of the
nine tunes performed on the night. The event
was a hit and was very much enjoyed by all!
Caris McClements
Year I I
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Visual Arts
I am Art. Under the creative reign of Ms
Dilkes and Mrs King, the girls of the Art
Department had a creative revolution in
the founding of this new slogan and the
spectacular array of themes and ideas
formed by both teachers and students.
Year 7 productions included the adorable
recreation of Aesop's fables through
printmaking, while Year 8 crafted ceramic
cameras and Year 9 created textile works
inspired by traditional patchwork designs.
Venturing into the productions of Senior
Years, Year 10 fashioned adorable felt
animals and surrealist porcelain cups.
Year I I girls created ceramic busts based
on ideas of‘differences' and 'culture', as
well as designing furniture that explored
‘identity’. In their final year as Art students
at MLC, Year 12 interpreted the themes
of‘Commentaries' and ‘Points Of View’
to construct an artwork using a variety
of studio techniques including sculpture,
painting and ceramics.

The most marvelous establishment
however; was the introduction of the
weekly Juice Master; responsible for the
sweet relief to the tired eyes that battled
through Art History Wednesdays!

Emma Williamson
Year I I
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Arts

The year has been hugely successful for
MLC Art students. Many girls’ works have
been displayed in exhibitions including
Metamorphosis and at St George’s
Cathedral.

IGSSA Junior Years’ Dance 3rd Row:Tess Blythe, EllaTweedie, Nikki Cullingford, Charlotte Bradley, Isabel Boogaerdt, Ellen Seed 2nd Row: Mrs Jan
Urbini, Charley Evans, Natasha Vertannes, Neve Campion, Maryse Emery Olivia Hayes Front Row: Lailah Bogdanich, Lucy Gicquel, Rodas Amanuel,
Bonnie Hyatt, Kylee Kotula.Tashi Eliott-Lockhart Absent: Isabelle Ng, Isabelle Tolefe, Maddy Mainwaring

IGSSA Senior Years’ Dance 3rd Row: Madeleine Murray, Olivia Jones, Rachel May, Lucy Wells, Jemma Eton, Genie Spadaccini 2nd Row: Mrs Jan Urbini,
Mia Erickson, Georgia Blampain, Chrysten Koong, Alice Chessell, Alexandra Wilde, Laura Squires Front Row: CiaraThompson, Molly McKenzie, Amelia
Channer-Holmes, Rachel Phang, Clare Xie, Lilia Harvey Absent: Milly Cooney, AlexWulff
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The 2014 Year 7-12 Dance Showcase,

MLC Dance
Theatre
This year was the inaugural year of the
Methodist Ladies’ College Dance Theatre.

theme 'Diversity',

Run by Artistic Director and
choreographer Mrs Seanne Sparrow,
the company is made up of a range of
talented and inspired MLC dancers from
Years 7 to 12, as well as Collegians.

The performances varied in
choreographic intent, ranging from light
hearted entertainment, to emotional
works created by the senior students,

MLC Dance Theatre gives the girls an
opportunity to perform, workshop,
challenge and engage in many MLC events
while also allowing them to mix with girls

designed to express their thoughts
regarding recent world tragedies.

in other years.

held on 26 June, was an absolute success
and highlighted the creativity and talent of
MLC's dancers.This year’s show held the

Year 12 studentTanisha Chapman opened
the night with an original dance piece,
accompanied by fourYear I I dancers.The
debut performance of the MLC Dance
Theatre, choreographed by Mrs Seanne
Sparrow, ended the evening with an
impressive display of artistic ability.
Congratulations to the talented student
dancers, and hardworking staff for once
again providing the audience with a
wonderful showcase!
Mia Erickson
Year I I

Throughout this year the girls have
performed in The Australian Research
Council Centre of Excellence for the
History of Emotions production of Dido
and Aeneas, MLC’s Dance Showcase, the
College production of Pride and Prejudice,
IGSSA Dance Festival and were a part of
MLC’s Summer Market and Celebration
Events.
In the future, we will work to grow and
expand the Company, which will help the
girls to step up and experience Dance at
MLC In new and exciting way.
Maryse Emery
Year I I

Arts

MLC Dance Theatre 3rd Row: Milly Cooney, Nikki Cullingford, Rachel May, IsabelleTolefe, Lucy Wells, Jemma Eton, Mia Erickson 2nd Row: Mrs Seanne
Sparrow, Elena Calin, Bonnie Hyatt, Laura Squires, Ellen Seed, Alice Chessell, Amelia Channer-Holmes, Alexandra Wilde, Maryse Emery, Rodas Amanuel,
Bianca Matthews Front Row: CiaraThompson, Olivia Hayes,Tashi Eliott-Lockhart, Lucy Gicquel, Charley Evans, Lilia Harvey, Laiiah Bogdanich Absent:
Brittany Slater
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College Production 3rd Row: Katya Minns, Izzy Allet, Ella Cribb, Jemma Eton, Raechel Martin, Nikki Cullingford,Jacinta Sinel, Ellie Craig, IsabelleTolefe,
Caitlin Clarke, Clare McMath, Rachel May, Erika Weaver; Isabella Hardlsty, Mia Erickson, Catherine Wilde, Miss Emma Rough, Emma Pennefather 2nd Row:
Julia Longworth, Ruby Maher; Mikaela Brown, Maryse Emery,Tylah Cutler Ellen Seed, Madeleine Murray Jessica Vercoe, Claire Morrison, Alice Neil-Smith,
Georgia Blampain, Alice Chessell, Jacqui Clements, Alexandra Wilde, Bonnie Hyatt, Olivia Hayes, Annabel Keay, Imogen Sweeney, Izzy Lyndon-James,
Charlotte Martin, Ms Suzy Bayne, Emma Gillies 1st Row:Tay Ellery, Niki Hessamodini, Ella Lockett, Mirette Nakhla,Wen Zhen Kueh, Mrs Jan Urbini, Mrs
Seanne Sparrow, Laiiah Bogdanich,Tashi Eliott-Lockhart, Hannah Gent, Lucy Gicquel, Laura Squires, Rebecca Penn, Elena Calin, Charley Evans, Rodas
Amanuel, Lilia Harvey, Mrs Nicola Morrison, Mrs Linda Hackett, Safya Sarawat, Amberley Woo Front Row: Mrs Jodee Lambert, GeorgiaThomson, Caitlin
Gava, OliviaTurner Naomi Fogliani, Rachael Thomas, Indiana Powell, Georgia Saunders, Laura Bonner Kate Ivey, Grace McSkimming, Mia Challis, Mia Beattie
Special Guests: Forest Mannikko, David Graham, Jack Barlow, Marshall Barrymore, Alex Crouch
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Production/.
To many of us here at MLC.the College Production is a very important event
in the College calendar. This year we had the amazing opportunity to bring to
life, Jane Austen’s classic romance novel, Pride and Prejudice.
With a powerful female antagonist, it's easy to see why this story of the love
between Mr Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet was chosen to be performed by many
like-wise independent young women at our College.
Through days of auditions, including those for the recruitment of boys from
Scotch College and John XXIII, it became clear that this year's cast was a strong
one.
On the first night of rehearsals everyone was a bit nervous, but once we got
to know each other we were all excited for the journey ahead. One of the
highlights of the production would definitely be the intensive Rehearsal Camp
at Swanleigh Residential College.The Camp featured talent shows, story telling
and the consumption of (perhaps too much) sugar It was a great way for
everyone to bond while bringing together the final pieces of the show.
It wasn’t until the final rehearsal however; that we realised how close everyone
in the cast had become.The three nights of performing were a true success
and the feedback from the audience made all the hard work we'd put in
worthwhile,
On behalf of the cast, I would like to sincerely thank theTheatre Arts
Department and all the staff and students who helped out with the production,
because we certainly couldn’t have done it without you.
Above all, I’d like to thank our director Mrs Lambert, who put in so much time
and effort to ensure the show was a success and a wonderful experience for
us all. I can't wait to find out what next year’s production will be!
Caitlin Gava
Year I I
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Barbershop 3rd Row: Lucy Iffla, Katelyn Edis, Ginny Droppert, Clare Quick, Isabella Bynevelt 2nd Row: Matilda Pritchard, Katherine Liu,Tara Kotula,
DanaThrossell, Mercy Cornwall, Paloma Ortiz-Davis Front Row: Frances Clarke, Cass Mattes, Madison Bodycoat, Emma McAndrew, Shanya Rajakaruna
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Chorale 6th Row: Ella Payne, Milly Penrose, Courtney McVeigh, Clare Quick, Ginny Droppert, Lauren Sabbagh, Clare McMath, Charlotte Ward, Lauren
Fassetta 5th Row:Josephine Dunn, Mia Palmer: Katelyn Edis, Lily Cribb, Isabella Bynevelt, Leigh Murray, Ella Blythe, Shona Coops, Brittany Suann, Elena
Wittkuhn, Jemma Eton, Chloe Hayes, DanaThrossell 4th Row: Anabelle Alberghini, Eliza Snellgrove, Madeleine Owens, Imogen Crostella, Emily Singleton,
Zoe Ward,Tara Kotula, Freya Power: Clara Lipscombe, Lucy Iffla, Sophie Atkinson, Christina Friars 3rd Row: Holli Hatherly, Katherine Liu, EllaWyiynko,
Anushree Loyalka, Simona Dunn, Mercy Cornwall, Antonia Johnstone, Claire Maloney, Emma Bennett, Matilda Pritchard, Alex Wulff 2nd Row: Dr Robert
Faulkner Rebecca Love, Maryse Emery, Claudia Simich, Olivia Ferguson, Madison Bodycoat, Mathilde Rakich, Paloma Ortiz-Davis, Cass Mattes, Roisin
Connolly, Shanya Rajakaruna,Tess Blythe Front Row: Rosanna Radici, Charlotte Martin,Tara Suann, Elena Cardaci, Emma Zandi, Frances Clarke, Mahaylia
White, Emma McAndrew, Eliza Zhang, Isabelle Ng, Hannah Hippisley Absent: Rachel Lavin, Jodie Loi, Caitlin McCormack

Arts

Cantabile 5th Row: Eliza Davis, Nancy Chen, Ines Hutchinson, Sabrina Bullock, Ella Cribb, Anna Watkins 4th Row: Amanda Latif, Lucia Cardaci, Eliza
Pritchard, Isabella Hardisty, Aya Kadhim, Eloise Long, Alexia Fassetta, Maddie Copcutt, Angela Yang, Amy Bantock 3rd Row: Rachel Lim, Georgia Schubert,
Zara Yaxley, AnnaThomson, Olivia Bubrzycki, Kylee Kotula, Jacqueline Shearn, Sienna Murie, Sienna Heath, Siobhan Connolly, Mathu Kawryshanker 2nd
Row: Mrs Helen Beaton, Mia Beattie, Anna Clayton, Nina Digby, Clarissa Ortiz-Davis, Claire Henthorn, Rebecca Bovell, Mikaela Brown, Ffion Buzza, Rodas
Amanuel, Hannah Foster Front Row: Sophie Kotkis, Maddie Colvin, Amberley Woo, Romy Wheeler Nanaka Inoue, Jane Zhao.Tay Ellery, Chane Grobler,
ChanaVan Wyk, Lallah Bogdanich Absent: Jaya Barlow, Claire Carnley, Stella Corvaia, Grace Mattes, Amelia McAulifFe, Fiona Parsons, Holly Rose Freeman

L__
Concert Band

4th Row: Eloise Long, Bridget Muir Sophie Harden Jones, Ruth Williams, Ines Hutchinson, RubyTurkich.Taylah Donnelly

3rd Row: Anne Millar Anica Karu, Kylee Kotula, Eliza Pritchard, Sophie Bennett, Stella Corvaia, Claire Jiang, Amanda Latif, Grace Dumas, StellaVanderzanden
2nd Row: Mrs Katie Hodson, Rebecca Hollier Ananyna Sharma, Jessica Afonso, Siena Wyatt, Victoria Chai, Alice Muir Chane Grobler Jessie He, Leah
Basford, Dr Peter Hadley Front Row: Lucy Foster Eva Terry, April Ward, Sofia Pascal I, Christine Bamford, Selam Berhane, Caitlin Bong, Hannah Hurworth,
Megan Carcenac, Nathalie Hull Absent: Jaya Barlow, Melissa Daryal, Ekaterina Eldridge, Rosanna Radici
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Junior Years’ Year 4 Choir 4th Row: Lilly Bassett, Eva Terry, Tiana Pavlovich, Katie Hilliard, Amabelle Warden, Chloe Megson, Gaika Munasinghe, Jessica
Kopejtka, Zoe Renton, Katie Metcalfe, Stella Carapetis, Sreya Samuel 3rd Row: Megan Robinson, Molly Sugars, Niamh Calden Mia Cahill, Lorenne Christou,
Sian Bamford, Morgan Kerr Holly Marriott, Kristin Henry, Siena Isaacs, Emma Harding 2nd Row: Mrs Helen Beaton, Savannah Rogers, Alicia Suann, Annabel
Cox, Maya Brown, Olivia Sartori, Shalomia Ramachandran, Esther Nielsen, Angeline Chow, Lucy Lumby, India Puncher Front Row: Jo-Elle Price, Alison Lam,

Arts

May Luu, Rosie-May Proudlove, Matilda Kavanagh, MiaWilesmith, Shani Blampain, Annie Porter, Stella Nguyen Absent: Alana Bannerman, Lily Lockett

Junior Years’ Year 5/6 Choir 5th Row: Stella Vanderzanden, Eloise Bell, Grace Pearson,Tessa Dossan, MichaelaThrossell, Ava Nielsen, Elysha Chan,
Jocynta Redmond-Harriman, Ottilie Allen,Victoria Chai 4th Row: Kate Nicholas, Hannah Macliver, Catherine Latif, Maddyson Colman, Lucy Prindiville,
Darcey Morton, Alice Muir Chloe Williams, Ananyna Sharma, Alexandra Groppoli, Evelyn Carapetis, Caitlin Bong 3rd Row: Isabelle Schlich, Leah Basford,
Reilly Wicks, Zoe Bassett, Erika Neo, Charlotte Gregson, Sofia Pascall, Nicole Liu, Christine Bamford, Klara Johansson, Audrey Vertannes 2nd Row: Mrs
Katie Hodson, Nathalie Hull, Kasey Piggott, Jasmine Rodriques, Buzzy Hartree, Mary Fielder, Stella Sheehan, Alena Cox, Olivia Pettit, Ella Potalivo, Charlotte
Ferguson, SaieeshaYogesan Front Row: Grace Flanagan, Chantelle Wong,Tara McCrackan, Jemeeka Leigh, April Ward, Debra Ling.Ayushi Das, Ruby Ostler
Layla Vijayasekaran, Sharyce Flynn, Muirenn Riederer Absent: Jodi Haynes, Emily Martin
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jazz Band
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3rd Row: Tara Kotula, Nicole Witcombe, Madeleine Owens, Charlotte Ward, Ginny Droppert, Freya Power; EmaWatanabe, Rebecca Love,

Abigail Chew 2nd Row: Mr Brett Smith,Teagan Heeks, Antonia Johnstone, Isabelle Ng.Anushree Loyalka, Clara Lipscombe, Sofi Nazir; DanaThrossell,
Isabella Sabbagh Front Row: Katherine Liu, Elena Cardaci, Caris McClements,Tessa Ferreira, Alex Kannegiesser-Bailey, Celina Duthie, Emma Zandi

Arts

Symphony Orchestra 5th Row: Claire Maloney, Antonia Johnstone, Ella Payne, Lily Cribb, Ellie Craig, Lauren Sabbagh, Isabella Sabbagh, Emily Isaacs,
Charlotte Butler; Josephine Dunn.Anabelle Alberghini, Emma-Jane Wellman 4th Row: Holli Hatherly, Izzy Moss, Lotte Plumb, Katherine Liu, Sophie Adams,
Lewis Singleton, Amy Hall.Tess Blythe, DanaThrossell,Tara Kotula, Hanna Young, Stephanie Huang 3rd Row: Sophie Cullingford, May Ling Har; Ciara
Sudlow, Jaslyn Woo, Jessica Young, Caris Bogdanov, Emily Sang, Shantni Anandan, Brianna Aflat, Sofi Nazir, Veronica Gelavis 2nd Row: Dr Robert Faulkner,
Dilanga De Silva, Rebecca Love, Emma Zandi, Rachel Lim, Rene Kuan, Erin Oliver;Audrey Yeo, EmaWatanabe, Grace McSkimming, Frances Clarke, Shanya
Rajakaruna Front Row: Teju Williamson, Hannah Hippisley, jane Zhao, Emily Song, Jacqueline Shearn, Beverley Wang, Emma McAndrew, Eliza Zhang, Angel
Thomas, Niki Hessamodini, Christine Jang Absent: Amelia McAuliffe, Dominique Rees, Regine Wlecke
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Swing Band

3rd Row: Naomi Brough, Sophie Adams, Lora Hong, Julia Wang, Sophie Bennett, Sophie Cullingford 2nd Row: Mrs Katie Hodson, Izzy

Plumb, Sadie Leighton, Freya Wheatley, Amanda Latif, Maddie Colvin, Dr Peter Hadley Front Row: Charlotte Martin, Kylee Kotula, Sofia Lowenhoff,
Mathilde Ftakich, Jacqueline Shearn, Mary-Grace Maloney
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Rock Band - Panic Pony Abigail Chew, Germaine Png, Sadie Leighton, Allysha Saw Absent: Lucie Anderson
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3rd Row: Siena Isaacs, Emma Harding, Katie Hilliard, Chloe Megson, Cissie He, Sreya Samuel.Tyra Xie 2nd Row: Mr Brendon

Pearn, Grace Morrison, Olivia Sartori, Shalomia Ramachandran, Annabel Dass, Annie Porter Mrs Helen Beaton Front Row: Priyanka Muthukattu, Alexis
Loong, Savannah Rogers, Alison Lam, Ana Hunter Lucy Porter Absent: Amelie Jayasundera

Allegri String Quartet Teju Williamson, Ciara Sudlow, Lotte Plumb, Anabelle Alberghini

Arts

Archetti String Ensemble
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Year 7 String Quartet Niki Hessamodini, Charlotte Butler; Angela Yang, HanaYusoff
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Year 8 String Quartet Hannah Hippisley, Sophie Cullingford, Elena Wittkuhn, Emily Song
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Sinfonettia String Orchestra

4th Row: Phoebee He, Katherine Arden-Jones, MichaelaThrossell, Sophie Butler: Tessa Dossan, Amy Thomas, Jordyn

Pretorius 3rd Row: Evelyn Carapetis, Amy Ivey, Shannon Morgan, Ottilie Allen, Caitlin Gardner Genevieve Cook, Audrey Vertannes 2nd Row: Mrs Helen
Beaton, Sophie Johnson, Stella Carapetis, Jemeeka Leigh, Mary Fielder Emilie Marsh, Reilly Wicks, Jasmine Rodrigues, Charlotte Ferguson, Mr Brendon Pearn
Front Row: Raquel van Merwyk, ChantelleWong, Sharyce Flynn, Abigail Wang, Zahra El-Wardani, Sofia Di Girolami, Madeleine Wong
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Philharmonic Orchestra

5th Row: Claire Ivey, Liesel Hool, Ali Webb, Joyce Lim, Charlotte Butler Kate Ivey, Elena Wittkuhn, Lora Hong 4th Row: Caitlin

Ross, Alexia Fassetta, Kaysey Bhharathhan, Ella Cribb, Georgia Seed, Paris Caporn, Laura McSkimming, Sasha Webb, Naomi Brough 3rd Row: Cheyanne
Fewings, Sofia Lowenhoff.Yasmin Nazir Celina Duthie, Emily Basford, Jessica Schlich, Annette Lac, Sophie Gilbert, Freya Wheatley, Angela Yang 2nd Row:
Dr Peter Hadley, Mia Beattie, Kristy Lo, Andrea Vidler Louise Li, Ellie Ferguson, Zara Yaxley, Harriet Ward, Rodas Amanuel, Libby Barrett-Lennard, Mr
Brendon Pearn Front Row: Maddie Colvin, Charlotte Martin, Anna Clayton, Charlie Singleton, Abby Sarmidi, Jessie He, Chelsea Francis, Ariane Burton,
Nanaka Inoue, Amberley Woo Absent: Mirella Blood, Meg Cooney, Caitlin McCormack, Fiona Parsons
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Sports Prefects
This year has been a fun and successful year in sport at MLC.The Head of the River was
certainly one of the highlights, with our First VIII taking out the win - a final congratulations
goes to those girls! MLC hosted the event, and it was great to have so much enthusiasm
and support to encourage our rowers throughout the day.
Sports Week was a lot of fun in Term 2
as we had a different activity organised
for each day.
Throughout the weeks preceding Week
7, we placed collection points around the
College to collect sports equipment to
donate to our chosen charity, FairGame.
It was amazing to see the effort the girls
made to bring in unwanted equipment
for those less fortunate than us.The
funds raised throughout the week were
also donated to FairGame.
On the Monday, we held a new activity
in the Meredith Taylor Health and Sports
Centre, which was open to all years.
We had two skipping ropes, which girls
ran through continuously, aiming to be
the last one in. We had an outstanding
turnout from the JuniorYears' girls who
all had a lot of fun, and it was great to
get them involved throughout the week.
Also during the week, we were lucky
enough to get the world’s number one
ranked javelin thrower, Kim Mickle, to
visit and talk to us about her experiences
and success. It was great to hear from
such an energetic and inspirational
athlete who went on to win gold at the
Commonwealth Games.
DuringTerm 3, we introduced a quote
board to the entrance of the Meredith
Taylor Health and Sports Centre, which
we hoped would brighten up the
Centre and provide some motivation
for the girls. We hope that each year,
the Sports Prefects can add something
like this to the gym to make it a fun and
encouraging environment.

We would like to congratulate a
number of athletes who have achieved
outstanding results this year: Annabel
Saggers, who made the Australian 15s
Netball Team, Nicole Robinson who
travelled to China to compete in the
Youth Olympic Games, and Demi
O'Brien for kayaking. Well done girls, you
have made MLC proud!
Finally we'd like to give a huge thank you
to Miss Robertson who has been the
biggest help throughout the year and
so much fun to work with. We would
also like to thank the rest of the Physical
Education Department for their support
(and a special mention to Jane for always
answering the office door).

Sport continues to be a growing aspect
of MLC, with countless students showing
their full commitment and passion
towards sport at the College. We both
believe that future students will continue
to strive and succeed in sport, hopefully
with increased participation in a wider
variety of sports..
Samantha Schrauth and NinaTrimboli
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IGSSA Athletics Team

6th Row: EllaTweedie, Charlotte Owens, LaurenThorpe, Rosie Prindiville, Jessica Walsh, Annabel Saggers, IsabelleTolefe, Eliza

Smith, Emily Wray Olivia Jones 5th Row: Francesca Calvert, Madeleine Hanlin, Rebecca Whiting, Katelyn Edis, Zoe Oldfield, Hannah Tweedie, Olivia
Pollock, Angela Humphris, Georgia Murrell, Megan Maloney Emma Ferguson 4th Row: Naomi Brown, Abbey Gajewski, Izabelle Dobson, Sophia Reed,
Madeline De Silva, Madeleine Owens, Philippa Whiting, Clara Lipscombe, Paris Caporn, Ella Wylynko 3rd Row: Sophie Hogan, Cheyanne Fewings, Emilie
England, Beth Pollastri, Olivia Stewart, Catherine Wilde, Yasmin Pang, Fallyn Mitchell,Tyler Cooke, Meg Cooney, Alexandra Wilde 2nd Row: Mr Chris de
Boer Jacqueline Shearn, Caitlin Watts, Georgia Schubert, Bonnie Hyatt, Rebecca Bovell, Mary-Grace Maloney Jaya Barlow, Ariane Burton, Mrs Donna Kolka
Front Row: Monica Hogan, Anne Millar, Renee Di Bona, Rebecca O'Brien, Megan Kauffman, Alexia Fassetta, Ashby Gordon, Isobel Plumb, Britney De Silva
. Absent: Jackie Bridgwood, Meg Charnaud, Bronwyn Cox, Courtney Doran, Chesca Hanlin, Alexandra Hughes, Emily Isaacs, Bree Kennedy-Smith, Emma
, Kriening, Kimble McKiever Charlotte Plumb, Nicole Robinson, Sage Rogers-Uff, Samantha Schrauth, Hannah Smith, Kelly Marie Smith,Jonica Stick, Nina

J

Trimboli, Alexandra Weir Freya Wheatley

Athletics
The 2014 Athletics season started off with
a bang. Lots of girls rocked up to the first
training session inTerm 3, which set the
benchmark for the rest of the season. The
coaches were impressed as the girls worked
really hard to come to training every week,
resulting in a record-high attendance.
Two elite Pole Vaulters joined us at our
Pasta Night and addressed the team with
inspirational speeches.They gave us some
insight into what it’s like being a top athlete.

rUgilfs

This was a great night and the girls had no
trouble finishing off the pasta.

life

Finally, it was the IGSSA Carnival where all the
girls’ hard work finally paid off. The day was full
of personal bests, dramatic finishes and MLC
girls broke two records. It was a tremendous
effort from every single athlete, earning MLC
an overall fifth place, I’m so proud of all the
girls, and would like to give a huge thank you
to the coaches for their efforts and, of course,
our Athletics Coordinator Mrs Kolka, who did
an amazing job organising the season.
Megan Kauffman
Year 12
IGSSA Athletics Captain
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IGSSA Basketball Year 7/8 4th Row:ZoeVellar Putu Johnson, Ines Hutchinson, Baylee Cooper; Siena Samson, Isabelle Allet, Holly Gare, Jessica Kirkham,
Sophie Adams, Hannah Tweedie 3rd Row: Kirsty Gordon, Sofia LowenhoffTaylah Donnelly Allana Buck, Georgina Ashworth, Charlotte Howe, Olivia
Stewart, AmeliaThorpe, Samantha Huang, Cheyanne Fewings, Bonnie Hyatt 2nd Row: Ms Kirsten Buckman.Yasmin Nazir;Taylah Ellery, Ruby Monaghan,
Kylee Kotula, Angela Yang, Annabel Keay, Romi Lawlor Mia Beattie, Chane Grobler Absent: Olivia Carver; Emily Gorlanchuk, Genevieve Hennessy, Jenna
Neaves, Georgia Schubert

IGSSA Basketball Year 9/10 4th Row: Sophie Howe, Lauren Timms, Caitlin Clarke, Anna Bonadeo, Jessica Walsh, Rosie Prindiville.Tannith Lilford,
Madison Horler Kiishi Abimibola 3rd Row: Stella Beattie, Zoe Ward, Olivia Pollock, Lily Steinberg, Angela Humphris, Kate Frazer; Madeleine Mitchell, Ella
Tweedie 2nd Row: Mr Paul Birch, Elise Christou, Kinsey Oliver; Georgia Seed, Isabel Boogaerdt, Caitlin Anderson, Lucy Harrup, Olivia Cardaci, Mirette
Nakhla, S'Le’Enat Davidson Front Row: Emily Hallam, Paige Dunkeld, Claire Maloney, Megan Maloney, Jacqueline Rough, Eloise Anderson, Dilanga De Silva,
Bianca Lawlor Absent: Shantnl Anandan, Naomi Brown, Abbey Gajewski, Shannon Ma, Maddy Mainwaring, Sofi Nazir Ciara Smith

Sport

Tegan Codd, Emma Mathers, Lucia Cardaci, AnnaThomson, Caitlin Watts, Jane Zhao, Leila Rowe Front Row: Eliza Manuel, Ruby Maher Sienna Heath,
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IGSSA Basketball Year 11/12 2nd Row: Ms Mandy Combes, Ella Payne, Jackie Bridgwood, Courtney Doran, Georgia Thomson, Lauren Thorpe,
Alexandra Rough, Charlotte Bradley Front Row: Kathy Hsin, Zoe Oldfield, Jaimee Devenish, Lucinda Rose, Brittany Suann, Samantha Schrauth, Carla
Lawlor Absent: Jenny Liang, Nicole Robinson

i Basketball
b' It has been another fun season of Basketball
that showed MLC’s potential for promising
results in the future.The season began with
games against Santa Maria College, where
the Senior ATeam had its first and only
win. Unfortunately we didn't live up to Ms
Combes' high hopes of a top three placing,
however we had an extremely fun season,
kept entertained by Ms Combes on the
sideline!
Due to a storm warning, a few teams

After a successful House Cross Country to determine the
Interschool squad, the MLC Cross Country Team began training
hard with coach Mr De Boer.The girls committed themselves to
training at MLC, Kings Park and Cottesloe to improve their fitness
and technique. MLC competed in the 2014 State Schools’ Cross
Country halfway through the season. All the girls worked really

were unable to complete their last fixture

hard, and many were selected to represent WA in the Australian

against Presbyterian Ladies’ College.This was

Cross Country Championships.

disappointing, especially for the Year 12s as it
would have been our last game ever Overall,
it was a great season and the girls really
showed their enthusiasm and commitment
to the sport.
There are some very promising players

In the IGSSA Cross Country race, MLC placed sixth overall.
The Year 9s and Year 11 /12s placed second for the pennant, and
Emily Wray (Year 11) and Emma Ferguson (Year 9) were both
awarded gold in their races. Many girls achieved personal bests and
everyone worked really hard throughout the season to prove that
MLC has a bright future in the sport. Overall, it was a tough, yet

in the Junior teams. Congratulations must

rewarding season and I would like to congratulate everyone who

go to the Junior ATeam that finished third

was a part of the squad.

overall, MLC’s highest placing. Good luck to
all teams of 2015, and remember to carry
the skills you learnt this season into the next
so you can kick it off with success!
Samantha Schrauth
Year 12
Basketball Captain

NinaTrimboli
Year 12
Cross Country Captain
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IGSSA Cross Country Team 5th Row: Kelly Marie Smith, Mimi Gregg, Abigael Sula, Lily Steinberg, Eliza Smith, Rosie Prindiville, Samantha Garza, Rachel
Osborne, Emily Wray, Milly Penrose, Arabella Gunning, Charlotte Owens 4th Row: Madeleine Owens, NinaTrimboli, Clara Lipscombe, Meg Charnaud,
Georgia Murrell, Naomi Brown, Samantha Schrauth.Josefina Garza, Megan Maloney, Brittany Marzec, Maddie Hanlin, Georgia Seed 3rd Row: Alexandra
Wilde, Lily Murrell, Emily Basford, Madeline De Silva, Emma Ferguson, Alice Monro, Kelsie Oldfield, Jonica Stick, Jacqueline Sheam 2nd Row: Mr Chris de
Boer, Monica Hogan, Ariane Burton, Romi Lawlor Izzy Plumb, Jane Zhao, Mary-Grace Maloney, Leila Rowe, Georgina Erickson, Ms Amanda Hopps Front
Row: Bianca Lawlor, Grace Anwar, Ashby Gordon, Hanna Young, Lotte Plumb, Renee Di Bona, Georgina Ashworth, Siobhan Connolly, Britney De Silva
Absent: Charlotte Bradley, Roisin Connolly,Tyla Cooke, Meg Cooney, Milly Cooney, Bronnie Cox, Abbey Gajewski, Chesca Hanlin, Sophie Hogan, Natasha
Huntley, Megan Kauffman, Emma Kriening, Fallyn Mitchell, Charlie Singleton, Hannah Smith, Brittany Suann, Lexie Weir Mahaylia White, Zara Yaxley
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IPSHA Cross Country 6th Row: Emily Lind, Stella Stevenson, Clare Cooke, Jordyn Pretorius,Wendy Wu, Ottilie Allen, Ella Cull, Genna Price, Caitlin
Scott 5th Row: Emilie Marsh, Kate De Marchi, Klara Johansson, Erin Brown, Caitlin Bong, Emily Gallin-Haynes, Emma Springate, Daisy Fairhurst, Karina
Shearer; Zoe Renton, Jade Alcock 4th Row: Eva Terry, Annabelle Warden, Jessica Kopejtka, Jemeeka Leigh, Zoe Bassett, Grace Rohr; Ella Potalivo, Katherine
Hilliard,Tiana Pavlovich, Lilly Bassett 3rd Row: Mehtab Dhillon, Alicia Suann, Madison Lewis, Holly Marriott, Siena Isaacs, Aliana Rummer Sophie Johnson,
Maya Brown, Eva Prentice 2nd Row: Ms Rebecca Movley, Amelie Jayasundera, HanaYusoff, Holly Lilleyman, Muirenn Riederer Georgie Robinson, Evlin
Riederer,Jo-Elle Price, Briga Gould, Mr Chris de Boer Front Row: Indiara Karthigasu, Indira Ferree, Ava Potalivo, Raquel van Merwyk Lauren Stamper May
Luu, Sophie Panzich, Shani Blampain, Dominique Manasseh
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IGSSA Netball Year 7/8 5th Row: Sophie Rasmussen, Charlotte Howe, Julia Wang, Claudia Crockett, Rachel May, Isabella Christidis, Baylee Cooper;
Olivia Carver; Siena Samson, GemmaThurstan, Jessica Kirkham 4th Row: Olivia Stewart, Ella Wylynko, Abby Gossage, Izabelle Dobson, Katrina
Gorlanchuk, Kaysey Bhharathhan, Ella Cribb, Maddie Hanlin, HannahTweedie, Robyn Maynard-Brewen Lily Hannington,Allana Buck 3rd Row: RubyTurkich,
Olivia Hayes, Cheyanne Fewings, Eliza Jones, Ellen Seed, Kelsie Oldfield, Beth Pollastrl, Claire Jiang, Jaya Barlow, Rachel Woods, Ashby Gordon 2nd Row:
Ms Kirsten Buckman, Nina Digby, Charley Evans, Anne Millar; Lucia Cardaci, Catherine Eliott-Lockhart, Christina Friars, Emma Mathers, Olivia Bubrzycki,
Claire Henthorn.Ariane Burton, Miss Jane Wilding Front Row: Eliza Manuel, May Nguyen, Kylee Kotula, Rebecca Paul, Lanajadeja, Cate Burnet, Sienna
Heath, Grace AnwarTegan Codd, Mia Beattie, Amberley Woo Absent Lydia De Courtenay Freyja Edwards, Emily Gorlanchuk, Genevieve Hennessy,
Natasha Huntley, Romi Lawlon Sammy Marwood, Bridget Muir Jessica Schlich
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Group IGSSA Netball Year 9/10 5th Row: Cecilia Remvik,Anna Bonadeo, Annabel Saggers, Sara Koster Caitlin Clarke 4th Row: Lily Steinberg, Angie
Humphris, Ciara Smith,Tannith Lilford,Tilly Lawrence, Milly Penrose, Madi Horler Kimble McKiever Imogen Guest, Mimi Gregg 3rd Row: Verity Dickins,
Isabella Kennedy, EllaTweedie, Stella Beattie, Rebecca Whiting, Asha McFarlane, Olivia Bennett, Jordan Symons, Caitlin Anderson 2nd Row: Mr Jon Weekes,
Kira Pieris, Sophie Atkinson, Emma Kriening, Olivia Seed,Tess Blythe, Freya Power Jaslyn Woo, Anna Hunt, Mr Paul Birch Front Row: Bianca Lawlor Laura
Schlich, Annette Lac, Alice Chessell, Jacqueline Rough, Claire Goater Paige Dunkeld, Eloise Anderson, Dilanga De Silva Absent: Shantni Anandan, Sarah
Connors, Charlotte Cox, Abbey Gajewski, Holli Hatherly, Bee O'Brien, Cyra Park, Dominique Rees, Madeline Sommer Lauren Terriaca, Elizabeth Watson,
AliWebb

Netball Grand Final
The MLC Junior Division One team, consisting of Megan
Kauffman, Gabby Rawlinson, Lize Schoeman, Courtney
Doran, Abbey Gawjeski, Jess Walsh, Annabel Saggers, Emma
Kriening, Angie Humphris and myself, were very excited to
get into the grand final for the first time in MLC history.
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We played 'Classics’, the reigning premiers from 2013, on
a hot Saturday afternoon.The game was so intense and
challenging and ended with a one-point victory by MLC. It
was also the first time that MLC has ever won a Division
One grand final - and what a way to win!
The team would like to thank our coach, Gayle WatsonGalbraith, who has been a mentor and great role model
to all of us with her amazing knowledge and dedication to
the sport.The support we had from parents, students and
families of the MLC Community was also amazing. Their
encouragement throughout the season really got us over the
line.The team would also like to thank everyone who came
down and cheered us on.
The MLC Netball Club won six out of eight grand finals on
Saturday I 3 SeptemberTwo heart-stopping matches were
won by one goal.
Well done to the Division One team of 2014; we've made
history!
Lucy Rose
Year 12
MLC Netball Club Captain
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IGSSA Netball Year 11/12 4th Row: Jackie Bridgwood, Clare Quick Courtney Doran, GeorgiaThomson, Celia Beyer Sophie Dolan 3rd Row: Anna
McGillivray, Sally Gilfillan, Holly Josland, Ella Blythe, Sarah Maitland, Lucy Rose, Gabriella Rawlinson 2nd Row: Mrs Gayle Watson-Galbraith, Lize Schoeman,
Izzy Jones, Jaimee Devenish, Lauren Paunich, Caris McClements.Alex Kannegiesser-Bailey, Caitlyn Hing Front Row: LouisaTham, Jane Blechynden,
Samantha Schrauth, Zoe Oldfield, Katie Frew, Megan Kauffman, Rebecca Love Absent: Rheanna Fairhead, Jia Qi Lim, Eliza Macdonald, Annie Sommer
Eleanor St George

IGSSA Hockey Year 7/8 4th Row:
Emily Jenkins, Eliza Davis, Sarah White,
Charlotte Owens, Eliza Smith, Sabrina
Bullock, Jenna Neaves, Ruby Hull 3rd Row:
Harriet Morris, Sienna Murie, MillyThorpe,
Nina Grylls.Tyla Cooke, Emilie England,
Laura Greenwood,Yasmin Pang 2nd
Row: Ms Emma Jenkins, Lara Duffy, Qing
QingTepper Monica Hogan, Zara Yaxley,
Rebecca Bovell, Bonnie Hyatt, Aisling
Riederer Leila Rowe, Georgina Erickson
Front Row: Greta Rule, Britney De Silva,
Mia MatherTaylah Donnelly, Kirsty Gordon,
Harriet Ward, Mathu Kawryshanken Jessie
He Absent: Claire Carnley, Meg Cooney,
Sophie Harden Jones, Bridget Hermans,
Nanaka Inoue, Lily Murrell, Emma
Pennefathep Georgia Schubert

IGSSA Hockey Year 9/10 2nd Row: Ms
Emma Jenkins, Paris Caporn, Naomi Brown,
Olivia Pollock, Zoe Ward, Emma Ferguson,
Meagan Davis Front Row: Chiara Ma,
Emily Wooldridge, Madeleine Owens,
Madeline De Silva, Shannon Ma, Grace
Maddams Absent: Sophie Hogan, Sage
Rogers-Uff, Charlotte Viney

IGSSA Hockey Year 11/12 2nd Row:
Mrs Denise Quesnel, Hannah Quaife, Emily
Isaacs, Alice Monro, Laura Mead,Tessa
Ferreira Front Row: Amy Hall, Imogen
Sweeney, Brittany Marzec, Emily Wray,
Hannah Smith Absent: Beth Clarke, Olivia
Marmion.Jera Rogers-Uff
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Hockey
This year was a very successful year for

HI

MLC’s Hockey teams.We had a total of

*

five teams made up of enthusiastic and
talented athletes from Years 7 to 12. Ouri
two Year 7/8 teams both finished second,|
closely behind Presbyterian Ladies’
College.They worked hard and showed
amazing dedication to achieve this result.
Despite our lack of players for some
games, the girls always approached the
sport with enthusiasm and performed to
their best abilities. Our Senior A team,
coached by Mrs Quesnel, performed
outstandingly and were close contenders
for the pennant. Every girl who

Swimmin

participated should be extremely proud
of her efforts. I encourage everyone

It was a successful season that brought with

With just a bit more practise MLC will

dedication and enthusiasm during training,

it new friendships, more hilarious jokes from

be unstoppable.Thank you to all the

from the last week of the holidays up until

Mr Birch, and memories that I will never

teachers who coached us and to the

the IGSSA Carnival in Week 6 of Term I.

forget, I’d like to give a final thank you from

students who umpired. Hopefully 2015

Outstanding results were achieved at the

the entire team to Mr Birch, Miss Buckman,

will prove to be an even better year for

Interhouse Carnival to kick off the season,

Sara, Bett, James, and everyone who was a

our hockey players.

as well as the Swimming Meets every few

part of the MLC Swim team for making the

weeks.The Christ Church Grammar School

season so much fun. I wish the best of luck

Meet was, once again, very populariThe

to all future teams, and encourage them to

Year 12s finished strong in their last carnival,

remember; what are we? Number I -1 -1 -1 -1!

Hannah Smith
Year 11
m 2014
Captain of Hockey Team
2014

,

I

placing third in the overall year pennant.

Samantha Schrauth
Year 12
IGSSA Swimming Captain

'

IPSHA Swimming Team 4th Row: Caitlin Gardner, Anica Karu, Georgia Buchanan,Tessa Dossan, Ava Nielsen, Amelia Cox, Holly Thomas, Kristen Walken
Brooke Windlebourne, Ava Lyons, Ottilie Allen, Jordyn Pretorius 3rd Row: Klara Johansson, Genna Price, Ella Cull, Georgia Rocke.Asia Lumsden, Clare
Cooke, Amelia McFarlane, Erin Brown, Stella Stevenson, Grace Rohn Chloe Megson 2nd Row: Muirenn Riederen Siena Isaacs, Jemeeka Leigh, Katherine
Hilliard,Jessica Kopejtka, Annabelle Warden, Stella Carapetis, Alana Bannerman, Jo-Elle Price, Maya Brown Front Row: Annabel Cox, Holly Marriott,
Sophie Johnson, Kasey Piggott, Sian Bamford, Nathalie Hull.Aliana Rummer Molly Sugars, Katie Metcalfe Absent: Lucy Prindiville, Jasmine Rodrigues, Audrey
Vertannes, Eva Waters

Sport

The 2014 IGSSA Swim team showed their

to continue playing hockey next year.

IGSSA Swimming Team 6th Row: Bree Kennedy-Smith, Samantha Garza, Annabel Saggers, Rosie Prindiville, Lauren Thorpe 5th Row: Sally Gilfillan,
Bronnie Cox, Olivia Jones, Nikki Cullingford, Pippa Adams, Alexandra Hughes, Lucy Rose, Gabriella Rawlinson, Mimi Gregg, Madi Horler Ella Blythe, Angie
Humphris, Charlotte Owens 4th Row: Izzy Jones, Madeleine Owens, Imogen Crostella, Caris McClements, Freya Power Isabella Bynevelt, Josefina Garza,
Shelby Carstens, Jaimee Devenish, Nicole Witcombe, Zoe Ward, Holly Richmond, Emma Kriening, Clara Lipscombe 3rd Row: EllaWylynko, Lotte Plumb,
Olivia Seed, Georgia Seed, Claire Maloney, Maddie Hanlin, Sabrina Bullock, Hannah Potts, Sophie Rasmussen, Eliza Davis, Izzy Moss, Alexia Fassetta, Ruby
Hull 2nd Row: Ms Kirsten Buckman, Mary-Grace Maloney, Jacqueline Shearn, Emilie England, Jonica Stick, Renee Di Bona, Lily Hannington, Olivia Stewart,
Sabrina Bilston-John, Eliza Jones, Harriet Morris, Aisling Riederen Amy Bannerman, Mr Paul Birch Front Row: Romi Lawlor Grace Anwar Holly Rose
Freeman, Carla Lawlor Rebecca Love, Megan Kauffman, Samantha Schrauth, Ashby Gordon, Jessica Algar Laura Greenwood, Isabella Johansson, Harriet
Ward, Bianca Lawlor Absent: Jaya Barlow, Anna Bonadeo, Paris Caporn, Claire CarnleyTyla Cooke, Meg Cooney, Milly Cooney,Taylah Donnelly, Lucy
Jenkins, Alex Kannegiesser-Bailey, Fallyn Mitchell, Bridget Muir Sienna Murie.Jera Rogers-Uff, Sage Rogers-UfF, Annie Sommer Eleanor St George, Brittany
Suann, Anna Watkins

mm
IGSSA Rowing Team 6th Row: Lauren Timms, Isabelle Samuels, Kiishi Abimibola.Anna Bonadeo,Tyler Ronaldson, Jessica Walsh, Georgia Thomson,
Courtney Doran, Lauren Thorpe, Bree Kennedy-Smith 5th Row: Georgia Murrell, Arabella Gunning, Ashleigh Power Stella Beattie, Olivia Jones, Madi
Horler Bronnie Cox, Kiana Mews, Isobel Long, Claire Ivey, Angie Humphris, Elise Reidy-Crofts 4th Row: Georgia Seed, Annie Harvey Avila Den Ouden,
Pippa Adams, Isabel Boogaerdt, Sacha Furtado, Zuri Horlock, Jacqueline Rough, Lucy Fong, Kate Frazer Madeleine Mitchell, Simona Dunn, Genie Spadaccini
3rd Row: Olivia Seed, Kira Pieris, Paris Caporn, Rebecca O’Brien, EllieThomas, EvelynTay, Amber Charnaud, Olivia Cardaci, Emma Burnet, Georgia Green,
Megan O'Brien, Caris Bogdanov 2nd Row: Mr Simon Cox, Maddy Coleman, Ellie Ferguson, AmberleeThurstan, Charlie Love, Katie Armstrong-Sebbes,
Laura Mead, Jaslyn Woo, Cailin Feldman, Izzy Plumb,Tara Suann, Elise Christou, Mr Marshall Varley Front Row: Emily Hallam, AliciaTay, Maddy McLauchlan,
AngelaTobar Maddie Anwar Lucy Jenkins, Elisabeth Parry, Claire Maloney, Lotte Plumb, Laura Schlich.Anika Hannington, Bianca Lawlor Absent: Tessa
Amatulli, Milly Cooney, Sarah Draper Kiara Gunewardene-Paileros, Claudia Halliday, Caitlin Lacey, Greta Langsford, Fallyn Mitchell
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Sport

What an amazing season. Although shorter
than previous seasons, 2014 brought the most
exciting few months of Rowing that MLC
has ever seen. Every rower came together to
create the most cohesive and motivated group
of sportswomen I have ever been a part of.
This season’s squad was the biggest in the
College's history, with 50 Year 9 girls putting
up their hands to row for the first time. I hope
all the girls come back next year Rowing is a
sport like no other and has been one of the
best experiences of my life.

\
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The MLC Rowing Club had the opportunity
to host the Head of the River Regatta this year
The event exceeded everyone's expectations
and was a huge success thanks to the
committee’s organisation.
The FirstVIII continued MLC's tradition of
success in the Head of the River race.They
won the race by 0,18 seconds in a very
exciting finish and claimed MLC’s 13th win in
the last 20 years.
Head Coach, Simon Cox, was a great leader
for the girls and has a reputation as a fantastic
coach in the rowing world. Alongside Simon,
MrVarley stepped up as Rowing Coordinator
again, after his debut last season. He did an
awesome job of organising the squad.
I am so proud of all the girls who rowed this
year You are truly amazing and I will never
forget the bond we shared, All of those early
mornings paid off and I hope everyone returns
next year for another incredible season!
Lucy Jenkins
Year 12
Captain of Boats
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Equestrian

Sport

This year the Methodist Ladies’ College
Equestrian Team was the biggest it has
ever been with eight members.The girls
represented the College in the disciplines
of Dressage, Show Jumping, Show Horse
and the Working HunterThe Interschool
Equestrian event was held over three
days at the State Equestrian Centre in
Brigadoon. Overall, it was a successful
event and ran smoothly thanks to the
help of Mrs Amanda Loss and Mrs Vicki
Steven, All the girls had a great time and
we look forward to seeing more girls
compete next year
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Sophie Pyle
Year 10
Equestrian Captain
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Interschool Equestrian Championships 2nd Row: Mrs Vicki Steven, Sarah Norton, Holly Josland, Izabelle Dobson, Mrs Amanda Loss Front Row:
Taylor Lindquist, Claire Goaten Sophie Pyle, Phoebe Colling, Chloe Will
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IGSSA Junior Softball Team (2013) Sth Row: Kimble McKiever Rosie Prindiville, Annabel Saggers, Isabelle Samuels, Rachel Osborne 4th Row: EmmaJane Wellman, Katelyn Edis, Charlotte Cox, Madi Horler Rachel May, Sophie Howe, Claire Warner Milly Penrose, Angie Humphris, Stella Beattie, Rebecca
Whiting, EllaTweedie 3rd Row: Mr Chris de Boer, Kelsie Oldfield, Charlotte Howe, Francesca Calvert, Sabrina Bullock, Sarah White, Charlotte Owens,
Jacqueline Rough, Emily Wooldridge, Olivia Bennett, GemmaThurstan 2nd Row: Ms Mandy Combes, Elise Christou, Grace Briffa, Sabrina Bilston-John,
Claire Jiang, Charlie Love, Bee O'Brien, Megan O’Brien, Izzy Plumb, Amara Milambojane Zhao, Ms Kerris Moffat Front Row: Chiara Ma, Shannon Ma,
Dilanga De Silva, Milly Thorpe, Verity Dickins, Alice Chessell, Paige Dunkeld.Tahlia Pemberton, Emily Hallam, Ruby Maher May Nguyen Absent: Kiishi
Abimibola, Pippa Adams,Tessa Amatulli, Shantni Anandan, Rebecca Anderson, Kimiya Bari.Tess Blythe, Mikaela Brown,Tylah Cutler Madeline De Silva,
Josephine Dunn, Abbey Gajewski, Georgia Green, Lauren Grinbergs, Maddie Hanlin, Holli Hatherly, Jade Howgate, Emma Ivankovich,Taylor Lubich, Bronte
Maddren, Claire Maloney, Kiana Mews, Lily Murrell, Uyen May Nguyen, Mia Palmer Tyler Ronaldson, Jodie Smith, SimoneTan, Amy Thomas, Charlotte Viney

r

IGSSA Senior Softball Team (2013) 3rd Row: Emily Wray, Alex Rough, Anna McGillivray, Elisabeth Parry, Courtney Doran, Lauren Thorpe, Lucy Rose
2nd Row: Nicole Witcombe, Caris McClements, Jaimee Devenish, Sophie Dolan, Brittany Marzec, Holly Richmond Front Row: Jane Blechynden, Hannah
Smith, Gabriella Rawlinson, Lauren Paunich, Zoe Oldfield, NinaTrimboli, Maddy McLauchlan Absent: Janelle Harris, Darcy Lubich, Erin Oliver

Softball
With an outstanding reputation for
Softball in the past, the MLC 2013
IGSSA Softball Team certainly did not
disappoint! A number of pennants were
won in a range of divisions, and lots
of laughter fun and smiles occurred
along the way.The 2013 season saw the
Knickerbocker and sock combination

0OCC&1

return, yet again, as the squad braved the
sweltering heat experienced in Term 4.
Armed with gloves and bats in hand, we
were ready for action.The Senior A and

The 2014 Soccer season kicked off with a bang! Come rain, hail or shine, the

B teams deserve special congratulations

team of dedicated and determined MLC girls was ready for a match.After

as they claimed the pennant in their

losing a few games (we did not win a single one), we decided that we were

division as well as the Junior A and C

not particularly strong in skills so we chose to focus on having a great time.

teams. Overall, MLC placed third.

The great Mr Weet-Bix (ie. Mr Weekes) tried to organise our enthusiastic and

All girls are to be commended on their

boisterous team into formations.What we lacked in skill, we made up for with
,
I

great sportsmanship and encouragement. Our team never gave up and we
always had fun. I was honoured to be the Captain of the Senior SoccerTeam

to the coaching staff; without them the

|
|

2014 and could not have asked for a better team of girls to spend my last year
on the field with. I would like to apologise to Mr Weet-Bix on behalf of the

season would not have been possible.

|

Year 12s for all of the times that he stood in the goals and got hit by the ball!

Anna McGillivray

;
t1

We would also like to thank him for being such a great coach and wish him
good luck for the future!

dedication and enthusiasm throughout
the season. A huge thank you must go

Year 12
IGSSA Softball Senior Captain

Lize Schoeman
Year 12
Soccer Captain
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IGSSA Soccer Year 7/8 5th Row: Sophie Bennett, Julia Wang, Sarah White, Amy Thomas, Lora Hong 4th Row: Aya Kadhim, Nina Grylls, Emily Jenkins,
Ella Wylynko, GemmaThurstan, Grace Pollock, Lily Hannington, Emily Basford, Alexia Fassetta, Laura Greenwood 3rd Row: Qing QingTepper Amy
Bantock, Kelsie Oldfield, Ashby Gordon, Rebecca Anderson, Lily Murrell, Catherine Wilde, Safya Sarawat, Rachel Woods 2nd Row: Ms Louise Kennedy,
Monica Hogan, Charlotte Evans, Mary-Grace Maloney, Bridget Hermans, Emma Pennefather Claire Henthorn.Aisling Riederer Ariane Burton, Georgina
Erickson Front Row: Rosanna Radici, Philippa Hunter Grace Anwar Rebecca Paul, Jessica Schlich, Christina Friars, Emily Song, Mathushika Kawryshanker
ChloeWil! Absent: Margot Cooney, Anna Watkins
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Milambo, Alexandra Wilde, Jacqui Clements, Cailin Feldman, Sabrina Bilston-John, Izzy Plumb, Mr Jon Weekes Front Row: Maddie Anwar Jemma Eton,
Francesca Calvert, Zuri Horlock, Emma-Jane Wellman, Sacha Furtado, Hanna Young Absent: Taylor Lubich.Aimee Rea, AngelaTobar Natasha Vertannes,
Charlotte Viney, Claire Warner
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IGSSA Soccer Year I I/12

3rd Row: Rachael Thomas, Abigael Sula, Emily Wray, Giulia Bassi, Imogen Sweeney, Alice Monro 2nd Row: Mr Jon Weekes,

Maddyjepiuh, Lize Schoeman, Lotte Plumb, Juliette Isaacs, NinaTrimboli, Josephine Kelly Front Row: LouisaTham,Anika Hannington, Natsumi Miyagawa,
Rhiam Kadhim, Paloma Ortiz-Davis, Izzy Lyndon-James Absent: Olivia Marmion

Sport

IGSSA Soccer Year 9/10 4th Row: Elise Reidy-Crofts, Kimble McKiever Isabelle Samuels, Claire Morrison, Ciara Smith, Mary Fox, Claire Ivey 3rd Row:
Sophie Atkinson, Sophie Gilbert, Emma Kriening, Arabella Gunning, Madeleine Murray, Alex Foster Meagan Davis 2nd Row: Mr Patrick Guggisberg, Amara

^ i

IGSSA Volleyball Year 7/8 5th Row: Rebecca Anderson, Ali Slater; Kirsten Riddle, ZoeVellar Amy Thomas, Eliza Smith, Charlotte Owens, Phoebe
Colling, Sarah White, Ella Wylynko, Olivia Stewart 4th Row: Julia Longworth, Lily Hannington, Hannah Tweedie, Jessica Kirkham, Kelsie Oldfield, Georgina
Ashworth, Emily Basford, Catherine Wilde, Giorgia Ferrari,Yasmin Pang 3rd Row: Olivia Hayes, Emma Pennefather Robyn Maynard-Brewer Sophie
Adams, PyperThompson, Lucia Cardaci, RubyTurkich, Ruby Monaghan, Qing QingTepper 2nd Row: Mr Chris de Boer; Georgina Erickson, Jane Zhao, Amy
Bantock, Christina Friars, Caitlin Watts, Stella Corvaia, Kirsty Gordon,Jaya Barlow, Greta Rule Front Row: Amberley Woo, Eliza Manuel, Anne Millar; Holly
Rose Freeman, Cate Burnet,Taylah Donnelly, Rebecca Paul, Mia Beattie, Sarah Robinson Absent: Grace Anwar;Tegan Codd,Tyla Cooke, Kira Daamen, Nina
Digby, Lara Duffy, Freyja Edwards, Emily Gorlanchuk, Sienna Heath, Danielle Koong, Sammy Marwood, Bridget Muir; Jenna Neaves,Adrianna Rivera, Jessica
Schlich, Georgia Schubert

IGSSA Volleyball Year 9/10 5th Row: Claire Morrison, Rosie Prindiville, Jessica Walsh, Annabel Saggers, Anna Bonadeo, Caitlin Clarke, Isabelle Samuels
4th Row: Lily Steinberg, Angie Humphris, Madi HorlepTannith Lilford, Rachel Osborne, Kimble McKiever Lauren Timms, Sophie Howe, Olivia Pollock,
EllieThomas 3rd Row: Kate Frazer; LaurenTerriaca, Asha McFarlane, Kateiyn Edis, Naomi Brown, Madeleine Murray, Freya Power; Olivia Bennett, Amara
Milambo 2nd Row: Mrs Kerris Moffat, Kira Pieris, Charlie Love, Rebecca O'Brien, Olivia Cardaci, Isabel Boogaerdt, Amber Charnaud, Meagan Davis, Grace
Maddams, Ms Mandy Combes Front Row:Tahlia Pemberton, Annette Lac, Verity Dickins, EllaTweedie, Claire Warner Jacqueline Rough, Megan Maloney,
Alice Chessell, Laura Schlich Absent: Laura Bonner Carla Bridges, Abbey Gajewski, Chloe Hayes, Caitlin Lacey, Greta Langsford, Fallyn Mitchell, Hannah
Potts, Dominique Rees, Cecilia Remvik, Allysha Saw, Charlotte Viney, Greta Yaxley
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Sport

IGSSA Volleyball Year 11/12 4th Row: Mia Challis, Clare Quick, Courtney Doran, GeorgiaThomson, Lauren Thorpe, Celia Beyer 3rd Row: Imogen
Crostella, Anna McGillivray, Lucy Rose, Jackie Bridgwood, Emily Wray, Sarah Maitland, Jaimee Devenish 2nd Row: Ms Mandy Combes, Alex KannegiesserBailey, Nicole Witcombe,Juliette Isaacs, Caris McClements, JessicaVercoe, Izzy Jones, Holly Richmond Front Row: NinaTrimboli, Katie Frew, Gabriella
Ftawlinson, Sophie Dolan, Zoe Oldfield, Imogen Sweeney, Anika Hannington

Volleyball
m ■

This year’s Volleyball season was a great success, Four teams
consisting of some keen Year I I s and 12s competed throughout

1,*VCI*
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the season, which was filled with so much laughter and
gratification. Although our teams did not consist of the best
volleyball players MLC has ever seen (we lost every game), we
made up for it with the energy we brought to the sport. With
fabulous coaching from Combesy, we all developed our volleyball
skills greatly and were even winning for a stage in the last game
against one of the best teams!

i±T^rrj

Volleyball was a great experience and I strongly encourage
students to get involved in the future!
Lauren Thorpe
Year 12
Volleyball Captain
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IGSSA Tennis Year 7/8 3rd Row:
Mahaylia White, Pippi Whiting, Sophia
Reed, Sabrina Bullock, Julia Wang, Ines
Hutchinson, Lily Murrell 2nd Row: Ms
Emma Jenkins, Rachel Woods, Mary-Grace
Maloney,Yasmin Nazir Eliza Pritchard,
Samantha O'Clery, Niki Hessamodini, Leila
Rowe Front Row: Chelsea Francis, Jessica
Schlich, Ruby Hull, Claudia Crockett, Allana
Buck, Kylee Kotula, Chane Grobler Absent:
Paige Herkes, Jessica Newton, Simone
Saunders, DemetraVitsas, Lexie Weir

Sport

Zara Yaxley
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IGSSA Tennis Year 9/10 3rd Row:
Emma-Jane Wellman, Stella Beattie,
Milly Penrose, Charlotte Brasington,
Charlotte Cox, Rebecca Whiting 2nd
Row: Miss Jane Wilding, Annabel Moyle,

** =»

Jade Howgate, Eloise Anderson, Caitlin
Anderson, Matilda Pritchard, Ankita Das
Front Row: Sofi Nazir Chesca Hanlin,
Paige Dunkeld, Anna Hunt, Hannah
Gent, Dilanga De Silva Absent: Shantni
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Anandan, Kimiya Bari, Sabrina Bilston-John,
Ellie Craig, Josephine Dunn, Ellie Ferguson,
Isabella Kennedy,Taylor North

JtL J

IGSSA Tennis Year 11/12 2nd Row:
Mr Jon Weekes, Alice Monro, Georgia
Brasington, Ella Payne, Brittany Marzec
Front Row: Selena Sebastian, Lotte Plumb,
Megan Kauffman,Tessa Ferreira, Maddie
Brown

CL

Though Tennis is considered an individual sport, MLC’s Middle and SeniorYears’girls
really pulled together this year and gave their best effort. Across the board it was a well
rounded season.The Senior ATeam came second overall, an improvement from third
place the previous year
I'd like to extend a big thanks to Mr Weekes for an amazing season as Coordinator. It was
a special year for the seniors as the majority are in Year 12 and this was their last season.
Thank you to the girls in the squad for attending training during Term I in the blazing
summer heat. It has been a fantastic year and I hope all the girls come together again for
another great season in 2015.
Megan Kauffman
Year 12
Tennis Captain

Water Polo 20 3
At the beginning of the season, a lot of players in the team were new to the sport and
were anxious to play their first game, As we went over rules in the bus on the way to our
first game, it became evident that this season was going to be about learning the game
and having fun while doing so. Although we didn't win overall, we managed to maintain
a high level of performance and we all enjoyed being a part of a team, I can certainly say
that everyone found the season a challenge, but when it came to our last game, we didn’t
want the season to end. I would like to thank MrVarley, whose passion was admirable,
and also all the girls who did their best and never gave up despite being newcomers to
the sport. Let's see if we can win in 2014!
Alex Hughes
Year 11
Water Polo Captain

MiKASft

IGSSA Water Polo Team 4th Row: Nikki Cullingford, Mimi Gregg, Bree Kennedy-Smith, Samantha Garza, Lauren Timms, Lucy Jenkins, Emily Isaacs
3rd Row: EllieThomas, Caitlin Anderson, Kate Frazer Caris McClements.Josefina Garza, Emma Kriening, Maddie Hanlin 2nd Row: Mr Marshall Varley, Elena
Cardaci, Juliette Isaacs, Amy Hall, Holly Richmond, Olivia Seed, Alice Monro, Mr Jon Weekes Front Row: Anika Hannington, Claire Maloney, Amy Thomas,
Alexandra Hughes, Ciara Smith, Angie Humphris, Bianca Lawlor Absent: Emily Hallam, Fallyn Mitchell
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Head of Year 12
Vanessa Smith

The Leavers of 2014 have embraced the opportunities of this year with
their trademark optimism, spirit and creativity. After Patrick Hollingworth
inspired the girls to literally strive for the heights with his tales from
Mount Everest, the attention turned to the social highlight of the year;
fe- the stunning Secret Garden-themed Ball.The girls danced the night
away as they celebrated their long-awaited arrival in Year 12 and the
deep friendships which help give the cohort its distinctive and delightful
character
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The Year 12 Soiree was a fabulous
opportunity for the group to bond over
a gigantic Pass the Parcel and gave a very
welcome break from the challenges of
tests and exams. While the academic
demands of their final year at school have
encouraged the girls to stretch themselves
and aspire to new achievements, they
have balanced this with learning how
to make perfect waffles and discovering
the secrets of power napping. With their
determination to make the most of every

relied upon to give their best effort to
anything they decide to do.
They are a deeply generous and
compassionate group, sharing each
other's triumphs and difificulties.This
has been extended to the broader
College Community as the girls have led
the student body with sensitivity and
enthusiasm.They have placed particular
emphasis on celebrating individual gifts;
as a result, this is a particularly close-knit

opportunity, the girls have thoroughly
embraced every aspect of the Year 12
experience.

group who understand and accommodate
both the talents and quirks of all.

As the list of remaining lasts’ on the

work with these delightful girls and to

It has been a tremendous privilege to

Common Room window has become

share the ups and downs of their journey

shorter and shorten the great strengths
of the group have shone ever stronger

to new adventures, I am confident that

They have come to celebrate their unique

they will continue to impress, support and

standing as the 'half cohort’, making
up for their small numbers with their

inspire others. My deep hope for every
one of them is that they take to heart

wholehearted approach to life. Each
project has received their full attention;
from writing essays to preparing‘Rainbow
Fairy’ costumes, this group of girls can be

the words ofVirgil:"possunt quia, posse
videntur" - they can because they think

over the past 18 months. As they move

they can.Truly.this cohort can do anything
they set their minds to.
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Year 12 Athens
2nd Row: Beverley Wang,
Rachel Hocking, Megan
Wingeatt, Lize Schoeman,

»an

NinaTrimboli,
Gabriella Rawlinson,
Sally Gilfillan
Front Row: Erin Oliver;
'■ *>
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Emily Sang, Lauren Paunich,
Anna McGillivray,
Eliza Macdonald,
Ms Jenny Dilkes (Teacher)
Absent: Lexie Hynes
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Year 12 Corinth

Leavers

2nd Row: Bree Kennedy-Smith, Celia Beyer; Melanie Hamilton, Jane Blechynden, Maddy McLauchlan, Beth Clarke, Miss Sarah Delena (Teacher)
Front Row: Samantha Garza, Kathy Hsin, Holly Richmond, Lucy Rose, Samantha Schrauth,TaylorYoud, Marie Kyriakacis
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Year 12 Olympia
3rd Row: Miss Sharleen Olsen (Teacher),
Lauren Sabbagh, Maddi Wright,
Meg Charnaud, Aliah Bogdanich,
Nicole Witcombe, Isabella Sabbagh
2nd Row: Alice Neil-Smith,
Tanisha Chapman, Akhila Sambhara,
Jodie Loi, Kiara Gunewardene-Palleros,
Sophie Dolan
Front Row:Janelle Harris, Katie Frew,
Radhi Sethi
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Leavers

Year 12 Rome
2nd Row: Lewis Singleton,
Georgia Brasington, Alex Rough, Ella Payne, Shimin Lim, Charlotte
Ward, Mr Brendon Pearn (Teacher)
Front Row: GeorgiaThomson, Lucy Jenkins, Caris Bogdanov,
Elisabeth Parry, Izzy Jones, Naomi Fogliani
Absent: Tara Kennedy, Emily Paul
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Year 12 Sparta
2nd Row: Jenny Liang, Katie
Armstrong-Sebbes, Antonia
Giorgini, Ali Gnaden, Hayley
Greenwood, Rene Kuan, Lauren
Thorpe, Mrs Hani Khan (Teacher)
Front Row: Mia Challis, Matilda
Spadaccini, Isabel Philip, Kelly MarieSmith, Pia Kehal, Anna Wilson
Absent: Sarah Draper
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Year 12 Troy
3rd Row: Jera Rogers-Uff, Bronnie Cox,

i

Emily Isaacs, Stephanie Fletcher Amy Hall

4

2nd Row: Mrs Andrea Hilliard (Teacher),
Jenny Yam, Clare McMathJia Qi Lim, Si
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Xuan Lim, Sruthi Sodum
Front Row: Georgia Saunders, OliviaTurner
Serena Eng, Megan Kauffman, Lili Omari,
Jessica Young,Tessa Ferreira
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We returned to MLC as Year 12s in Term I
wondering what would be in store for us during
our final year The excitement of new (and old)
teachers and new classes was soon replaced with
the anticipation for what would be one of the best
nights of the year The Ball was held on Friday of
Week I, and it was a night filled with dancing, smiling
until our mouths hurt, and memories.
With Week 3 came the first of many lasts, the
Swimming Carnival and the Hat Photo. After
watching past Year 12s do the leavers'jump at the
end of the Carnival, and seeing everyone throw their
hats in the air on the familiar steps, it felt surreal to
be in that position ourselves.
The Soiree was held in Week 7 and seeing
everyone dressed to the theme of'When I Grow
Up' definitely brought some laughs, The last House
Cross Country was worth the early start, and it
was amazing to see so many girls come, even if not
everyone ran.
With the close of the term came our last House
Singing, Mime and Drama Festival. After weeks of
rehearsing, the work of the conductors and play
directors came together and was showcased to the
school.

mm

Term I was filled with countless assessments, iconic
moments and the excitement of daily private studies
and toasted sandwich makers! It was a great start to
our final year
Eliza Macdonald

mm

Term 2
Sift

We experienced our first set ofYear 12
exams in Term 2. We also had the enjoyment
of receiving those back two weeks later, along
with the realisation that the results counted
towards our final mark.The continuous pile
of homework we had didn’t stop us from
having an amazing term with fun and exciting
events to look forward to each day.
The Great Divide was a landslide for us
because we completely thrashed Christ
Church Grammar School.
The Head of the River also took place in
Term 2. Our team of Year 12s worked hard
for three months to make sure it was their
most memorable one yet - they succeeded
and our FirstVIII finished as champions.
Term 2 was no easy feat for many 12s who
chose to deal with the challenge of no
Facebook for two weeks, or for some, no
technology at all; we all survived! We finish
this term with more heartfelt memories of
unforgettable times in our hearts.
Akhila Sambhara

Term 3
Term 3 began with the nervous realisation
that we were commencing our last full
term of school. A welcome distraction
from this was the Athletics Carnival at the
end of the first week.

brand new,Term 3 came with a lot of
'lasts' for us: the last set of Collegian
photos, last mid-term break, last dressup day in Arts and Science week, our
last Christian Education and Recreation
classes and our last House activities.

Troy broke Corinth's winning reign, also
securing the Spirit Cape at the end of
the day. After the Carnival,Term 3 was
in full swing, with numerous assessments

The Physical Education staff took
advantage of the large attendance rate
in our last House Acts, filling the time
with hilarious activities and relays which
involved hula-hoops, flippers and beer
goggles.

challenging our time management abilities.
Week 3 brought the long awaited
production of Pride and Prejudice, where
the talents of our peers were showcased.

Rainbow Fairy series and filled the
common room with fairy wings and
copious amounts of glitter
A Music Department highlight was the
annual Concerto Night, which showcased
the spectacular talent and hard work of
individual Year 12 Music students and the
Orchestra.
In no time at all, our mocks were upon us
and we reached our last school holidays
before WACE.Term 3 was an exciting and

We continued the tradition of a year
group-coordinated dress-up using a
particular book as our theme in Arts
and Science week. We decided on the

A new concept was introduced in Term
3 - House Days, which involved House
activities at lunchtimes. While this was

fun-filled term that we will look back on
as a special time of our final year
Sally Gilfillan
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The last two weeks of school were
certainly jam-packed full of activities,
before we began the three weeks of
intense study for our WACE.

4*-

One of these activities, which we looked
forward to all year, was the long-awaited
Satirical, an opportunity to have a laugh at
our peers and teachers after an intense

r m

12 months. We were also able to partake
in the MLC Beach Swim tradition and the
Valedictory Dinner to mark the end of
our time in this amazing school.
We leave with unforgettable memories
and unbreakable bonds with the friends
we have met.This year was truly the best
year and we couldn't have asked for a
better group of girls to spend it with,
Celia Beyer and Jodie Loi
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As a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up? An astronaut, a
doctor or a fairy?
Well this is what the Year 12s had to answer on 21 March for their soiree dress-up
theme. Costumes ranged from policewomen to tradies, even Charlie from Hi 5,The
night was filled with lots of games such as a large pass-the-parcel, guess the baby
photo as well as a good ol' quiz; these were, of course, accompanied by pizza and
juice. We ended the night on a note of bonding and nostalgia with the Year 12 Ball
DVD, just another night to remember in our last days of MLC.
Katie Frew

Leavers

Year 12 Soiree
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The memories we have made here at
WlMLC will certainly be ones we keep
I

forever in our hearts.

i

Over the years we have spent here, each

!

of us have learnt important life lessons,
and have had many amazing experiences,
including playing xylophones with Ms
Cianciosi back in Junior Years, and having
our mallets taken off us because stopping
just didn't seem fun.
Not to forget the intense 44 home base
games and playing foursquare in the
playground!
Throughout our journey, we have seen
girls come and leave the College, but most
importantly we have developed life-long
friendships. We will miss everyone, and
though saying goodbye to what we call
our second home will be very hard, we
are more than ready to enter the big
world and the future that awaits us.
Thank you MLC for being such a great
part of our lives, and we will miss you
dearly!

Emily Paul and Mia Challis
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Take a gap year or go straight to university after school? What course should I apply for;
and what career pathway would I like to take? A doctor? A designer? An engineer?
While I was losing myself in the world of wonder;
the Boardroom Lunches sign-up sheets showed up
at the Counsellors' Office. Lunch with doctors in
Fremantle Hospital? Why not? A Friday afternoon
with no school is always good; one where you're
given the opportunity to talk to professionals in
your future career field is even better.

future of being a doctor Another female doctor
rushed in from the Emergency Room and

While stomachs were fed with fresh bagels and
delightful muffins, our minds were filled with the
doctors'truthful and interesting speeches. A
part-time doctor talked about her experience

The meaningful afternoon at Fremantle Hospital

maintaining the balance between family and career
as a mother which gave us a great insight into the
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delivered a talk about her roller coaster journey
as an emergency doctor. We allowed ourselves
a chance to take a breath for a few minutes
before a junior doctor gave another speech,
which raised thoughtful questions.
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came to an end with informal chats around the
table. I found myself leaving the hospital with a
clearer view of a possible future career

Kathy Hsin
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Year 12 Ball
The long awaited night of Friday 7 February had finally arrived.
Summer holidays had drawn to a close, with the pre-holiday stresses of
acquiring a suitable gentleman date, put to rest. Numerous countdowns
had reached their final seconds on phones across the year group. All
but a few teachers were unwilling to accept the amount of work, or
lack thereof, that would be completed by the Year 12 cohort that day.
The impatient tapping of perfectly manicured fingernails could be heard throughout
fourth period, quickly followed by sighs of relief as the clocks struck 12.55pm.There
was a rushed collection of invitations preceding the numerous appointments,‘befores’
and much-anticipated limousine rides to the Pan Pacific Hotel.
From the foyer the ballroom was only one slightly-challenging-staircase-in-heels
away. Many jaws dropped upon entering, eyes resting on the elegantly laid tables
adorned with all manner of candles, birdcages and fairy lights, perfectly suited to the
'Secret Garden'theme of the night. Spirits were high as a string quartet entertained
throughout the evening meal, before students, tutors and principal alike took to
the dance floor Despite sky-high heels and floor length gowns, many successfully
undertook dance moves that would leave them complaining of sore thighs for days on
end.
It was a night of selfies, stilettos and sociability; but most importantly, the Year 12
Ball strengthened the bond within our cohort, and it seemed as though all felt the
connection that would prove to be our greatest support throughout the year ahead.
As the mass resurgence of photos on Instagram during exams was to prove, the Ball
went above and beyond all expectations, truly becoming a night to remember.
Jane Blechynden
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A Day in the Life of a MLCYear 12 Student
On Monday morning I peel my eyes open to the aggravating alarm tone blaring from my iPhone at 6.00am.
I thoughtlessly hit snooze and clasp
my eyelids back together I choose to
snooze my accurately calculated alarm a
minimum of twice more before realising
its 7.00am and I'm about to miss my
bus! I leap from my comfortable, warm,
crinkled sheets and ready myself for the
day ahead. Unfortunately, this common
error of even allowing the option of
‘snooze’ is a constant recurrence in my
everyday life.

perks of the common room come with
the small price of it being at the very
top of the hill. At least when you walk in
you are flooded by a gush of air at the
perfect temperature, and welcomed by
a couch, which insists,“Lie down, rest,
sleep, relax, everything is okay". As the
cohort gradually crowds the confined
space, the once-peaceful room is full

In previous years this wasn’t the case. I
would get up at 5.59am ready to turn
my alarm off and slide my spearmint
green shirt over my torso, neatly
secured with a completely contrasting
lichen-moss coloured tie, perfected with
those glinting, out-of-place, sunshine
yellow stripes.

Year 12 comes with the novelty of
multiple free periods, sandwich presses,
boiling water couches, microwaves, a
fridge, a waffle iron, funnier personal
jokes with teachers, white shirts, prefect
trim, executive stripes and badges. But
that’s not what Year 12 is about. It's
about making the most of your last year
in high school.

Nowadays it’s a distinct fresh, crisp white
blouse with that lush, deep forest-green
tie, and to top it off, the shiny silver
badge that sits on the knot, accentuating
the exclusivity of the Year 12s.
I get to school at 8.15am with time to
mentally prepare myself for what the
day has to offer First up is the hill.The
agonising hill that causes my calf muscles
to sing The Climb' by Miley Cyrus.The

of noise, excitement, anxiety, happiness,
drama and intense crammed study.

We have responsibilities as leaders of
the College but also as mentors. We are
exclusive in our presentation but not in
our attitudes and personality.
A day in the life of a MLCYear 12
student is not limited to the subjects we
take and the friends we spend time with,
it is also filled with the little things we
fail to realise in our everyday life. Caught
up in stress and pressure, most people
don't realise how complex, exciting and
rewarding a day as aYear 12 really is.
Naomi Fogliani

I find myself reflecting on 'A Day in the
Life’ and realise that our relationships
with teachers and each other have
become so much more open and
helpful. Until this year I’ve never seen
so many people who care and ask each
other if they are okay, just because they
look stressed or upset. Everyone is here
to support one another

___
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Pros and Cons forYear 12

@Z8>
1.

THE BALL.

2.

Access to a microwave and a
toaster - now you can heat up last
night's dinner for lunch, and enjoy a
delicious ham and cheese toastie!

3.

4.

1.

Watching the younger years
stare longingly/jealously at your
hot drink on a cold day.
Heavenly air conditioning in the
common room during hot summer
days.

5.

It’s your last year of school!

6.

You can be as loud and weird as
you want and convince yourself that
the younger years aren’t allowed to
judge you (whether or not they do is

pins from your up-do and wiping off
your make-up after the Ball.

2.

Getting noticeably chubbier
throughout the year.

3.

Having to fill out your life plan' for
the Counsellors when you don’t
even know what you want to do on
the weekend.

4.

The difficulty of leaving the
comfort and warmth/cooling
wind of the common room.

5.

It's your last year of school.

6.

Learning that the white shirts do
not hold as much power as you
think...

7.

Awkward names due to the font on
your leavers’ jacket.

8.

Eternal lack of sleep.

9.

You literally have six tests in one
week (and probably an assignment

irrelevant).

7.

The first day of wearing the
white shirts (it all goes downhill
from there).

8.

Nap time in the common room!

9.

You get sympathy from people
when you tell them about the six
tests you have that week.

10.

The face of absolute intimidation
on a younger years' girl when they
realise they just walked into a Year
12 class.

I I. You’re not in Year I I.

■rs
M

Realising it’s no more fun and games
when you're taking out hundreds of

to do too).

10. You can be nearly 18 and still get
in trouble for asking to use the
bathroom during class and not
at lunch.
I I. They tell you it's the same workload
as Year I I.
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Glass of 2014
We’re always described as the ‘small year’ or the ‘half cohort’, but I
can’t imagine a year group with more energy, personality or warmth
than the Class of 2014. One of the things I will remember most about
our year is our amazing ability to make anyone who walks into any
group of people immediately feel accepted. It’s such a relief to never
have to worry about finding your ‘group’ at lunch, because you know
that no matter who is sitting in the common room, you’ll have friends
in there. Although we have all joined MLC at different stages of our
lives, we’re a family now, filled with the unique, talented, loud, quiet,
intelligent, funny and crazy girls of 2014, and of course our mum, Mrs
Smith.
As families do, we’ve had our ups and
downs and I think it’s safe to say that

mounted and Semester I exams served
as a reality check for many of us.The

Year 12 has been a roller coaster.Term I

long days, late nights and occasional,

started like no other. We spent the first

early mornings, have been difficult.There

few weeks marvelling at the fact that,

have been tears, disappointment and

courtesy of the common room, we could

exhaustion. But now as we’re nearing the

now have hot food and drinks whenever
we wanted. Despite the fact that it was

end, and there’s always someone willing

still scorching summer, we lined up in

school days’ left, we’re realising that our

the common room to make our various

days at MLC are numbered and every

hot beverages, mostly just because we
wanted an excuse to use the new mug

minute is increasingly precious.

that we bought especially for this year.

This year we’ve enjoyed so many of

to offer the exact amount of‘actual

our ‘lasts’: last Swimming Carnival, last
Each exciting event rolled out one after
the other and the Ball was definitely a
highlight.The atmosphere was amazing
as everyone glided in to the Pan Pacific,
which was gorgeously decorated to the
theme of the ‘Secret Garden’. Everyone
looked stunning and it was a fantastic
way to kick off, with grace and elegance,
our year as the leaders of the College.
As the year carried on, the challenges

House Singing, Mime and Drama Day,
last House acts and, most satisfyingly of
all, our last Maths tests.While it's sad to
say goodbye, the memories we’ve shared
will bind us forever, and we’ll always
remember the days, and the people, that
we’ve loved at MLC.
Here’s to you, Class of 2014!
Georgia Saunders

Jane Blechynden

Kiltie Arinstrong-Sebbes

Celia Beyer

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Favourite quote:

“I hate it when I lose stuff
at school. Like, my pencils,
papers, and life ambitions.”

People who shine from within
don’t need the spotlight.

"Is that food for us or do you
have another tute party?”

Aliah Bogdanich

Caiis Bogdanov

Georgia Brasington

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Life |esson learnt at MLC:

"The fridge is a clear example

When things aren’t adding up"'"5..

Study breaks will always be

that what really matters is
what is inside.”

in your life, start subtracting.

longer than actual §|ydy time.
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Megan (Meg) Ghamaud

Bethany (Beth) Clarke

Mia Challis

Tanisha Chapman

Favourite quote:

Number One on bucket list:

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

"Sorry for party rocking.”

Live in as many places as
possible *and learn to speak

“That’s what,” - He

“The best thing about being

Portuguese fluently.

me is that I’m not you."

Bronwyn (Bronnie) Cox
"I amazed myself."

Sophie Dolan

Sarah Draper

Serena

Favourite quote:

Number One on bucket list:

Favour

"If you see me smiling in
public, I'm laughing at my own
jokes.”

Get into a crowded escalator
“The ha
and say,"I bet you are wondering can see,
why I have gathered you all here
today."

Leavers

Favourite quote:

Tessa F<erreira

Stephanie Fletcher

Naomi Fogliani

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

“Never take life too seriously;
nobody gets out alive anyway.'

Never leave things to the last
minute... you need at least
two.

Don’t do drugs or your brain
will sizzle and you will die.
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Alexandra (All) Gnaden

Hayley Greenwood

Life lesson learnt at MLC:
When a teacher asks a
question never put your head
down and pretend to work,
you will get picked.

Life lesson learnt at MLC:
Without school it is hard to
remember what day it is.

,f

Kiara GunewardenePalleros

Amy Hall

Favourite quote:
“I didn’t choose the thug life.
The thug life chose me.”

Favourite quote:
“If each day is a gift... I'd like
to know where to return
Mondays."

sror*.

Melanie Hamilton

Janelle Harris

Rachel Hocking

Lin (Kathy) Hsin

Favourite quote:
"Be who you are and say what
you feel because those who
mind don't matter and those
who matter don't mind.”
- Dr Seuss

Favourite quote:
‘Wake up... or turn off your
alarm.'

Favourite quote:
"You have many options in life.
Never make giving up one of
them."

Favourite quote:
“Laugh and the world laughs
with you, snore and you sleep
alone."

Alexandria (Lexie)
Hynes

Emily Isaacs

Lucy Jenkins

Isabel (Izzy) Jones

Favourite quote:
"Inside good. Outside bad." JoeyTribbiani

Life lesson learnt at MLC:
Early rowing mornings: How
to exercise before your brain
realises what you are doing.

Favourite quote:
"Mornings are gross and I
want no part in them."

Favourite quote:
“Being so quiche you don't
need WACE.” - Ja'mfe*??

m

Pia Kelial

lara Kennedy

Bree Kennedy-Smith

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

Number One on bucket list:

“Life is not measured by
the number of breaths we
take, but by the moments
that take our breath away." Anonymous

“I love deadlines. I like the
whooshing sound they make
as they fly by."

"What if algebra teachers are
really pirates and are using us to
find ’X?”

Invent something amazing!

Rene Kuan

Marie. KyriakacLs

Zlien Lu (Jenny) Liang

Jia Qi Lim

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

"I'm going back to sleep. I refuse
to give up on my dreams so
easily."

“I’m at the point of the
semester where I'm hoping
my future husband is doing
really well in school right now."

"Life is 10 per cent what
happens to me and 90 per
cent how I react to it."Charles Swindoll

"My name is Jia (Jac) Qi (kie).
Not jia.Jaiqu.Jaqwi."

Shimin Uni

Si Xuan Lim

Wen Tian (Jotlie) Loi

hliza Macdonald

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

"That was not like High
School Musical at all,"

"Na na na na na....."

“Roses are red, violets are
blue, sunflowers are yellow,
I bet you were expecting
something romantic but these
are just gardening facts.”

“It’s a Sunday. I don’t move on
Sundays’’ - Chandler Bing

Leavers

Megan Kauffman
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Favourite quote:

Madclison (Madcly)
McLauchlan

"Be the change you wish to
see in the world,”- Mahatma

Favourite quote:
“I’m not actually funny, I’m just

Ghandhi

really mean and people think
I’m joking.”

Anna MeGillivray

Alice Neil-Si
Number One on bucket list:
Start a band.

Life lesson learnt at MLC:
You can’t steal second with
one foot on first.

Clare McMath
Life lesson learnt at MLC:
I don’t procrastinate, I save
my homework until the last
minute so I’m older and
therefore more wise.

Lilith (Lili) Omari

Elisabeth Pans/

Favourite quote:
“The only time I set the bar
low is for limbo.”

Life lesson learnt at MLC:
Do not kick windows.

Isabel Philip

<r.y
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Emily Paul

Lauren Paiuiieh

Ella Payne

Life lesson learnt at MLC:
Rule of maths: if it seems
easy, you're probably doing it
wrong.

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Number One on bucket list:

Be Lauren Paunich.

NO RAGRETS

(Aggressively rejects adulthood),

Not even one letter

Gabriella lvawlinson

Holly Ricliniond

Jem Rogers-Uil'

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Favourite quote:

"You stay classy San Diego.”

(awkward fake laughter).

You don't need a tie, if you
have a scarf!

“The only reason I went
to school all this time is to
distract myself from the fact
that I'll never be Beyonce."

Alexandra (Alex) Rough

Isabella Sabbagh

Lauren Sabbagh

Akhila Sambhara

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Favourite quote:

“Life is short, smile while you
still have teeth.”

Be yourself, everyone else is
already taken!

Procrastination is the art of
keeping up with yesterday.

"I'm always laughing because
can’t stand silence."

Emily Sang

Georgia Saunders

Lize Schoeman

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Favourite quote:

“How lucky I am to have
something that makes saying
goodbye so hard!" - Winnie
The Pooh

I don't know how to exist
outside the GT

"Start unknown, finish
unforgettable."

Lucinda (Lucy) Rose

jSKlfil
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Samantha Sehrauth

lladhika (Radhi) Sethi

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

"You can call me Nemo,
because I'm never afraid to

“Apparently doing sports is a
real thing?”

If there’s one thing school
taught me, it's never to touch

touch the butt,”

Lewis Singleton

the underside of a desk.

f
I

Kelly Marie Smith

Smtlii Sochim

Favourite quote:

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

Matilda Spadaccini
Life lesson learnt at MLC:

“God created the world in
seven days. Well, it took nW

“The time taken to get to school
™nversely proportional to the

Ain't nobody got time fo dat!

months to create me so
clearly I’m a big deal.”

distance travelled by the body?^
said every boarder ever

Georgia Thomson

Lauren Thorpe

Nina Trimboli

Olivia Turner

Number One on bucket list:

Number One on bucket list:

Number One on bucket list:

Favourite quote:

Change nickname on leavers’
jacket.

To never wear green again.

I want my last words to be: “I
left one million dollars under

"If somebody ever asks you to
do something, do it really bad

the...”

so you never have to do it
again.” - Pans Hilton

Beverley Lei (Beverley)
Wang

Charlotte Ward

Anna W ilson

Life lesson learnt at MLC

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

How to wake up at 5.45am
every morning.

'Hannah Montana says
nobody’s perfect, yet here

Leavers

"Think classy and you'll be

Megan Wingeatt

Nicole Witeombe
Favourite quote:

Maddison (Maddi)
Wright

Wing Chi (Jenny) Vain

Favourite quote:
“Be humble for you are made
of earth. Be noble for you are
made of stars."

“I learnt to right good.

Life lesson learnt at MLC:

“I came here to have a good
time and I'm honestly feeling
so attacked right now.”

Why waste time say lot word
when few word do trick?

Favourite quote:

- 22 Jump Street

Taylor Youd

Jessica Young

Favourite quote:

Favourite quote:

"The Bible had 20, 30,40,50
characters in it, you don't think
that I would be one of the
characters of today's modern
Bib/e?" - KayneWest

“I would do anything for you
guys... except for running,
jogging, or climbing stairs." Fat Amy
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HERE’S TO
A LIFE OF
MEANING AND
PURPOSE

,RE GREATO
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Hab •- of Mind

YOU HAVE

Hab'*"- of Mind

F-

SCEPTICISM
EDUCATION

NO future

WISDOM

F-

DON'T BELIEVE
everything

YOU SEE/READ

f'L V- :

When I unearthed
Year 12's greatness

^

I found a lot of gems. >0
I hope you continue ®
to sparkle all your life.
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